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REPORT BACK ON MARCH 3, 2020 PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION
On March 10, 2020, your Board passed a motion directing the Registrar-Recorder/County
Clerk (RR/CC) to investigate all of the challenges that voters experienced on both Election
Day as well as all days County residents were able to vote during the March 3, 2020
Presidential Primary Election.
The Board directed RR/CC to report back in 45 days with corrective measures for all noted
issues to be implemented in time for the November 3, 2020 Presidential General Election.
RR/CC worked Gartner Consulting in the development of the Board Report by organizing
and coordinating RR/CC teams to understand and analyze the root causes for the issues
identified, and to develop solutions and associated costs to be included in the Board
Report.
To provide a comprehensive response to the motion, 12 work groups were established to
tackle each of the items referenced in the motion. In conducting the review and identifying
corrective actions, the Department reviewed observations and consulted with the
California Secretary of State for feedback and recommendations.
The majority of the issues referenced in the motion, Items 1-11, are covered in the first
report. Item #12 in the motion directed RR/CC to develop an implementation plan,
including a cost analysis, for providing Vote by Mail (VBM) ballots to all voters for the
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November 2020 Election. Given the nature of this request, a separate report was produced
to provide the Board with a complete, distinct response on this issue. In addition to the
reports themselves that follow, both include their own respective Executive Summary and
Appendices.
Finally, as part of the March 10th motion, the Board also directed the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) to hire an independent consultant to provide a third-party review and
validation of the RR/CC report. The CEO selected Slalom Consulting for this effort.
While that firm’s work is not a part of this report, RR/CC fully cooperated in this effort to
ensure that the Slalom team had complete access to all staff, vendors and
stakeholders. The Department has provided Slalom with all requested documentation
(including background information, logs and other data, reports and survey responses)
to assist in validating and monitoring the RR/CC’s effort.
If you have any questions, please contact me directly or your staff may contact Aaron
Nevarez, VSAP Project Director, at anevarez@rrcc.lacounty.gov or (562) 462-2800.
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1. Executive Summary
Executive Summary - Key Points:
During the Presidential Primary Election in March, Los Angeles County introduced a new voting
system that served nearly 1 million voters at more than 970 vote centers throughout the County.
Post-election surveys and voter exit polls indicate that most voters (70%) had a positive
experience, while 20% reported a negative experience. Overall 15% percent of voters reported
waiting more than 2 hours to vote. RR/CC acknowledges that not all voters were properly
supported on Election Day, resulting in long waits and great frustration for many voters.
At the request of the Board of Supervisors, the RR/CC, with a team of experts, examined the
issues and analyzed the causes behind those failures, which relate primarly to technology,
training and capacity issues.
As a result, RR/CC already has started to improve training and procedures and to refinine its
systems to ensure a better experience for ALL voters in future elections.
Los Angeles County introduced new Ballot Marking Devices (BMDs) in the March 2020
Presidential Primary Election. Voters reported that their experience with the BMDs was positive.
The BMDs are new and, as with anything new, it will take some time for voters to become
accustomed to using them, including features that ensure ballot security and voter privacy.
RR/CC looked carefully into the root causes of the issues experienced by voters. Here are some
key findings:


Vote Centers were open for 10 days before Election Day. 27% of voters cast ballots in
the first 10 days; 73% on Election Day. RR/CC also received and processed 1,141,594
Vote by Mail (VBM) ballots.



Longer wait times primarily resulted from technical issues with the electronic pollbooks
(PollPads) that are used to check-in voters as they arrive at the Vote Centers. Even
though ample network bandwidth was available, the PollPads had issues synchronizing
data with the voter database and the voter search function was too limited for the size of
the County’s electorate. This resulted in delays as voters checked in. Also, some Vote
Centers had fewer PollPads than needed to handle voter turnout on Election Day.



While there was a perception among voters and the media that BMDs were not operable
and contributed to wait times, generally this was not the case. Based on the data, BMD
availability did not contribute to wait times, but some BMDs were unavailable for two
reasons:
1. While not intended, Election Workers did not make all BMDs available at the
Vote Centers. Some BMDs were not turned on in larger Vote Centers
because they were not identified as necessary to meet voter needs during the
election. Had all BMDs been needed, Election Workers would have powered
them on.
2. There was a known issue with a printer gear that affected more BMDs than
originally identified, causing 1,297 to be taken out of service because of
paper jams. This affected 5.6% of the BMDs in the field.



Network bandwidth between the PollPads and the voter database was sufficient and was
not a constraint on Election Day.
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While RR/CC recruited the overall number of Election Workers needed, delays in Vote
Center selection and late assignement of Election Workers caused some Vote Centers
to be overstaffed and some to be understaffed because either too many Election
Workers were assigned to a Vote Center or the Election Workers did not report as
scheduled or at all. In most cases, multilingual Election Workers were stationed where
needed, but the under/overstaffing issue applied to them as well. The need to have Vote
Center Leads work 11 consecutive days proved to create difficulties for Vote Center
Lead attendance and also caused difficulties filling those critical roles.



Election Worker training started while many elements were still changing – procedures
being finalized and new legislation being passed (Senate Bill 207) – which caused
differences between training conducted earlier vs. later in the cycle. This represented a
lot of change – new technology and new/changing procedures – for Election Workers to
absorb.



There were challenges and constraints in gaining access to and setting up Vote Centers,
with some closing early or opening late, and some not opening at all on some days.



The Help Desks where Election Workers and voters call to get help did not have
adequate staff needed to respond to incoming call volume promptly. Technical issues
with the telephone system also led to excessive wait times.

The RR/CC is committed to addressing each issue below in preparation for the November 2020
General Election.
Voter Wait Times


Continue to put more resources toward encouraging voters to vote before Election Day
at a Vote Center of their choice. With a broader distribution of voters across the voting
period, fewer bottlenecks are likely todevelop and issues can be immediately identified
and addressed.



Work with the Secretary of State and KnowiNK, the vendor for PollPad, to reduce the
PollPad synchronization time to rapidly receive and process updates from the KnowiNK
ePulse voter database server and ensure the availability of PollPads to check in voters
through KnowiNK’s ongoing improvement and certification of the PollPad and ePulse
products.



Improve the search function to quickly match voters based on multiple criteria, and make
it easier for voters to obtain and bring with them a scannable Voter ID from the Sample
Ballot or access it on a mobile device using the Voter Registration Lookup Tool.



Ensure that all Vote Centers have at least 5 PollPads and an appropriate number of
BMDs for adequate capacity.



Implement procedures to ensure all deployed PollPads are powered on, updated and
ready for use in Vote Centers.



Track wait times at Vote Centers and communicate wait times to voters in real time
through an app that will better assist voters in selecting a Vote Center.
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Ballot Marking Devices


Continue work to replace the printer assemblies on all BMDs affected by the faulty
printer gear.



Train Election Workers to turn on all BMDs daily during the voting period.

Vote Center Locations


Encourage voters to use the Online Vote Center Locator Tool.



RR/CC also will implement a more effective management tool to maintain and manage a
database that tracks identification, recruitment and updates, and Vote Center profiles on
a real-time basis.

Vote Center Staffing


Assign Field Support Technicians to specific Vote Centers rather than through a
dispatch-only model to ensure that Election Workers receive technical support quickly to
assist with any equipment issues.



Assess and improve the process of assigning multilingual staff to ensure that staff who
speak the languages of the community are available in Vote Centers.



Complete implementation of the database to support Election Worker and Vote Center
management (PollChief), to provide visibility into election worker assignments and
ensure more consistent staffing across Vote Centers.



Streamline the Vote Center Lead Program to ensure better Lead coverage across Vote
Centers, including potentially breaking up the 11 consecutive days of service.



Start Election Center Worker recruitment earlier.

Election Worker Training


Generally, Election Workers assigned high grades to the quality of their training and
received high marks from voters, but there is more to do.



RR/CC will carefully examine the feedback from Election Workers and Leads gathered
through the Election Worker Survey and Vote Center Leads Survey, feedback from
voters, and other input.



RR/CC will adapt the Election Worker training program to account for areas where
deeper training is needed or where additional topics should be covered. Options include
additional computer-based training (CBT) and/or extending in-person training.



The Department will improve training on how best to communicate important instructions
to voters, including how to cast their ballot in the BMD.
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Voter and Election Worker Help Desk 1


RR/CC Help Desks for voters and Election Workers were inadequate, particularly on
Election Day. The Department will engage an experienced outside firm to assess and
document requirements for scaling Help Desk operations, infrastructure and telephone
systems.



Outsource IT Help Desk operations to an experienced telecommunications company that
provides help desk/support services.



Migrate all Help Desks onto a single incident management system, ensuring the ability to
escalate and provide issue visibility across all groups.



Ensure adequate numbers of staff and agent IDs for all Help Desk lines.

Vote by Mail Ballots


Procedural and systems failures resulting in 17,000 voters receiving their Vote by Mail
ballots later than scheduled trace to limitations in the County’s Election Management
System (EMS) and insufficient staff capacity.



Incorporation of the Special Congressional District 25 contest following an extended
candidate filing period required creation of ad hoc scripts and reports from the EMS that
over taxed system and staffing resources to address the other election contests.



The Department is working with the EMS vendor on modifications to better adapt to
similar conditions in future elections.

Measure FD


The issue involving three cities and Measure FD related to boundary changes that had not
been updated in the Department’s system.



The error, in part, related to insufficient quality checks, a flaw in the process of regularly
requiring updates to election boundaries and failure to validate those boundaries with the
districts that placed measures on the ballot.



The Department has put in place measures to address frequency and verification of
jurisdictional boundaries and to ensure accuracy and currency of Geographic Information
Systems data.

Ballot Boxes

1



Voters in Los Angeles County are accustomed to a centralized ballot box at their polling
place.



While the integrated ballot box on the new Ballot Marking Devices allows voters to cast
their ballot with greater accessibility and privacy, the new feature caused voters
confusion. Over time, this will improve as voters become more familiar with the system.

RR/CC will work with the County's Chief Executive Officer to secure funding to accomplish this item.
Because of the financial effects of addressing the COVID-19 health emergency the RR/CC may be
unsuccessful in obtaining the necessary funding to accomplish these desired changes.
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The Department is modifying messaging in the user interface to make the process for
casting ballots easier to understand.

Voter Feedback


RR/CC will continue to utilize voter surveys to improve the volume and quality of
feedback. Responses from the post-election surveys in March found 70% of
respondents had a positive overall voting experience; 20% had a negative experience.



A Loyola Marymount University exit poll found somewhat similar numbers: 87% of
respondents said they had a positive overall voting experience at the Vote Centers,
while 13% reported a fair or poor experience.

Conclusion
These results – and the findings derived from the Board’s motion – will assist the Department in
continuing to improve the voter experience for Los Angeles County voters.
RR/CC is engaged with the Secretary of State and a broad range of community stakeholders to
prepare for the November 2020 Presidential General Election considering the effects of COVID19 on the voting experience.
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The actions RR/CC will take in preparation to address the Board Motion Items are listed below:
Board Motion Item

Potential Solutions

1. Excessive wait times that may
have resulted from technical
issues from the check-in
process

 KNOWiNK to modify the ePulse and PollPad software to increase performance related to
synchronization and lagging screen navigation seen in the March Election
 A minimum of 5 PollPads will be deployed to Vote Centers along with the appropriate associated
number of BMDs to accommodate expected voter turnout with acceptable wait times
 Deployed PollPads will be connected every morning
 Define maximum PollPad allocation by network capacity
 KNOWiNK will fix the search functionality to retrieve reliable results
 Improve CVR processing through application modifications and additional training
 Modify the Sample Ballot to make it easier for voters to bring a scannable Voter ID Code to the Vote
Center
 Modify the Voter Registration Lookup Application to allow voters to obtain their Quick Check-in Code on
a smartphone while waiting in line to vote or before visiting the Vote Center
 Work with partners to implement a solution to track wait times at Vote Centers and communicate them
to voters, giving voters the ability to choose Vote Center locations based on wait times

2. Ensuring appropriate staffing is
maintained at each Vote Center
location, including staff that
speak languages of the
community they serve, and
enough staff to respond and fix
technical challenges that arise
at Vote Center locations

 Ensure appropriate multilingual staff is maintained at the Vote Center locations that speak the
languages of the community they serve
 Include capability to generate appointment letters via new Election Worker Management System
 Streamline Vote Center Lead Program with a focus on time commitment and recruitment process for
temporary staff
 Streamline Reservist Program with a focus on time commitment and recruitment process
 Assign Field Support Technicians to Vote Centers during the voting period to ensure adequate technical
support

3. Evaluating the training required
of election workers to ensure it
is adequate and include
feedback from election workers

 Finalize procedures before training begins
 Include in Election Worker training an orientation to training materials and support documents on the PollPad
 Based on survey results other data, RR/CC will assess the length and duration of training required for the
November election
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Board Motion Item

Potential Solutions

4. Determine what led to 17,000
voters not receiving their Vote
by Mail ballots as scheduled

5. Determine how 3 cities and
other smaller precincts were
not included for Measure FD

 Enhance the EMS to provide the ability to exclude districts and ballot types in data extracts
 Implement Quality Control in the extract data validation processes, assuring that all voters receive a
VBM ballot as expected
 Test custom-developed scripts, which are intended to automate tasks, prior to implementation
 Work with EMS vendor and consultants to address database issues
 Normalize IT staff requirements, including overhaul of VoteCal/EMS sync processes
 Complete an analysis and seek legislative review to prevent shortened election schedules because of
special vacancy elections from impacting legal deadlines
 Require Special Districts to provide map and data files along with ordinances/resolutions for late submissions
 Execute verbal and written validation of details and communicate submission deadlines
 Cross-train staff in RR/CC quality control processes.
 Create an online guide with a checklist of key tasks and milestones.
 Structure and streamline the intake process.
 Verify boundaries before every election

6. Discrepancies between official
publications of Vote Center
locations and actual/final Vote
Center locations

 Continue encouraging the public to use the online Vote Center Locator Tool

7. Problems with the ‘hotline’ used
for voters and election workers
to report problems to ensure
adequate staffing, including
callers being disconnected
because of high call volumes







Engage a third-party vendor to provide IT Help Desk Call Center assessment and logistical planning.
Engage a third-party vendor to provide IT Call Center staffing and management (outsourced) services
Migrate all Help Desks into one incident management system
Conduct call volume analysis to determine staffing needs
Increase number of agent IDs for Pollworker Services Help Desk

8. An assessment of the set up at
Vote Centers, deployment of
resources and availability of
staff at the Vote Centers







Outsource Vote Center deployment
Implement a data warehouse for Vote Center and Election Worker management
Complete Vote Center recruitment by e-85
Enlist support for public site compliance and private site recruiting
Operationalize Account Manager program

9. Identify the technical issues,
including IT/internet
connectivity and inoperable
voting machines

 Complete BMD printer assembly replacements
 Test remaining BMDs for printer gear issues
 Train Election Workers to turn on all BMDs on Election Day
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Board Motion Item
10. Assess whether ballot boxes
should be separate from the
Ballot Marking Devices
11. Develop a plan to receive
feedback from voters regarding
their experience

Potential Solutions
 Refine messaging as part of Voter Outreach and in Vote Centers emphasizing high-level, simple steps
 Clarify on-screen text and imagery on the BMD to reinforce how to cast the ballot
 Create a Check-in Clerk script advising voters on key points, including how to cast the ballot
 Administer voter survey and analyze results
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2. Board Motion Items
Item 1. Excessive wait times that may have been a result of technical
issues from the check-in process

Key findings:


On Election Day, some voters experienced unacceptable wait times attributable to the
check-in process at a number of Vote Centers.



Lines at Vote Centers resulted from the check-in process; BMD capacity was not a
constraint.



During the 10-day voting period prior to Election Day, there were no reports of long wait
times at Vote Centers. 27% of in-person voters voted during the 10-day period.



On Election Day (March 3), some voters experienced an unacceptable wait time
attributable to the check-in process at a number of Vote Centers. 73% of in-person
voters voted on Election Day.



Smaller Vote Centers were more likely to have longer wait times after 8 p.m. on Election
Day.



Technical issues related to PollPads contributed to wait times on Election Day



Vote Centers with fewer than five PollPads experienced longer wait times.



Network bandwidth at Vote Centers was not a constraint on Election Day.



Using a Sample Ballot or other printed material containing the Voter ID Code
significantly improved the speed of check-in.

Solutions/Remedies
1. KNOWiNK to modify the ePulse and PollPad software to increase performance related
to synchronization and lagging screen navigation seen in the March Election.
During this investigation, KNOWiNK recreated the election and data transactions in the
production environment to simulate the events on Election Day. Analysis after the simulation
highlighted various areas for their development team to address inefficiencies in the application,
hardware utilization, and data transfer as part of the synchronization process. For example, the
KNOWiNK team identified record duplication in the PollPad database that slowed the display of
search results.
Prior to re-certification, the vendor (KNOWiNK) must load-test the application to ensure the
modifications address the issues experienced on Election Day. A mock Voter Center will be
created with 20 Check-in Clerks to test the behavior of the PollPads while thousands of
transactions synchronize. This test will use the March Election transactions as a baseline,
however, more transactions will be added to simulate the volume of a General Election.
KNOWiNK will demonstrate to the County the product is still certified prior to use in the
November election.
A number of modifications to the PollPad have already been made, and others are underway, to
improve synchronization and latency.
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2. A minimum of 5 PollPads will be deployed to Vote Centers along with the appropriate
associated number of BMDs to accommodate expected voter turnout with acceptable
wait times.
Each Vote Center will have at least 5 PollPads synchronized and available for use on Election
Day. The number of BMDs in Vote Centers will be determined based on voter throughput
analysis at check-in and at the BMDs using actual data related to check-in times and BMD
voting session times collected during the March election.
3. Deployed PollPads will be connected every morning.
Training procedures will be modified to ensure that Election Workers are informed that all
PollPads must be set up, powered, and connected to the network every morning. This will
ensure that all the PollPads are synchronized during the entire election period. By having the
PollPads synchronized daily, network bandwidth will not be consumed with larger datasets that
negatively impact the other PollPads.
4.

Define maximum PollPad allocation by network capacity.

KNOWiNK will provide minimum bandwidth requirements per PollPad taking the County’s daily
data volumes into consideration. AT&T will conduct a network assessment of every Vote
Center’s hardline and cellular capability to determine the potential networks available for the
PollPad connections. From the minimum requirements, Vote Center device allocation will strictly
adhere to the number of PollPads deployed to ensure network bandwidth does not become a
constraint.
5. KNOWiNK will fix the search functionality to retrieve reliable results.
KNOWiNK will fix the deficiencies associated with the voter look-up search functions so
returned results accurately filter voters. The search function will allow Election Workers to
search using first name, last name, house number, and street name. This additional filter will
significantly reduce the number of results returned from a voter search.
The new search functionality will be tested prior to the November election to ensure the results
are as expected. The test will include all voter records to ensure non-unique names are present,
so filtering can be tested will real data.
6. Improve CVR processing through application modifications and additional training.
KNOWiNK will modify the Precinct Selection screens when adding or editing a voter’s address.
When a voter’s address is correctly selected on the interface, the precinct screen will be
bypassed. The precinct selection screen will only be displayed if the entered address does not
have a corresponding precinct.
Additionally, Election Workers will receive more training on the steps required to check in a CVR
voter with the PollPad. Election Workers will also spend more time during training practicing
CVR check-in with hands-on training. (For more detail, see Item 3. Evaluating the training
required of Election Workers to ensure it is adequate and include feedback from Election
Workers.)
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7. Modify the Sample Ballot to make it easier for voters to bring a scannable Voter ID
Code to the Vote Center.
A Sample Ballot is mailed to every registered voter in the County before Election Day. Included
on the back cover of the Sample Ballot is the voter’s unique Voter ID Code (barcode). The Voter
ID Code is currently placed on the top half of the back cover, which is the detachable
Application to Vote by Mail (VBM). Once a voter applies to receive a VBM ballot, the Voter ID
Code is no longer available on the Sample Ballot, which is not ideal if the voter then chooses to
vote at a Vote Center.
The back cover of the Sample Ballot will be modified to include the Voter ID Code in a second
location and labeled as “Quick Check-in Code”. Ideally, this location will be detachable to allow
the voter to bring the Quick Check-in Code with them to the Vote Center without having to bring
the entire Sample Ballot booklet. Placement of a detachable Quick Check-in Code is subject to
change as RR/CC works with the vendor. A sample back cover of a Sample Ballot booklet
containing the Quick Check-in Code could look like this:
Figure 1.

Sample Ballot with Quick Check-in Code

As part of the voter outreach campaign, voters will be encouraged to bring the Sample Ballot or
the detachable portion containing the Quick Check-in Code with them to the Vote Center.
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8. Modify the Voter Registration Lookup Application to allow voters to obtain their Quick
Check-in Code on a smartphone while waiting in line to vote or before visiting the
Vote Center.
Currently RR/CC has a Voter Registration Lookup tool that allows registered voters to look up
their current voter registration status. The tool requires the voter to input their name, birthdate,
house number and zip code. Once a voter record is found, the tool returns the voter’s
information including voter registration status, political party and Permanent Vote by Mail
(PVBM) registration status.
RR/CC will determine how to include the Quick Check-in Code as part of the information
available in the Voter Registration Lookup tool. Voters in line at a Vote Center, who do not have
a Sample Ballot with them, would be able to access the Voter Registration Lookup tool on a
smartphone and obtain their Quick Check-in Code. At check-in, the Election Worker would use
the PollPad to scan the Quick Check-in Code from the smartphone, and quickly retrieve the
correct voter record.
A mock-up of the potential output from the Voter Registration Lookup tool is shown below.
Explicit instructions will be affiliated with the lookup tool to describe the benefits of the barcode.
The Voter ID Code is shown as the Quick Check-in Code in the mockup.
Figure 2.

Voter Registration Lookup Tool Output
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9. Work with partners to implement a solution to track wait times at Vote Centers and
communicate them to voters, giving voters the ability to choose Vote Center locations
based on wait times.
RR/CC will work with the California Institute of Technology (CalTech) and other third parties to
develop feasible options for providing wait-time tracking. RR/CC will incorporate findings from
the CalTech report on ePulse data, which included findings related to March 2020 Election wait
times 1. As recommended in the report, RR/CC also will increase the Election Worker training to
include procedures for collecting wait time data and to strengthen the collection of wait time
tracking data at Vote Centers.

1

Report Citation: R. Michael Alvarez, Daniel Guth, Claudia Kann, and Seo-young Silvia Kim (2020). Los
Angeles County ePulse Data Analysis Preliminary Report Super Tuesday, March 2020. California
Institute of Technology.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 1.

Board Motion Item 1 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. KNOWiNK to modify the ePulse
and PollPad software to increase
performance related to
synchronization and latency
experienced in the March 2020
Election.

 Staff: Time from existing staff required to
work with KNOWiNK as needed
 Equipment/Tools: Testing existing
PollPads
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 April 2020: Begin development/modifications
 June 2020: Complete User Acceptance Testing
(UAT)
 July/August 2020: State Certification
 September 2020: Ready for production

2. A minimum of 5 PollPads will be
deployed to Vote Centers along
with the appropriate associated
number of BMDs to accommodate
expected voter turnout with
acceptable wait times.

 Staff: Technical staff may be needed to
make modifications to existing Vote
Center diagrams to add more check-in
stations for existing sites. Technical staff
are hired as Election Worker IIs.
 Equipment/Tools: May require
additional PollPads. This will be
determined conducting throughput
analysis and planning for BMD
allocations to Vote Centers.
 Budget: Additional budget may be
required to fund PollPad purchases if
required (TBD).

 July/August 2020: Modifications to existing Vote
Center diagrams

3. Deployed PollPads will be
connected every morning

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: None

 Modifications to training will follow the normal preelection training update cycle

4. Define maximum PollPad
allocation by network capacity.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: None

 Network assessment already planned for the
November election
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Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

5. KNOWiNK to fix search
functionality to retrieve reliable
results

 Staff: Development: KNOWiNK staff;
Testing: Existing RR/CC IT Staff to
coordinate functional tests.
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 See Implementation Plan for Solution #1.

6. Improve CVR processing through
application modifications and
additional training.

 Staff: Development: KNOWiNK staff;
Testing: Existing RR/CC IT Staff to
coordinate functional tests; Training: No
new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 See Implementation Plan for Solution #1.
 Modifications to training would follow the normal
pre-election training update cycle

7. Modify the Sample Ballot to make
it easier for voters to bring a
scannable Quick Check-in Code to
the Vote Center.

 Staff: Will use Graphic Designer on
existing staff.
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 Modifications to the Sample Ballot would occur on
the regular pre-election schedule.
 June 2020: Begin working with the vendor on the
feasibility to print the Quick Check-in Code onto the
back cover
 June/July 2020: Determine action plan if feasible
(including associated costs, timelines, data, quality
control, etc.)
 July/August 2020: Begin designing modified covers
to include the Quick Check-in Code July/August
2020: QC and test with vendor
 August 2020: provide vendor with final Sample
Ballot design, covers and pages
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Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

8. Modify the Voter Registration
Lookup Application to allow voters
to obtain their Quick Check-in
Code on a smartphone while
waiting in line to vote or before
visiting the Vote Center.

 Staff: Existing development staff will be
used
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 April 2020: Design new quick check-in functionality
on the Voter Registration Status tool
 May 2020: Begin infrastructure development/
modifications
 June 2020: Complete User Acceptance Testing and
functionality is ready for production
 July 2020: Incorporate functionality into training
plans
 August 2020: Begin creating informational/
educational resources for the public
 September 2020: Distribute information to the public
on a continuous and recurring basis through media
campaign messaging, website, social media, email
marketing, etc.

9. Work with partners to implement a
solution to track wait times at Vote
Centers and communicate them to
voters, giving voters the ability to
choose Vote Center locations
based on wait times.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: Development or procurement
funds may be needed as this solution is
explored and implemented

 May 2020: Evaluate solutions and approaches with
vendor.
 June/July 2020: Determine any solutions to be
implemented for November 2020 election
 August/September: Undertake implementation tasks
and develop procedures (testing)
 September/October: Incorporate procedures into
Election Worker training; deliver training
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Item 2. Ensuring appropriate staffing is maintained at each Vote Center,
including staff who speak languages of the community they serve, and
enough staff to respond and fix technical challenges that arise at Vote
Center locations
Key findings:


Minimal number of Vote Centers reported lack of multilingual Election Workers at their
location.



Lack of an effective data warehouse affected recruitment and tracking of Election
Workers.



Delay in generation and mailing of appointment letters resulted in no-shows at Vote
Centers.



Delay in finalizing the number of Vote Centers and Vote Center sizes resulted in
understaffed/overstaffed Vote Centers.



Vote Center Lead recruitment challenges resulted in Lead vacancies close to the
beginning of the voting period.



Reservist recruitment challenges and Lead vacancies depleted Reservist pool on
Election Day.



The shared pool of IT support staff was insufficient to handle the compressed Vote
Center deployment schedule.



Higher than anticipated attrition rates for Vote Center IT Support Teams

Solutions/Remedies for Election Worker Staffing
1. Ensure appropriate multilingual staff who speak the languages of the community they
serve.
To ensure appropriate multilingual staff is maintained at Vote Centers, an assessment of the
current methodology for assigning multilingual workers will be completed to identify process
improvements. The primary focus for the assessment will be on staffing allocations and worker
schedules. Additionally, to address the issue related to no-shows, feedback will be gathered
from workers to identify the root cause for them not following through with their commitment.
RR/CC also will consider the use of a bilingual stipend.
Streamlining the program will decrease vacancies and will assist in maintaining appropriate
multilingual staffing levels at Vote Center locations.
To accomplish this, RR/CC will work in coordination with community stakeholders, such as the
County’s Language Accessibility Advisory Committee (LAAC).
2. Include capability to generate appointment letters via new Election Worker
Management System.
In addition to the tracking and assigning requirements needed for the Election Worker
Management system (PollChief), generation of appointment letters via the system is essential.
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The system must be capable of producing letters containing Vote Center location information
and schedule of assignment. This information is critical to properly inform Election Workers of
their reporting location and schedule.
The system must be able to track when changes are made to a worker’s assignment and
generate a new letter providing the worker with the updated information.
The customization required for appointment-letter generation will be combined with other
customizations as it will require the same subject matter experts for completion. Additional
funding will be needed to cover the customization work required.
3. Streamline Vote Center Lead Program with a focus on time commitment and
recruitment process for temporary staff.
To ensure Vote Center Lead recruitment reaches 100% and volunteers follow through with their
commitments, an assessment of the Vote Center Lead program will be completed to identify
process improvements in preparation for the November 2020 Election. The primary focus of the
assessment will be on time commitment and program requirements.
Considerations for the 11-day voting period will include the following:


Begin recruitment early within the election cycle



Reduce number of consecutive service days



Establish date to begin recruiting temporary employees



Set target dates for onboarding temporary employees

Considerations for the 4-day voting period will include the following:


Begin recruitment early within the election cycle



Clearly explain requirements on all outreach materials



Re-assess time commitment for this position

Streamlining the program will decrease vacancies and will assist in maintaining adequate
staffing within the Reservist pool. Additionally, it will decrease worker fatigue, which was
experienced during the March 2020 Election.
To accomplish this task, brainstorming meetings will be held between management staff and
subject-matter experts from operations and Human Resources to complete assessments and
prepare an implementation plan.
4. Streamline Reservist Program with a focus on time commitment and recruitment
process.
To ensure an adequate pool of Reservists is maintained throughout the voting period, an
assessment of the Reservist Program will be completed to identify process improvements in
preparation for the November 2020 Election. The assessment will focus on time commitment
and program requirements. Considerations will include the following:


Establish overall recruitment goal



Restructure time commitment parameters



Determine distribution of Reservists based on critical timeframes within the voting period



Re-visit requirements to increase pool
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The process improvements implemented as part of this assessment coupled with the
improvements to the Vote Center Lead Program will alleviate Reservist shortages throughout
the voting period, most importantly on Election Day.
To accomplish this task, brainstorming meetings will be held between management staff and
subject-matter experts from operations to complete assessments and prepare an
implementation plan. If it is determined that the Reservist pool needs to be increased, additional
funding will be needed.

Solutions/Remedies for IT Staffing
5. Assign Dedicated Field Support Technicians to Vote Centers during the voting period
to ensure adequate technical support.
During the voting period, Field Support Technicians will be assigned to Vote Center locations for
direct support, rather than being dispatched as needed. The ratio of FSTs to Vote Centers will
be determined based on available funding. In the assigned Vote Centers, the FST will be
responsible for:


Supporting the Vote Center Lead and Election Workers in opening the Vote Center on
the first day of voting by ensuring equipment is set up and functioning properly. This
includes all VSAP-related equipment: BMDs, PollPads, mobile phones assigned to
Leads, Cradlepoint routers (through coordination with AT&T).



Troubleshooting issues with Vote Center equipment during the voting period.



Coordinating with IT Help Desk on any equipment replacements needed.



Contacting and interfacing with the IT Help Desk and the Level 2 Help Desk as needed.

Supporting the Vote Center Lead and Election Workers with any equipment-related issues
associated with closing Vote Centers. The Vote Centers assigned to an FST will be close
enough geographically to allow for short travel time between locations. When assigning Vote
Centers, the sizes of the Vote Centers in terms of the number of BMDs and PollPads will be
considered to appropriately manage workload.

Solutions/Remedies Referenced Elsewhere in this Report
In addition, the following Solutions/Remedies referenced elsewhere in this Report will contribute
to improvements in Election Worker and IT staffing at Vote Centers, as described below:


See Item 8. An assessment of the set up at Vote Centers, deployment of resources
and availability of staff at the Vote Centers, Solution 2. Implement a system for
Vote Center and Election Worker management.
Tracking of Election Worker assignments is essential to ensure successful Election
Worker administration; therefore, RR/CC has initiated important enhancements to and
developed an implementation plan for PollChief. The system will support the assignment
of Election Workers for multiple days and for different positions and will produce
customized reports for tracking purposes. Additionally, PollChief will associate Vote
Centers with service areas for proper assignment of workers. Implementation of this data
warehouse will assist in tracking and visually identifying vacancies to ensure the
Department recruits the staffing levels set forth in recruitment goals
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To accomplish this task, dedicated staff from the Information Technology Bureau,
Pollworker Services Section, and the system vendor, Konnech, will be required to meet
regularly to conduct real-time review and on-demand customization of PollChief.
Additional subject matter experts will be required to ensure the system integrates with
other departmental systems such as the PollPads, Cherwell and DIMS.


See Item 8. An assessment of the set up at Vote Centers, deployment of resources
and availability of staff at the Vote Centers, Solution 3. Establish final number of
Vote Center locations by e-85 and complete Vote Center recruitment by e-55.

Establishing final number of Vote Center locations by e-85 and completing Vote Center
recruitment by e-55 will provide clarity around actual Vote Center size, location and duration.
Changes to Vote Centers after agreements have been made must be minimized, barring
unforeseen circumstances. These two milestones will ensure a clear set of goals for the Vote
Center equipment allocation and staffing.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 2.

Board Motion Item 2 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Ensure appropriate multilingual
staff is maintained at the Vote
Center locations that speak the
languages of the community
they serve.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: Funding will be required for a
bilingual stipend if that is implemented.

 May 2020 – Gather feedback from workers who did
not show up
 June 2020 – Conduct brainstorming meetings
 July 2020 – Establish staffing allocations and develop
schedules
 July/August 2020 – Begin recruitment
 October 2020 – Complete recruitment

2. Include capability to generate
appointment letters via new
Election Worker Management
system

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: Additional funding will be needed
for customization

 May 2020 – Meet with vendor to discuss scope and
requirements
 May/June 2020 – Begin customization
 July/August 2020 – Implement system
 August 2020 – Generate test files
 September 2020 – Begin generating production files

3. Streamline Vote Center Lead
Program with a focus on time
commitment and recruitment
process for temporary staff.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget







May/June 2020 – Complete program assessment
June 2020 – Identify process improvements
July 2020 – Develop recruitment plan
July 2020 – Begin recruitment
August 2020 – Complete recruitment

4. Streamline Reservist Program
with a focus on time
commitment and recruitment
process.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: Additional funding will be
required if Reservist pool is increased.
Cost is dependent on number of positions
added/days of service.







May/June 2020 – Complete program assessment
June 2020 – Identify process improvements
July 2020 – Develop recruitment plan
July 2020 – Begin recruitment
August 2020 – Complete recruitment
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Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

5. Assign Field Support
Technicians to Vote Centers
during the voting period to
ensure adequate technical
support

 Staff: 500-1,000 potential contract staff
assigned to 1,000 Vote Centers.
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: For 1 FST to 1 Vote Center,
estimated contract staff cost: $3,652,000
For 1 FST to 2 Vote Centers, estimated
contract staff cost: $1,827,000

 May/June 2020 – Identify the firm number of Vote
Centers
 July 2020 – Finalize requirements with staffing
vendors
 August 2020 – Finalize the firm number of staffing
with multiple vendors
 October 2020 – Finalize training for designated FSTs.
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Item 3. Evaluating the training required of Election Workers to ensure it is
adequate and includes feedback from Election Workers

Key findings:


Election Workers resolved BMD errors they were trained to clear.



Training content changed during the training period.



Training materials were available on the PollPad, but many Election Workers were not
aware of them.



Rules related to CVR and changing voter information were not well understood by
Election Workers.

Solutions/Remedies
1. Finalize procedures prior to the beginning of training.
Finalizing procedures prior to starting training will help ensure that Election Workers are trained
on the same content. This should result in less variation in executing tasks in the Vote Centers,
and greater ability for Leads to guide and support Election Workers in completion of tasks.
2. Include in Election Worker training an orientation to training materials and support
documents on the PollPad.
Reinforce that Election Workers know where to find training materials on the PollPads and
understand the appropriate time to review them during the voting period.
3. Based on survey results and other data, RR/CC will assess the length and duration of
training required for the November election.
RR/CC will carefully examine the feedback from Election Workers and Leads gathered through
the Election Worker Survey and Vote Center Leads Survey, feedback from voters, and other
input as appropriate to understand areas where training is needed in more depth or where
additional topics should be covered in training. Options for improving training include requiring
Election Workers and Leads to complete a computer-based training (CBT) module prior to
attending in-person training, and/or extending in-person training. Modifications to the training
approach will focus on ensuring an adequate understanding of roles, procedures and
equipment, and providing ample opportunity for hands-on practice.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 3.

Board Motion Item 3 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Finalize procedures prior to
the beginning of training.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: None

 E-120: Need 75% of procedures finalized to have information
updated into the Training Handbooks, Train-the-Trainer and training
PPTs.
 E-90: Online training complete for Election Workers to begin using.
Training Handbooks need to be completed and sent to the
Printshop/Print vendor.
 E-60: Training begins in the field.

2. Include in Election Worker
training an orientation to
training materials and
support documents on the
PollPad.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in
the Department’s operational
budget

 On the regular pre-election schedule for updating training materials,
incorporate into the Election Worker training slide deck and PollPad
Guide the information about how and where Election Workers will
access all the training materials on the PollPad.
 E-120: Update PollPad procedures on orientation of training
materials in the training manuals and slside decks on how to access
training materials on PollPad. This will ensure participants receive
hands-on training on PollPad. This includes, training manuals,
handouts, job cards, scripts etc.
 E:30: Send all training to IT to upload on the PollPad.
 E:25: Confirm/test verification with IT that all training materials have
been uploaded

3. Based on survey results
and other data, RR/CC will
assess the length and
duration of training required
for the November election.

 Staff: Possible need for more
staff if training needs to be
extended
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in
the Department’s operational
budget

 September/October 2020: Communication to Election Workers
regarding training classes, including pre-requisite online training.
 E: 170: Meet with Manager and subject matter experts to determine
feasibility
 E-: 150: Make final decision to determine if we will be moving
forward with plan
 E- 120: Meet with management to prepare plan and dates to
incorporate implementation
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Item 4. Determine what led to 17,000 voters not receiving their Vote by Mail
ballots as scheduled

Key findings:


The Election Calendar was compromised because of the late candidate filing period of the
CD25 special vacancy election.



Election Management System does not support district exclusions, which was required to
accommodate the processing of CD25 separately.



RR/CC IT resources were constrained and had competing priorities.



The automated Quality Control process to validate the VBM voters list was not thoroughly
tested before use.



An overly aggressive Quality Control process filtered voters.



Quality Control validation was executed late.

Solutions/Remedies
1. Enhance the EMS to provide the ability to exclude districts and ballot types in data
extracts.
RR/CC and the EMS vendor are assessing requirements to enable the exclusion of Districts and
ballot types as a separate extraction in the EMS. RR/CC will define and discuss the requirements
with the EMS vendor, and will determine the level of effort (resources, time, cost) to develop and
thoroughly test before implementing in a live election. RR/CC will submit a Change Request
proposal to either implement changes to the code or incorporate the requirements in the
upcoming contract extension with the EMS vendor for future enhancement to the EMS
functionality.
2. Implement Quality Control to validate the data extracts, providing assurances that all
voters receive a VBM ballot as expected.
Analyze potential QC scenarios that can be implemented to validate the data as well as improve
the quality and effectiveness of custom scripts. Based on the analysis, select the appropriate
solution(s) to implement, automating the QA validation process instead of manually completing
the QA tasks, building the desired functionality into the EMS, and validating VBM data extract lists
with the VBM vendor. The contract renewal with the EMS vendor should be modified to specify
that the EMS provides a means for the County to test, identify risks, and validate proposals prior
to implementation to ensure quality assurance. The four different potential QC proposals include:


Comparing the daily extracted VBM files against the EMS VBM election records to
determine if all the required data was extracted and sent to VBM vendor.



Comparing the list of mailed VBM ballots (per the VBM vendor) against the EMS VBM
election records to determine if all the required data was extracted, sent to the VBM
vendor and mailed to voters.



Using a QC script to compare the daily extracted VBM file against the EMS VBM
election records to determine if all the required data was extracted.



Ensuring that the EMS vendor and the VBM vendor build a QC validation process to
confirm that the correct VBM records and quantity of records were extracted within their
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systems. This would enable validation of extracted records through each of the
processes, from the EMS to the VBM vendor mailing.
3. Thoroughly test custom-developed scripts, which are intended to automate tasks, prior
to implementation.
To ensure the validity of RR/CC scripts and avoid unforeseen errors in the EMS, a change control
and review process will be implemented. This will involve peer review of scripts and uptraining of
staff to allow shared expertise, as well as consultation with and guidance from the EMS vendor,
as needed.
4. Work with the EMS vendor and consultants to address database configuration issues.
Because the County has the largest voting population in the State, RR/CC has the largest
database of voters. This large amount of data creates unique issues such as not being able to
extract all of the more than 3 million voters in a single job. RR/CC will work with the EMS vendor
and other external consultants (as needed) to identify and address issues with the EMS database
that cause problems with transfers and extractions. This will be a high priority for resolution as the
County considers mailing a ballot to all registered voters.
5. Normalize IT staff requirements including overhaul of VoteCal/EMS sync processes.
Work assigned to staff is bottlenecked because of resource availability on other prioritized issues.
Currently, there is only one highly technical SQL analyst overtaxed with supporting all the issues
and requests, especially the resolution of VoteCal/EMS sync issues (e.g., the process of syncing
County’s voter data with the Statewide database – VoteCal). This process, which should be
automatic, is a recurring challenge and is time intensive, requiring coordination with the SOS and
the County’s EMS vendor to manually synchronize data.
A dedicated resource is required to manage and address issues related to synchronization. If
voter records at the County do not sync or match VoteCal’s database, problems can occur, such
as voters not receiving Statewide publications via mail/email, voters not being credited for their
vote history, voter records with the wrong information, etc. To prevent exclusion of voters, the
VoteCal/EMS sync is required to be completed and is both time and resource intensive. Additional
resources and training of existing staff to manage these tasks and responsibilities, especially
during critical election periods, are required to more effectively manage current workload.
As a long-term goal, RR/CC will assess the operational needs, schedule and plan to replace the
EMS system to ensure that the system meets functionality requirements, including the
VoteCal/EMS sync. Additionally, efforts to address system performance issues, resource
allocation and efficiencies in the interface between the local EMS and the VoteCal team at the
SOS’s office remain a priority.
6. Complete an analysis and seek legislative review to prevent shortened election
schedules caused by special vacancy elections from impacting legal deadlines.
Conduct an analysis of special vacancy election timelines and their impact on compliance with all
legal deadlines. The analysis should account for the time required for proper and extensive quality
control processes. Based on the analysis, identify and propose recommendations for legislative
review.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 4.

Board Motion Item 4 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Enhance the EMS to provide the
ability to exclude districts and
ballot types in data extracts.








2. Implement Quality Control to
validate the data extracts,
providing assurances that all
voters receive a VBM ballot as
expected.





Staff: Section Manager and Supervisor
will work with lead analyst to define the
criteria on what is to be modified to
enable the exclusion of Districts and
ballot types in the extracts from EMS.
Equipment/Tools: The EMS vendor will
review and determine the code changes
that will need to be implemented.
Budget: Change order will be drafted
and submitted to the EMS vendor to
determine the scope of work for the
change to be implemented before the
November 2020 General Election.
Staff: Assign staff to specifically
conduct QA/QC on all extractions and
script validations from EMS. Section
Manager and Supervisor will work with
lead analyst to define the criteria on how
the EMS could perform inline QA, as
well as train additional staff to conduct
QA/QC procedures. Additional
Development team to create QA
processes would require Principal, Sr
and Assistant Developer resources over
6 months. The EMS vendor will review
the scripts and queries developed by
RR/CC.
Equipment/Tools: Provide QA/QC
knowledge training to staff to ensure the
validation of the script and extract. The
EMS vendor will review and determine
the code changes that will need to be
implemented. The VBM vendor will









May 1-8, 2020: Conduct an analysis of the code
changes required. RR/CC will work with the EMS
vendor to test specific requirements prior to
implementation to ensure that the required extracts
are properly processed and validated before the
upcoming Election. This validation is required to
ensure that the EMS generates the extraction
results required for the specified criteria.
May 11, 2020: Submit a Change Order to the EMS
vendor to conduct Technical and Cost analysis to
implement this change into the EMS.

April 2020: RR/CC implements QA process with
the VBM vendor near end of extraction period for
the ongoing elections.
May2020: RR/CC will work with the EMS vendor to
specify EMS-based QA processes.
June 2020: RR/CC IT staff explore development of
automated QC process based on using the EMS
extracts. IT Staff will be trained in building QA
processes.
July - August 2020: RR/CC and the EMS vendor
will conduct User Acceptance Testing (UAT).
RR/CC will review, perform UAT/QA and test the
necessary code changes prior to approval for
implementation. Code changes will be tested and
validated through each step of the extraction
process to ensure that data is processed and
validated according to the extract logic
requirements.
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Solution

Resources Required



3. Thoroughly test customdeveloped scripts, which are
intended to automate tasks, prior
to implementation.

•





4. Work with EMS vendor and
consultants to address database
issues.





review requirements to determine report
changes.
Budget: See Solution #5 below. Apart
from the Department’s existing database
administrator, the additional resources
as sought in Solution #5 will be
assigned to implement QC and
validation of data extracts. EMS vendor
costs will be identified during the change
order process.
Staff: Section Manager and Supervisor
will identify staff to cross train/uptrain to
implement a comprehensive review
process. The EMS vendor will review
custom and ad hoc scripts.
Equipment/Tools: The EMS vendor will
collaborate with RR/CC to manage the
implementation of scripts and address
issues, as required.
Budget: EMS vendor costs will be
identified during the change order
process.
Staff: Section Manager and Supervisor
will work with lead analyst and database
administrator to define and test the
scripts through extensive data collection
processes and compare the output
differences between the scripts versus
the EMS version of the extracted data.
The EMS vendor will assist in the new
server configuration requirements and
installation procedures.
Equipment/Tools: The EMS vendor will
work with RR/CC to address issues and
implement requirements needed to
ensure the extraction of data according

Implementation Plan



June 2020: RR/CC will discuss resource training
and implementation plan to uptrain and transfer
knowledge for script development and
comprehensive validation of scripts and extracts
before any code changes are implemented to the
System.



May 2020: RR/CC works with the EMS vendor to
upgrade its primary server.
June 2020: RR/CC and EMS vendor perform
analysis and repetitive testing to isolate issues.
July 2020: EMS vendor addresses any issues in
the EMS application. RR/CC and EMS vendor will
conduct UAT. RR/CC will review, perform UAT/QA
and test the necessary code changes prior to
approval for implementation. Code changes will be
tested and validated.
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Solution

Resources Required



5. Normalize IT Staff requirements,
including overhaul of
VoteCal/EMS sync processes





6. Complete an analysis and seek
legislative review to prevent
shortened election schedules



to data logic standards. Microsoft
consultants will also be tasked to
analyze the system issues.
Budget: EMS vendor costs will be
identified during the change order
process.
Staff: Two new full-time positions are
required – Information Systems Analyst
I and Application Developer I – to add
additional quality controls in voter
registration database maintenance.
Section Manager and Supervisor will
identify staff to cross train/uptrain to
support voter systems tasks, address
technical issues and ad hoc requests
that occur within the department, and
especially assist with resolving
VoteCal/EMS issues, including syncing
voter data. Work closely with the EMS
vendor, State, and RR/CC’s technical
services team to facilitate testing and
ensure system functionality
Equipment/Tools: RR/CC to work with
Procurement Section to identify the
specific training tools and equipment
required to uptrain Voter Systems Unit
staff.
Budget: Training Course outline and
Equipment purchases will be
determined under Departmental budget.
Two new full-time positions:
– Application Developer 1: $141,000
– Information Systems Analyst I:
$139,000
Staff: RR/CC’s Legislative staff to
complete an analysis and seek
legislative review.

Implementation Plan









May 11-22, 2020: Provide SQL Training and
Knowledge transfer to staff within the Voter
Systems Unit. RR/CC will provide SQL and query
development training to the Voter Systems Unit to
ensure staff have the knowledge required to
properly extract and QA specific data from the
EMS, as well as collaborate with the EMS vendor
and State to address/resolve issues of concerns.
May – August 2020: Recruit, select and onboard
two new full-time positions to add capacity and add
additional quality controls in voter registration
database maintenance. The two additional
positions sought are: App Dev I & Information
Systems Analyst I.
Long Term Goal: There is an effort underway by
RR/CC to replace the County’s aging EMS
(DIMSnet). The current timeline for a new EMS is
to release the solicitation before end of 2020 and
complete the development in 2021. The new EMS
will then be deployed in time for the 2022
Gubernatorial Election. RR/CC expects the new
EMS vendor will work with the SOS to address
current limitations, such as the lack of automatic
synchronization. The ability to address all
limitations, however, will depend (in part) on
VoteCal changes by the SOS.

May - June 2020: IT staff will collaborate with
RR/CC’s Legislative staff to conduct an analysis of
special vacancy election timelines and their impact
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Solution
caused by special vacancy
elections from impacting legal
deadlines.

Resources Required




Equipment/Tools: Collaborate with
RR/CC staff and executives to prepare
and submit legislative review proposal
to legislative representatives for
consideration.
Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

Implementation Plan
to RR/CC being compliant with all legal deadlines.
The analysis will account for the time required for
proper and extensive quality control processes.
Based on the analysis, team will identify and
propose recommendations for legislative review.
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Item 5. Determine how 3 cities and other smaller precincts were not
included for Measure FD

Key findings:


Current boundaries of the Los Angeles County Fire District were not validated.



RR/CC’s standard Quality Control (QC) process to review ordinances was deficient.

Solutions/Remedies
1. Require Special Districts to provide map and data files along with
ordinances/resolutionsfor late submissions.
Require special districts that miss the 180-day adjusted map deadline to submit, along with their
ordinances or resolutions, a map and companion data files, regardless of recent or past
boundary changes. This is to ensure that RR/CC can review and validate the proper
administration of that contest and the accuracy of district lines.
2. Execute verbal and written validation of details and communicate submission
deadlines.
Execute verbal and written validation of special details or parameters with (potentially)
participating jurisdictions, whether RR/CC is already aware or becomes aware through timely
communications. Emphasize and enforce the date by which election consolidations must be
finalized.
Remind jurisdictions through a mass communication about the 180-day and 88-day legal
deadlines and encourage earlier start times (i.e., 6 to 8 months prior to the date of the election
or about 3 to 5 months prior to the consolidation deadline) to allow for adequate preparation,
identification and remedy of potential issues.
RR/CC should advise that, whenever possible, drafts of ordinances or resolutions be ready at e160 and submitted to the Board of Supervisors by e-130 for agenda placement by e-100.
3. Cross-train staff in RR/CC quality control processes.
Cross-train supervisors and clerical staff as an added quality assurance check. Implement
additional levels of review to avoid issues when there is a personnel gap.
Implement a “reading circle” to review ordinances and other documents to ensure jurisdictional
compliance and clarity. Include staff from other Units. The “reading circle” is currently used in
other RR/CC operations such as the creation of training material.
4. Create an online guide with a checklist of key tasks and milestones.
Create an online guide intended for external stakeholders with milestone checklists (modeled
after RR/CC guide for County initiatives) that emphasize adherence to both legal and
recommended timelines.
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5. Structure and streamline the intake process.
RR/CC will take steps to explore adding more structure to or streamlining the intake process,
such as developing an intake form, tracking submissions, triaging problems, prioritizing
responses/solutions, and documenting outcomes/final status per jurisdiction and sub-jurisdiction
type (e.g., municipality, district, agency, authority).
6. Verify boundaries before every election.
Before every election, verify that boundaries for jurisdictions have not been modified since the
previous election. This process verifies whether boundaries were inadvertently changed.
Additionally, to verify that boundaries in the GIS dataset are confirmed with the District, RR/CC
must enforce the existing process of requiring jurisdictions to provide a map, and preferably a
GIS shapefile, of their current boundaries. If this data is provided timely, the GIS Section would
be able to make any necessary corrections to the boundaries of a jurisdiction.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 5.

Board Motion Item 5 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Require Special Districts to
provide map and data files along
with ordinances/resolutions for late
submissions.





Staff: No new staff
Equipment/Tools: None
Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget



2. Execute verbal and written
validation of details and
communicate submission
deadlines.





Staff: No new staff
Equipment/Tools: None
Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget



April-May 2020: Send annual reminders to
potentially participating jurisdictions of milestone
due dates should they be interested in placing a
contest on the ballot for the November 2020
General Election

3. Cross-train staff in RR/CC quality
control processes.





Staff: No new staff
Equipment/Tools: None
Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget



June 2020: Meet with Training Section to learn
effectiveness, implementation, and customization
of reading circle
July 2020: Determine number of participants,
sources and samples of information, cross check
procedures, practice sessions
August 2020: Validate and share special details
that may impact other Election operations,
including Admin and Info Tech, and execute
reading circle







4. Create an online guide with a
checklist of key tasks and
milestones.





Staff: No new staff
Equipment/Tools: None
Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget






April-May 2020: Send reminders to all Special
Districts of the deadline to submit an adjusted map
of their boundaries
June 2020: Should a Special District miss the
deadline, require annual submission of a map and
companion data files, along with their ordinances
or resolutions in order for proper processing

May 2020: Meet to identify content such as key
events, legal requirements, critical tasks,
consolidation timeline, and important reminders
June 2020: Produce/distribute 1st draft of online
guide, review, edit, re-distribute
July 2020: Publish online, receive feedback from
jurisdictions
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Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

5. Structure and streamline the intake







process.

Staff: No new staff
Equipment/Tools: None
Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget





6. Verify boundaries before every
election.





Staff: No new staff
Equipment/Tools: None
Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget






April 2020: Issue mass email blast with preliminary
survey/intake form of election details such as
number of offices and measures, terms of office,
method of election (at large or by district), special
vacancies, and jurisdiction contact information
May 2020: Review submissions, identify special
details, confirm with jurisdictions, alert division
management, discuss/coordinate with other
operations, and resolve potential issues (missed
deadlines)
June 2020: Continue ongoing process (through
August 7) of reviewing submissions, identifying
special details, confirming with jurisdictions,
alerting division management,
discussing/coordinating with other operations, and
resolving potential issues (missed deadlines)
May 2020: Require jurisdictions to submit a PDF
map (shapefile if possible) to the GIS Section;
compare jurisdiction boundaries, provide feedback
June 2020: Finalize corrections to precincts
July 2020: Post changes to precincts in the
Election Management System and provide maps to
Districts for verification.
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Item 6. Discrepancies between official publications of Vote Center
locations and actual/final Vote Center locations
Key findings:


Some Vote Centers did not open as scheduled.



Posters redirecting voters to alternate locations were erroneously mailed to some Vote
Centers.

Solutions/Remedies
1. Continue encouraging the public to use the online Vote Center Locator Tool.
Leading up to and during the voting period, the Vote Center Locator Tool should be voters’
primary source for Vote Center location information. This tool provides the most up-to-date
information available. In printed communications, continue to encourage voters to use this
resource prior to visiting a Vote Center.

Solutions/Remedies Referenced Elsewhere in this Report
In addition, the following Solutions/Remedies referenced elsewhere in this Report will contribute
to improvements in communications to voters regarding Vote Centers, as described below:


See Item 8. An assessment of the set up at Vote Centers, deployment of resources
and availability of staff at the Vote Centers, Solution 2. Implement a data
warehouse for Vote Center and Election Worker management.
A more robust solution to manage the Vote Center recruitment process will help ensure
that “former polling place” posters are distributed accurately with a single, centralized
system with a clear data governance structure and built in quality controls. The data
needed for publication across all platforms can be extracted at specified points, ensuring
accuracy and uniformity between publications and systems consuming the data.



See Item 8. An assessment of the set up at Vote Centers, deployment of resources
and availability of staff at the Vote Centers, Solution 3. Establish final number of
Vote Center locations by e-85 and complete Vote Center recruitment by e-55.
Following this deadline will help ensure recruitment is complete, or nearly so, with
sufficient time to perform quality control checks on location data and to finalize printed
communications to the public ahead of the voting period/Election Day.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 6.

Board Motion Item 6 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Continue encouraging
the public to use the
online Vote Center
Locator Tool.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in
department operational budget

 E-85: Vote Center recruitment complete, sites shared with IT
Developers
 E-54: GIS begins geolocating the Vote Centers
 E-52: GIS completes geolocating the Vote Centers
 E-51: IT Developers update locator to User Acceptance Testing
(UAT) environment
 E-50: IT begins location QC
 E-43: IT completes QC, sends the UAT link to Vote Center team
to do final QC
 E-38: Vote Center team completes final QC
 E-37: IT Developers publish the Vote Center Tool from UAT to
production and sends link to Media
 E-36: Media begins updating pages in test environment
 E-34: Media completes updating test environment pages
 E-30: Media requests pages to be published to live site
 E-29: Vote Center Tool available/accessible on LAVote.net
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Item 7. Problems with the ‘hotline’ used for voters and Election Workers to
report problems to ensure adequate staffing, including callers being
disconnected because of high call volumes

Key findings:


Actual Election Day call volume for the IT Help Desk was close to estimates. Actual call
durations were as expected. Actual call abandonment rates were higher than estimates.



IT Help Desk had an insufficient number of call takers to adequately handle incoming
calls.



Technical calls taken in other groups were not always entered into the IT Help Desk
system.



Calls from Election Workers were dropped after a specified time because of caps on
queue times.



Pollworker Services Help Desk had a significantly high volume of calls with long wait
times and a high percentage of abandoned calls.



The Pollworker Services Help Desk had a limited number of operators to adequately
handle the call volume because of an insufficient number of agent IDs/licenses issued to
the Section.



There were some reports of long wait times with the Voter Help Desk.



Callers experienced longer-than-expected wait times because of extraordinary
operational and technical issues.

Solutions/Remedies
1. Engage a third-party vendor to provide IT Help Desk Call Center assessment,
telephone system assessment and implementation and logistical planning
Conduct an IT Call Center operations assessment using an experienced telecommunication
company that can make recommendations related to RR/CC’s election related requirements.
The expectation is that a competent vendor can assess, create recommendations and assist
with implementation and logistical planning.
The contract for the assessment should include:


Assessment of the current Call Center operations, infrastructure, call tree and telephone
systems



Creation of recommendations for improvement, workflows, architecture, configurations
and runbooks



Assistance in the implementation of recommended solutions (such as cloud-based
solutions for scalability)



Logistical planning for the IT Help Desk Call Center solution



Assessment of resources supporting IT Help Desk
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2. Engage a third-party vendor to provide staffing and management services for IT Call
Center operations
IT Call Center operations should be outsourced to an experienced telecommunication company
that provides Help Desk/support services. Based on the assessment, the call scripts will be
documented. The outsourcing approach will help with the capacity issues at RR/CC as well as
reduces reliance on contract staffing. The contract for these services should include:


Implementation of the solutions emerging from the outcome of the assessment as
described in the solution above



Training of vendor staffing on call scripts and Call Center solutions



Management, staffing and support services for IT Help Desk



Management and monitoring reports for the Help Desk operations

3. Migrate all Call Centers into one incident management system
The use of several different disparate incident management systems affected the efficient flow
of information and inhibited timely response to Vote Centers.
All Call Centers and Help Desk teams need to operate on one incident management system to
avoid issues experienced with incorrect logging, excessive hold times and call abandonment.
RR/CC is currently working with an incident management software vendor to assist with
consolidation of Help Desk systems.
4. Ensure adequate numbers of staff for all Help Desk lines (IT, Pollworker Services,
Voters).
Estimate call volumes, talk times and other associated metrics for the November election, and
estimate the number of operators and licenses required. The staffing model should be flexible to
account for attrition where it may occur and still ensure adequate Help Desk staffing. The result
of the third-party assessment should be taken into account and exploration of call-intake
specialists to route all the calls to the appropriate call centers should be explored.
5. Conduct call volume analysis to determine staffing needs.
To determine expected call volume for the IT Help Desk and Pollworker Services Help Desk for
November 2020 Election, a pre-election analysis will be completed.
The analysis will include estimated:


Call volume



Call duration



Wait times



Abandonment rate

The analysis will assist in identifying the number of operators needed to handle the call volume.
Most importantly, it will decrease Election Worker wait times and abandonment rate.
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To accomplish this task, management staff and subject matter experts from operations will
collaborate with the RR/CC’s data analytics team to complete analysis and determine expected
call volumes and staffing needs.
5. Increase number of agent IDs for Pollworker Services Help Desk.
To ensure Pollworker Services Help Desk assigns an adequate number of operators to handle
call volume, the number of agent IDs must be increased. Using a scalable system (like AWS
Connect) will help RR/CC scale the Call Centers appropriately. This will allow additional
operators in Pollworker Services to log-in to the phone system and answer calls received. The
number of additional IDs will be determined once call volume analysis is completed.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 7.

Board Motion Item 7 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Engage a third-party vendor
to provide IT Help Desk Call
Center assessment and
logistical planning.

 Staff: None
 Equipment/Tools: AWS Connect
and RR/CC may need space to
collocate the Call Center agents
should an assessment determine
that the disparate IT Help Desk
Tiers need to be consolidated.
 Budget: $200,000

 May 2020 – Finalize Call Center requirements and work to
finalize the existing contracting vehicle to be used for the
required services/software.
 July 2020 – Begin Call Center and telephone systems
requirements analysis.

2. Engage a third-party vendor
to provide IT Call Center
staffing and management
(outsourced) services.

 Staff: None
 Equipment/Tools: Potential
cloud-based call-center solution
(such as AWS Connect)
 Budget: $1,300,000

 May 2020 – Finalize the contracting vehicle to be used for the
required services.
 July 2020– Based on the outcome of assessment (as part of the
solution above), finalize the requirements for Help Desk
(outsourced) services.
 September 2020 – All recommended operational documentation
to be finalized and system/processes implemented

3. Migrate all Help Desks into
one incident management
system.

 Staff: None
 Equipment/Tools: Cherwell
 Budget: To be considered in
Department’s operational budget

 April 2020 – Begin analysis and requirements gathering of all
Call Centers
 May 2020 – Begin implementation of Call Center migration
 September 2020 – All recommended changes to be finalized
and documented and migration completed

4. Conduct call volume
analysis to determine
staffing needs.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in
Department’s operational budget

 May 2020 – Meet with project team to discuss analysis
 June 2020 – Complete analysis
 June/July 2020 – Determine staffing needs
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Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

5. Increase number of agent
IDs for Pollworker Services
Help Desk.

 Staff: Additional staff may be
required. Number will be
determined once call volume
analysis is completed.
 Equipment/Tools: Additional
agent IDs are needed.
 Budget: TBD, as a result of thirdparty assessment.

 June 2020 – Meet with ISD to discuss need for additional agent
IDs and determine cost.
 July 2020 – Submit formal request to ISD.
 July 2020 – Receive additional agent IDs from ISD
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Item 8. An assessment of the set-up at Vote Centers, deployment of
resources and availability of staff at the Vote Centers

Key findings:


Deployment of some Vote Centers was not completed as scheduled, resulting in sites
not being open to serve voters as communicated.



RR/CC has inadequate staffing, experience and resources for deployment at this scale.



On set-up day, some sites were not able to accommodate the planned number of BMDs.



There are insufficient tools in place to manage Vote Center recruitment, placement and
deployment.



Account Manager team was created through short-term assignments of staff without
relevant experience.



Many public facilities initially declined to participate even though the Elections Code
mandates their participation as a Vote Center. Some minimized room size or duration.



Only 42% of private sites contacted to be a Vote Center agreed to serve as one.



The timeframe for Vote Center deployment was compressed to reach agreements with
Vote Centers but caused significant operational challenges.

Solutions/Remedies
1. Outsource Vote Center deployment.
All aspects of Vote Center deployment should be outsourced to a competent logistics company
that can scale up to adequately meet the timeframe and capacity demands of the County. The
expectation is that a competent vendor would be able to set up Vote Centers prior to the
beginning of voting and breakdown all Vote Centers within approximately 3 days after Election
Day. This should eliminate the use of PODS, reducing costs and risks for the County. The
contract for outsourced deployment should include:


Transportation of all equipment and supplies to and from Vote Centers



Logistical planning, coordination, and schedule/route creation as it relates to deployment
activities



Set-up of Vote Centers, including all equipment (except for network connectivity)



Breakdown of Vote Centers, including all equipment (except for network connectivity)



SWAP truck operation to replace inoperable devices



Truckyard coordination and provision of staff and vehicles required to sustain this
operation
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2. Implement a data warehouse for Vote Center and Election Worker management.
RR/CC will continue and complete customization of PollChief, which is a database that
organizes communications and logistical details for Vote Centers and Election Workers. Once
completed, the tool will:




Support Vote Center Recruitment, Placement and Management:
o Maintain a pool of potential Vote Centers with all the data from their
assessments.
o Support communication with potential Vote Centers during recruitment, including
the creation of the facility use agreements and details specific to each site.
o Link Vote Centers with service areas, and provide reporting to give real-time
insight into the status of recruitment.
o Track payments to facilities according to the agreements.
o Include interfaces, as needed, for compatibility with other systems used by the
Department such as the PollPads, Cherwell, Workforce, DIMS, or systems for
other functions to ensure that all operations have live data as the situation
changes rapidly.
o Provide robust reporting capabilities.
Support Election Worker Recruitment, Assignment and Communication: (For more
detail, see Item 2. Ensuring appropriate staffing is maintained at each Vote Center
location, including staff that speak languages of the community they serve, and enough
staff to respond and fix technical challenges that arise at Vote Center locations.)

3. Establish final number of Vote Centers by e-85 and complete Vote Center recruitment
by e-55.
Establishing final number of Vote Center locations by e-85 and completing Vote Center
recruitment by e-55 will provide clarity around actual Vote Center size, location and duration.
Completed recruitment includes a review of compliance with the VCA requirements, a thorough
quality-control review of the data for completeness and accuracy, and a fully updated list prior to
this deadline. To accomplish this, actual recruitment activities would need to end one week prior
to this deadline to allow for the quality checks and any needed corrective actions. This time
frame will allow staff and vendors to adequately plan for operational activities, including
scheduling deployment, ensuring enough supplies, adequate staff, a suitable delivery capacity
and sufficient staff training time.
4. Enlist support for public site compliance and private site recruiting.
To encourage public sites to comply with the legal requirement to serve as Vote Centers, a
letter from the Board of Supervisors should be sent to all cities, school districts, County
departments, etc. This letter should cite Elections Code Section 12283 and include a strong
mandate to accommodate the request of the County Elections Official to use facilities as Vote
Centers. It also must clearly state that the request for use includes days for storage, set-up and
breakdown. Public buildings should not be allowed to decrease in number because that has a
direct impact on the equitable placement of Vote Centers throughout the County.
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RR/CC will seek support from Board Offices in identifying suitable Vote Center locations within
their Districts, particularly sites that can accommodate larger numbers of BMDs and greater
voter capacity.
5. Operationalize Account Manager Program.
The Account Manager team must be a pool of full-time staff dedicated to Vote Center
recruitment, rather than short-term commitment staff borrowed from various sections at RR/CC.
The Account Manager role should be a full-time, permanent assignment with appropriate
program oversight established within RR/CC’s organizational structure. Staff assigned as
Account Managers must have strong verbal and written communication skills and must be
knowledgeable in election operations. A lead Account Manager must have prior management
experience to supervise a team of 20 Account Managers or more. There also must be equitable
distribution of assignments among the Account Managers.
Account Manager training must include customer service, sales techniques, account
management, and coverage of technology used in the role (e.g., Vote Center Management
Tool, spreadsheets).
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 8.

Board Motion Item 8 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Outsource Vote Center
deployment.

 Staff: Will use existing staff.
 Equipment/Tools: Technical toolkit supplies, Countyissued cell phones, and licensing to RR/CC software (e.g.
Workforce, Cherwell, Mobile Device Management (MDM)
etc.) would be provided to the third-party vendor(s).
Staffing, truckyard and vehicle acquisition would be at the
expense of the vendor.
 Budget: RR/CC currently has existing contracts which
could be utilized to expand services to include the scope
of deployment activities described within this
document. This would enable RR/CC to execute the
necessary contracts by July 2020, providing ample
time for knowledge transfer, logistics planning, and
preparation for the Presidential election. The estimated
cost to outsource these services is $13,950,000

 April 2020 – Meet with potential
vendor(s) to discuss scope and
requirements
 May 2020 – Obtain cost estimates
based on scope
 June 2020 – Execute contract
Amendments or Work Orders as
needed
 July 2020 – Vendor to begin
assessments and interviews
 September 2020 – Complete
assessment, implementation and
deployment complete for November
2020

2. Implement a data warehouse
for Vote Center and Election
Worker management.

 Staff: No new staff are needed for this task. Staff hours
for existing staff will be needed to guide the customization
efforts with the vendor. Potentially need development time
with existing IT developers for integration with other
systems used by RR/CC.
 Equipment/Tools: Customization funds and on-going
financing for the PollChief service will be needed.
Additional funds may be necessary for the development of
integration processes to the other systems used by the
department.
 Budget: Customization funds are yet to be determined
until further discussions are held with the vendor.

 May 2020 - Meet with vendor to
discuss scope and requirements
 May 2020 - Receive estimated
costs and procure funds
 May/June 2020 - Begin
customization
 July 2020 - Implement tool and
import data
 August 10, 2020 - Complete
recruitment using tool

3. Establish final number of Vote
Center locations by e-85 and

 Staff: Additional Account Managers are needed beginning
9 months prior to the election and continuing for 30 days

 May 2020 - Begin service area
analysis for November 2020
General Election
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Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

post-election. Account Managers are hired as Election
Worker IIs. See Solution 5 below.
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: See Solution 5 in this table

 May 2020 - Activate Account
Manager Cell
 June 2020 - Begin field recruits for
vacant service areas
 July 2020 - Resolve escalations for
challenging sites
 July 2020 - Ensure compliance with
VCA requirements
 August 2020 - Complete
recruitment

4. Enlist support
for public site compliance
and private site recruiting.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the Department’s
operational budget

 May 2020 – Send a Letter of
Request to all Vote Centers asking
to accommodate RR/CC’s intent of
using their facility for the November
2020 General Election.

5. Operationalize Account
Manager Program

 Staff: A Lead Account Manager is needed to liaise
between the Account Managers, field representatives, and
Board Offices. The Lead will be responsible for ensuring
that the recruitment efforts are well coordinated and that
challenging areas are escalated when necessary. The
supervisor would also act as the primary escalation level
during recruitment.
 The Vote Center recruitment team must include dedicated
staff managers specifically selected for this assignment.
They must be allocated for the whole duration, from
securing the agreements to ensuring access to facilities
for the deployment team and during the voting period.
Account Managers are needed beginning 9 months prior
to the election and continuing for 30 days post-election.
 Equipment/Tools: The Account Managers need a
scheduling tool to lock in dates for equipment delivery,
set-up, breakdown and equipment pick-up. The Account
Managers must have access to information in real time
especially the activities related to deployment such as
estimated time of arrival of teams, schedule delays and
facility contact persons.

 May 2020 – Create formalized
organizational structure for Account
Manager team.
 May 2020 – Create milestones and
tracking mechanisms for use by
Account Managers in Vote Center
recruitment and placement
 May 2020 – Onboard and train
team of Account Managers

complete Vote Center
recruitment by e-55
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Solution

Resources Required
 Budget: To be considered in the Department’s
operational budget

Implementation Plan
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Item 9. Identify all of the technical issues, including IT/internet connectivity
and inoperable voting machines

Key findings:


Ballot Marking Devices accommodated voters who completed the check-in process.



Reported issues with BMDs were primarily caused by a faulty printer gear.



Ballot Activation QR Code errors were appropriately detected and flagged by the BMDs.



Some BMD issues were left unresolved by Election Workers because there was ample
BMD capacity for voters.



In larger Vote Centers, some BMDs were not turned on every day of the voting period.

Solutions/Remedies
1. Complete BMD printer assembly replacements.
Work is already underway to replace the printer assemblies on all BMDs affected by the faulty
printer gear. 29,000 of approximately 31,000 units have been inspected, with 3,523 repairs out
of 14,346 completed.
2. Test remaining BMDs for printer gear issues.
All remaining BMDs will be examined and tested to ensure the printer gear is functioning
properly. If any faulty printer gears are found, the printer assemblies will be replaced.
3. Train Election Workers to turn on all BMDs on Election Day.
Election Worker training will include clear instructions to turn on all BMDs on Election Day and
to make all units available for voting.

Solutions/Remedies Referenced Elsewhere in this Report
In addition, the following Solutions/Remedies referenced elsewhere in this Report will contribute
to improvements in this area:


See Item 2, Ensuring appropriate staffing is maintained at each Vote Center
location, Solution 5, Assign Field Support Technicians to Vote Centers during the
voting period to ensure adequate technical support.
During the voting period, Field Support Technicians will be assigned to Vote Center
locations for direct support, rather than being dispatched as needed. In the assigned
Vote Centers, the FST will be responsible for troubleshooting issues with Vote Center
equipment, including BMDs.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 9.

Board Motion Item 9 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Complete BMD
printer assembly
replacements.

 Staff: Existing temporary staffing, which is to
be released in June 2020 should be extended
until August 2020.
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: Vendor responsibility; no additional
cost to County.

 The task of replacing BMD printer assembly will be performed
by Smartmatic.
 The timeline for this task is as soon as all the BMDs are deprocessed at VOC.
 It is anticipated that May – July timeframe is to be utilized to
replace all the faulty printer assemblies.

2. Test remaining
BMDs for printer
gear issues.

 Staff: The existing temporary staffing (5 EAIII
and 30 EAII should be extended through the
November election.
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: Vendor responsibility; no additional
cost to County.

 Testing is currently underway.

3. Train Election
Workers to turn
on all BMDs on
Election Day.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 Include training content as part of regular pre-election training
update cycle.
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Item 10. Assess whether ballot boxes should be separate from the Ballot
Marking Devices

Key findings:


Casting a ballot at the BMD is new for Los Angeles County voters.



Clarity of on-screen language and prompts could be improved.



Voting Area Monitors instructed voters on how to cast their ballot, but that became more
difficult when Vote Centers became very busy.

Solutions/Remedies
RR/CC has identified potential remedies that could be implemented on the BMDs. These
remedies will be reviewed with the VSAP advisory committees and tested with voters prior to
implementation. The time needed to implement these changes on the BMDs needs to be
confirmed, and these remedies may result in the need for system re-certification by the SOS.
1. Refine messaging as part of Voter Outreach and in Vote Centers emphasizing highlevel, simple steps.
Reinforce with voters the new way to vote by emphasizing a small number of clear, simple
steps. These steps should be included as part of the voter outreach campaign. Some potential
simple steps are:
1. Insert blank ballot
2. Make selections
3. Verify printed ballot
4. Cast ballot in the BMD
2. Clarify on-screen text and imagery on the BMD to reinforce how to cast the ballot.
Add clarifying text and/or imagery to the on-screen BMD instructions to reinforce that a voter will
cast their ballot at the BMD. One solution involves changing the text on the BMD screen to “Yes
- I am ready to cast” (instead of “Cast my ballot now”), and adding an icon showing the ballot
going into the BMD. This solution also involves changing the “Next” button to read “Cast” when
“Yes - I am ready to cast” has been selected, to reinforce that there is one more step.
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Figure 3.

Clarifying BMD On-screen Text and Images

Ready to cast screen

Ready to print screen

An alternate solution would be to change the intention of the screen from “Ready to cast?” to
“Review your printed ballot.” This would include changing the title to:
Review your ballot
Verify your printed ballot before casting
Selections below would include:
I’m done reviewing
I’m ready to cast my ballot
Read back my printed ballot
Scan my ballot and read the selections back to me through the headphones
This would be followed by a Cast your ballot page, with the only options being to Cast
or Eject.
Explore adding a graphic progress tracker to key transition screens to help the voter track the
remaining steps in the voting process.
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Figure 4.

BMD Progress Tracker

Progress
tracker

Key potential transition screens
Explore adding unique color and/or animation to the “Cast” button (i.e. the current “Next” button
on the “Ready to Cast?” screen) to draw attention to it.
3. Create a Check-in Clerk script advising voters on key points, including how to cast
the ballot.
A required script for Check-in Clerks will help ensure consistent guidance is provided to each
voter on key points. The script would include:


Look for the “MORE” button at the bottom of the screen. It will indicate that there are
more selections.
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Cast your printed ballot at the BMD. You are done when you will see the “Thanks for
voting!” screen (or hear it on audio).

Solutions/Remedies Referenced Elsewhere in this Report
In addition, the following Solution/Remedy referenced elsewhere in this Report will contribute to
ensuring that voters cast their ballots at the BMDs, as described below:


Item 8. An assessment of the set up at Vote Centers, deployment of resources and
availability of staff at the Vote Centers, Solution 2. Implement a data warehouse
for Vote Center and Election Worker management.
A more robust solution for Election Worker management will help ensure that an
adequate number of Voting Area Monitors and Provisional/VBM Clerks are recruited and
staffed in order to adequately support voters, particularly on Election Day when Vote
Centers are busiest. Clerks will watch for any voters exiting the Vote Center with a ballot,
intercept them, and guide them to a Voting Area Monitor for assistance.
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Resources and Implementation Plan
The table below includes resources required and a high-level implementation plan for the solutions/remedies included in this section.
Table 10.

Board Motion Item 10 Resources and Implementation Plan

Solution

Resources Required

Implementation Plan

1. Refine messaging as part of Voter
Outreach and in Vote Centers
emphasizing high-level, simple
steps.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 May 2020: Refine messaging working with advisory
groups.
 May/June 2020: Incorporate new messaging into
voter education campaign and associated materials.
 June 2020: Begin voter education campaign
incorporating new messaging.

2. Clarify on-screen text and
imagery on the BMD to reinforce
how to cast the ballot.

 Staff: No new RR/CC staff needed.
Support from Smartmatic and IDEO
would be needed required.
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: Additional budget required for
work to be done by Smartmatic. Existing
budget to be used for work to be done by
IDEO.

 May/June 2020:
– Update text on “Ready to cast” screen
– Complete translations
– Add graphic “bread-crumbs” to key screens
– Define color and/or animation effect for “Cast”
button.
– Implement changes to the BMD.
 July/August 2020: Undertake recertification effort

3. Create a Check-in Clerk script
advising voters on key points,
including how to cast the ballot.

 Staff: No new staff
 Equipment/Tools: None
 Budget: To be considered in the
Department’s operational budget

 On the regular pre-election schedule for updating
training materials, develop the Check-in Clerk script,
and incorporate into Election Worker training and
materials.
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Item 11. Develop a plan to receive feedback from voters regarding their
experience
The Department conducted a Voter Experience Survey and received more than
27,000 responses. Loyola Marymount University conducted an exit poll of 3,956
voters.
Key findings from the RR/CC survey:


69% of respondents reported having a positive overall voting experience at the Vote
Centers while 21% reported having a negative overall voting experience.



68% of voters surveyed reported waiting 30 minutes or less during the voting period.
17% of voters surveyed reported waiting over 2 hours.



80% of respondents reported being satisfied with their experience using the new Ballot
Marking Devices (BMDs) while 10% reported being dissatisfied with their experience
using the new BMDs.



33% of respondents reported using the Interactive Sample Ballot (ISB). Of those who
used the ISB, 87% reported being satisfied with their experience while 5% reported
being dissatisfied with their experience using the ISB.



Of the respondents who are unlikely to vote at a Vote Center in the future, 65% said this
was because they experienced a long wait at the Vote Center during the March
Election. Another 32% reported “Other” while 29% prefer to Vote by Mail.

Key findings from the LMU exit poll:


87.1% of respondents reported having a positive overall voting experience at the Vote
Centers while 12.9% reported having a fair or poor overall voting experience.



77.8% reported waiting in line for 20 minutes or less. 22.2% reported waiting in line for
more than 20 minutes.



92.9% described their experience registering or checking in to receive a ballot as very
easy or somewhat easy, 7.1% described it as somewhat difficult or very difficult.



95.4% described their experience using the BMD as very easy or somewhat easy. 3.8%
described it as somewhat difficult or very difficult.



95.4% described their experience printing and casting their ballot as very easy or
somewhat easy. 4.6% described it as somewhat difficult or very difficult.
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3. Appendices to Board Motion Items
Appendix to Item 1. Excessive wait times that may have been a result of
technical issues from the check-in process
Overview of Voter Check-In and Associated Technology
When voters enter a Vote Center, they proceed to an available Check-in Clerk at the Check-in
Table. The Check-in Clerk locates the voter’s record in the electronic pollbook (PollPad) by
scanning the voter’s Sample Ballot or other material mailed to the voter by the RegistrarRecorder/County Clerk (RR/CC), or by typing in the voter’s name with the stylus and searching
for the voter’s record by name.
Individuals who are not registered to vote in Los Angeles County (County) may register and vote
provisionally on the same day, which is called Conditional Voter Registration (CVR). The Checkin Clerk follows the CVR process and creates a record for the new voter by entering the
appropriate information into the PollPad.
Once the voter’s record is selected, the voter reads or listens to the voter oath and signs the
PollPad using a stylus. The Check-in Clerk prints a ballot activation Quick Response (QR) Code
on a blank ballot and provides it to the voter. At this time, the Check-in Clerk also gives the voter
information on how to use the Ballot Marking Device (BMD). The voter is then directed to a BMD
by the Check-in Clerk and/or by the Voting Area Monitor. The check-in process is complete at
this time.
The voter proceeds to the BMD to cast their ballot.
The Vote Center model requires near real-time updates to the County’s voter registration
database as voters check in. Each PollPad has a local database containing a subset of voter
registration data in order to locate voters at check-in. PollPads synchronize with ePulse, the
Countywide database that tracks voter activities at other Vote Centers and ballots received
through mail. The communication with PollPads either uses a secure cellular connection,
through multiple carriers, or a wired connection in the Vote Center.
Figure 5.

PollPad Synchronization with ePulse
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Observations
On Election Day, some voters experienced unacceptable wait times attributable to the check-in
process at a number of Vote Centers. Delays in the check-in process were caused by:
1. Slow PollPad synchronization time: Long synchronization cycles between PollPads
and ePulse, the Countywide voter database, resulted in some voters being issued
provisional ballots and left some PollPads inoperable.
2. Inefficient voter search function: Difficulty in matching voters with voter registration
data because of limited search capability.
3. High demand at Small Vote Centers: Locations with less equipment and fewer
Election Workers experienced demand similar to that of larger Vote Centers with more
equipment and staff.
The following actions will address these issues:
1. Reduce the PollPad synchronization time to rapidly receive and process updates from
the ePulse voter database server and ensure the availability of PollPads to check in
voters.
2. Improve the search function to quickly match voters based on multiple criteria and make
it easier for voters to obtain a scannable Voter ID from the Sample Ballot or on a mobile
device through the Voter Registration Lookup Tool.
3. Ensure all Vote Centers have at least 5 PollPads and a sufficient number of BMDs for
adequate capacity.
Lines at Vote Centers resulted from the check-in process; BMD capacity was not a
constraint.
Analysis shows that excessive wait times on Election Day were caused by constraints and
issues in the check-in process. Smaller Vote Centers that experienced relatively high demand
were especially impacted.
While there were reported issues with BMDs that reduced the capacity of available devices at
Vote Centers, data show that for the vast majority of locations, this was not the case and had
minimal documented effect on wait time. Except for a subset of Petite Vote Centers with 5 or
fewer BMDs, there was sufficient BMD capacity to support demand. (For more detail, see Item
9. Identify all of the technical issues, including IT/internet connectivity and inoperable voting
machines.)
During the 10-day voting period prior to Election Day, there were no reports of long wait
times at Vote Centers. 27% of in-person voters voted during the 10-day period.
27% of in-person voters (266,305 voters) in the March 2020 Presidential Primary Election voted
during the 10 days prior to Election Day (February 22 through March 2). During this time,
RR/CC received no calls or other communications from voters regarding issues with lines or
wait times at Vote Centers.
On Election Day (March 3), some voters experienced an unacceptable wait time
attributable to the check-in process at a number of Vote Centers. 73% of in-person voters
voted on Election Day.
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73% of in-person voters (729,248 voters) voted on Election Day (March 3). This is a significant
increase in voters on a single day when compared to the total number of voters over the
previous 10 voting days.
In The American Voting Experience: Report and Recommendations of the Presidential
Commission on Election Administration, the Commission addresses the question of what should
be considered a “long” line at a polling place. The Report states, “The Commission has
concluded that, as a general rule, no voter should have to wait more than half an hour in order
to have an opportunity to vote.” 1 RR/CC has incorporated the threshold of a 30-minute wait in
this analysis of wait times.
RR/CC has evaluated a variety of data sources to understand voter experience with wait times
during the March 2020 Election. Key results are summarized below:
Table 11.

Survey Sources and Key Results

Data Source

Key Result
96% of voters surveyed reported waiting 30 minutes or less during
the 10 days prior to Election Day.

RR/CC Voter
Experience Survey

53% of voters surveyed reported waiting 30 minutes or less on
Election Day.
10% of voters surveyed reported waiting over 3 hours on Election
Day.

LMU Exit Poll

78% of voters surveyed reported waiting 20 minutes or less on
Election Day

Complaints received
by RR/CC or CA
SOS

13% of Vote Centers (a total of 130) were identified through voter
complaints to RR/CC or CA SOS related to long wait times

Additional detail from these sources is provided below.
RR/CC Voter Experience Survey: RR/CC conducted a Voter Experience Survey in April 2020.
More than 27,000 responses have been received to date. Respondents were asked how long
they waited to check in at a Vote Center. A summary of responses is shown below:

1

Bauer, Robert F.; Ginsberg, Benjamin L.; Britton, Brian; Eschevarria, Joe; Grayson, Trey; Lomax, Larry;
Coleman Mayes, Michele; McGeehan, Ann; Patrick, Tammy; & Thomas, Christopher (2014). The
American Voting Experience: Report and Recommendations of the Presidential Commission on Election
Administration. http://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/gpo45379.
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Table 12.

RR/CC Voter Experience Survey Wait Time Responses

Full Voting Period
(Feb 22 – Mar 3)

February 22 –
March 2

Election Day
(March 3)

There was no wait

40%

75%

20%

1-15 minutes

20%

18%

21%

16-30 minutes

8%

3%

11%

31-60 minutes

7%

2%

11%

1 hour

7%

1%

10%

2 hours

11%

.7%

17%

Over 3 hours

7%

.4%

10%

Survey Response

While this survey provides insight into a large group of voter experiences, anecdotal reports
from observers and the media raised overall concerns related to excessive wait times. Although
these are more difficult to quantify, those reports also reflect the voter experience. Some of the
observers linked the wait times to the capacity and availability of BMDs. As described further in
this report, the data does not support this correlation.
LMU Exit Poll: An Exit Poll was conducted during the March 3, 2020 Presidential Primary
Election by students from Loyola Marymount University (LMU). A total of 3,596 voters
participated in the exit poll at 50 Vote Centers on Election Day between 7:00 am and 8:00 pm. 1
(For more detail, see Item 11. Develop a plan to receive feedback from voters regarding their
experience.)
Exiting voters were asked how long they waited to vote. A summary of responses is shown
below:


Waited 5 minutes or less: 43.2%



Waited 6-10 minutes: 17.8%



Waited 11-15 minutes: 7.6%



Waited 16-20 minutes: 9.2%



Waited over 20 minutes: 22.2%

According to the LMU exit poll, 78% of voters surveyed waited 20 minutes or less.
Voter Complaints: On Election Day, RR/CC received calls from voters or Election Workers
regarding 94 Vote Centers. In addition, the California Secretary of State’s Office (SOS) received
reports from voters regarding 50 Voter Centers with long lines. Thirteen Vote Centers appeared

1

Guerra, Fernando J.; Gilbert, Brianne; Vizireanu, Mariya; Dunsker, Max; & Akella, Vishnu (2020). Vote
Center Experience Data Brief: 2020 LA Votes Presidential Primary Exit Poll. Thomas and Dorothy Leavey
Center for the Study of Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, California.
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on both lists, resulting in a total of 130 Vote Centers with documented complaints regarding wait
times.
PollPad Logs: The PollPad software logs check-ins by time. When Vote Centers have no
voters that check in after 8:00 pm, that indicates there was no wait to check in at that Vote
Center for voters arriving in line by 8:00 pm. For Vote Centers with check-ins after 8:00 pm, it is
assumed that the last voter to check in waited for at least the time between 8:00 pm and their
check-in time.
The figure below shows the number of:



Vote Centers with check-in times no later than 8:00 pm on Election Day (shown in
green)
Vote Centers with check-in times after 8:00 pm, and therefore a wait time after 8:00 pm,
(shown in blue) in 30-minute increments.

Figure 6.

Vote Centers with Voters Processed after 8:00 pm on Election Day

Description of the Issue
Smaller Vote Centers were more likely to have longer wait times after 8:00 pm on Election
Day.
Vote Centers are classified by size based on the number of BMDs and PollPads assigned. The
maximum number of BMDs and PollPads assigned to a location is determined by a variety of
factors (e.g., square footage, available power, available network bandwidth, accessibility
requirements, etc.) The number of PollPads assigned to a Vote Center ranges from 2 to 25. The
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table below shows the number of Vote Centers by size, along with the number of BMDs and
PollPads assigned.
Table 13.

Vote Centers, BMD and PollPad Counts

Technical issues related to PollPads contributed to wait times on Election Day
The check-in process constrained voter throughput on Election Day. Technical issues with the
PollPad search functionality and voter synchronization affected the rate at which voters could be
checked in and presented with a blank ballot with activation code.
The issues observed related to PollPads on Election Day are:


Slow initial synchronization made it difficult to use all available PollPads devices
on Election Day. Particularly at larger Vote Centers, not all deployed PollPads were
used in early voting, because arriving voters could be checked in with fewer units. When
the demand increased on Election Day, Election Workers turned on PollPads that had
not been used since earlier in the voting period or perhaps not at all. These PollPads
had not been synchronized with changes that had occurred across the County during the
previous voting days and took a substantial amount of time to synchronize. In some
cases, units took over two hours to synchronize. Other units did not complete
synchronization at all and were not able to be used.
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Slow ongoing synchronization resulted in Provisional ballots being issued to
voters. PollPads synchronize with each other and with ePulse, the vendor-supported
Countywide database that tracks voter activities at other Vote Centers and ballots
received through mail. One of the purposes of synchronization is to prevent voters from
voting more than once. The PollPads were configured with a 15-minute cutoff time for
completing synchronization, meaning, if a PollPad has not completed synchronizing with
the database within the last 15 minutes, then the voter data within the individual PollPad
is no longer considered up to date. In that case, the unit will require any voter checked in
on the device to vote provisionally. The threshold of 15 minutes was increased to 30
minutes late on the afternoon of Election Day to accommodate slower-than-expected
synchronization times. Even with the higher threshold, many PollPads did not complete
synchronization and as a result continued to prompt Election Workers to issue
Provisional ballots.
Facing resistance from voters who did not want to vote provisionally, Election Workers
sometimes waited for the synchronization process to complete. In other cases, Election
Workers processed voters provisionally, which takes longer than checking-in a nonprovisional voter.



The search function to locate a voter record had a deficiency that made searching
against the large LA County voter database cumbersome and inefficient. A lateidentified software deficiency did not allow for address information to be used in addition
to first and last names to search for a voter record. Voter search did not operate as
expected based on product demonstrations and in field testing. This resulted in
additional time required for Election Workers to review many voter records containing
similar names in order to locate the correct record. Voters not found in the database
went through the Conditional Voter Registration (CVR) process, which takes longer than
checking in a registered voter.



Election Workers and observers reported slow navigation of the user interface.
Slow system response occurred most notably with the check-in transition screen and the
voter signature screen while the PollPad was synchronizing.



PollPads became inoperable during Election Day. Approximately 169 PollPads that
had completed synchronizing after 6 a.m. on Election Day were no longer successfully
synchronizing after 5 p.m. That is a reduction of 4% in the number of PollPads available
at peak voter turnout time on Election Day when compared to the morning.



Some PollPads deployed to Vote Centers were inoperable when turned on for
Election Day. Some PollPads that had not been used during early voting were
inoperable when Election Workers attempted to power the devices on.



A software bug in the PollPad caused an error in the ballot activation QR code for
some voters when they changed their party preference during check-in. When
voters inserted these ballots into the BMD, the BMD rejected the activation code, and
voters were required to return to the check-in table to have this corrected and to receive
a new ballot.
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Independent study by CalTech found PollPad synchronization issues.
A CalTech study 1, based on data extracted from ePulse, shows connectivity problems, which
are PollPad synchronization issues, represented by black dots in the following graph:
Figure 7.

CalTech Data on PollPad Synchronization Issues

Note: “Connectivity” in the figure above refers to PollPad synchronization.
The report draws a connection between these connectivity problems and having Provisional
ballots cast all throughout the voting period because PollPads were “offline.” The meaning of
connectivity problems here does not necessarily mean the connection of the PollPads with the
network; it means that there was no or little communication between the PollPad application (on
the iPad) and the cloud-based backend. This can be attributed to synchronizing. If a PollPad
has not completed synchronizing after a set period of time elapses, the PollPad will only allow

1

Los Angeles County ePulse Data Analysis Preliminary Report Super Tuesday, March 2020 - R. Michael
Alvarez, Daniel Guth, Claudia Kann, and Seo-young Silvia Kim, April 17 2020
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voters to be processed provisionally. An analysis of bandwith, conducted by AT&T, and
separate from the CalTech study suggests that there were no pervasive network-related issues.
The CalTech study further notes that Vote Center staff were sometimes able to correct the
problem by restarting or syncing the PollPads, but this was a constant problem overall.
Finally, the CalTech report states: of the 7,002 PollPads distributed during the election cycle,
2,108 (30.1%) did not process a single voter. From a Vote Center perspective, at least one
PollPad at 354 of the 995 locations (35.6%) did not register a single voter.
Vote Centers with fewer than five PollPads experienced longer wait times.
Check-in data from Election Day indicates that Vote Centers with only 2-4 PollPads operable
after 5 p.m. on Election Day had the longest wait times after 8 p.m.
The figure below shows the average number of minutes between 8 p.m. and the last voter to
check in for Vote Centers with a specific number of operable PollPads on Election night (i.e.,
after 5 p.m.). For example, the last check-in at Vote Centers with one operable PollPad on
Election night was an average of ~140 minutes after 8 p.m. If a voter joined the line by 8 p.m. at
a Vote Center with one operable PollPad, that voter would wait an average of ~2 hours and 20
minutes.
By contrast, Vote Centers with 5 operable PollPads on Election night had last check-ins that
were an average of ~60 minutes after 8 p.m. If a voter joined the line by 8 p.m. at a Vote Center
with 5 operable PollPads, that voter would wait an average of ~1 hour.
Figure 8.

PollPads and Last Voter Check-ins
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Network bandwidth at Vote Centers was not a constraint on Election Day.
There was a perception that insufficient network bandwidth between the Vote Centers and the
ePulse server led to the slow synchronization. Based on reporting from the monitoring team
staffing the RR/CC’s Network Operations Center (NOC), network bandwidth was not a
constraint during Election Day.
Using a Sample Ballot or other printed material containing the Voter ID Code significantly
improved the speed of check-in.
When voters brought their Sample Ballot or Vote Center Post Card to the Vote Center, the Voter
ID Code (barcode) on those documents could be scanned at the PollPad to immediately retrieve
the voter record without manually entering and searching data. The scanning process is
significantly faster than searching for a voter by name. Not all voters brought their Sample Ballot
with them, however, requiring a search by name for these voters.
If every voter brings their Sample Ballot, or has rapid access to their Voter ID Code, the checkin throughput can be improved significantly.
Root Cause Analysis
Table 14.

Board Motion Item 1 Root Cause Analysis

Issue
Slow initial
synchronization made
it difficult to use all
available PollPads on
Election Day.

Root Cause
Before PollPads at Vote Centers can be used for check-in, they
must be synchronized with voter activity and changes that occurred
after the configuration at the VSAP Operations Center (VOC) prior
to the Election. Depending on the amount of time that has passed,
the amount of data to be synchronized can be substantial, leading
to lengthy synchronization times before the device can be used.
Vote centers were equipped with various numbers of PollPads. In
many cases, Vote Centers only used a subset of devices for early
voting, leaving the remainder in their original state. Early voting only
accounted for approximately 27% (266,305 voters) of the volume of
total in-person voters. When more PollPad devices were needed to
support a higher volume on Election Day, the devices needed to be
synchronized with all prior changes first. This took several hours
per PollPad. In some cases, synchronization did not complete
before the end of Election Day rendering a number of PollPad
devices unusable.

Slow ongoing
synchronization
caused voters to voter
provisionally

The PollPad solution synchronizes each voter change (voter checkins and address changes) across all PollPads at all Vote Centers.
In addition, the synchronization process distributes data to PollPads
about Vote by Mail ballots received by RR/CC.
The synchronization period is configurable and tested at a 2-minute
interval. This meant that each PollPad would begin the
synchronization process every 2 minutes. Because of a bug in the
Add Voter process, the PollPad vendor, KNOWiNK, suggested that
the interval be set to 10-minutes. This meant that each PollPad
would begin the synchronization process every 10 minutes. This
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Issue

Root Cause
modification took place on the first weekend of the early voting
period.
Separately, the PollPad was configured to print Provisional
activation codes on ballots for all voters checked in on a PollPad if
the last synchronization on that PollPad had not completed within
the last 15 minutes. On Election Day, this period was extended to
30 minutes to account for slower than expected synchronization. In
many cases, this period was still not sufficient for synchronizations
to complete. Some Election Workers waited for the synchronization
to complete so voters would not have to vote provisionally. That
pause in process decreased the throughput of voter check-ins.

Voter search
deficiency.

The search function on the PollPad application accepts the voter’s
first and last name. After the November 2019 election, it was
determined these two fields were insufficient to uniquely filter voters
in such a large voter database. In many cases, the first and last
name search would result in hundreds of results and increased the
chance that a voter could not be found. The house number and
street name were added as search fields to reduce the number of
potential search results.
Days before the March 2020 Election voting period, it was
discovered that the additional search fields had a significant bug
which made the functionality unusable. The bug would not reliably
return results when a house number and/or street name were
entered in the search fields. This bug resulted in making search
functionality to be cumbersome and slow for the users. The users
had to rely on the name-search, which would result in a large dataset, which then had to be verified with the voter. This search
functionality did not work as intended or as represented to the
County by the vendor.
The address search fields were removed, maintaining only the first
and last name fields. This required modification of the training
procedure for Election Workers. The lack of these additional filters
made it difficult for Election Workers to find voter records and
significantly slowed the Election Worker’s ability to check-in voters.

Slow navigation of the
user interface

Slow response times of the PollPad devices increased the
interaction time between the voters and the Election Worker during
the check-in process.
Election Workers experienced the PollPad lagging screen
navigation, freezes and/or crashes of the application during the
PollPad synchronization on Election Day. This application behavior
significantly slowed the Election Worker’s ability to check-in voters.
KNOWiNK performed post-election testing and determined there
were inefficiencies in the application that contributed to the latency
experienced by Election Workers.
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Issue

Root Cause
The PollPad software does not communicate with the ePulse server
during the check-in process in real time, rather it batches the
records and synchronizes after a period of time. The way the
application is built, it consumes significant resources (for example,
memory) in the device, resulting in users experiencing slowness.

Some PollPads were
unused on Election
Day.

Completing Conditional
Voter Registration
(CVR) requires more
time than checking-in a
registered voter.

On Election Day, some locations reported that the PollPads
deployed were not operational. These deployed devices were not
used on Election Day for the following reasons:


Lack of synchronization: Election Workers did not turn on the
PollPads for the days leading up to Election Day when they
were not needed to support demand. When they were turned
on, the synchronization had to download records for days of
activity and could not successfully download all the data to
have a complete synchronization.



Application Issues: Election Workers reported that the
PollPads deployed at their site did not work because of the
application being slow to respond to user input.

The PollPad application enables new voters to be added to the
database and to cast a conditional ballot. This process requires the
voter to register to vote by filling out and signing a conditional
registration envelope. After the envelope is signed, the Election
Worker adds the voter into the PollPad from the data on the
envelope.
CVR volume is significantly higher at Vote Centers on or near
college/university campuses because of new voter registrations or
voters who have moved to attend school. On Election Day CVRs
accounted for over 20% of the check-ins at Vote Centers located at
universities and colleges. At other Vote Centers, the number of
CVRs accounted for only 5% of check-ins on average. Of the top 20
sites that processed CVR voters, 13 of those were located on
college campuses.
During the CVR/Add Voter Process, Election Workers were
prompted with address options that correspond to addresses with
recorded precincts. It is vital that an address entered is associated
with the corresponding precinct so the voter is provided their correct
ballot style. The process to add and select an address confused
many Election Workers since they were prompted to call an RR/CC
Help Desk number when a corresponding precinct was not found.
In addition, the PollPad would allow Election Workers to select an
incorrect precinct, which would result in issuing a ballot that did not
contain the correct contests for the voter.
Also, with the passage of Senate Bill 207, which allowed voters to
update their party or address on the PollPad without the need to reregister, voters could edit their address on the PollPads. Similar to
the CVR process, the address must correspond to a precinct so the
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Issue

Root Cause
correct ballot style is identified. However, the Edit Voter function
incorrectly prompted Election Workers to call the Help Desk number
regardless if the address precinct was correctly identified.
Inherently, the Add Voter (CVR) and Edit Voter (Senate Bill 207)
processes are more time consuming because of the data entry.
However, the Edit Voter process was further impacted by the
confusion of precinct selection.

Network connectivity
was sufficient in Vote
Centers.

Analysis from AT&T shows that there were no pervasive network
bandwidth constraints at the Vote Centers. Typical bandwidth
usage was below 2Mbps, with spikes for early morning and some in
the evening on Election night, when additional PollPads were
brought online and required synchronization. The bandwidth need
did not plateau or exceed capacity.
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Appendix to Item 2. Ensuring appropriate staffing is maintained at each
Vote Center location, including staff who speak languages of the
community they serve, and enough staff to respond and fix technical
challenges that arise at Vote Center locations
Overview of Staffing
Election Worker Recruitment and Staffing
To operate Vote Centers over the 11-day period of the March 2020 Election, RR/CC recruited
approximately 13,000 Election Workers, including multilingual Election Workers.
Election Worker Roles
Vote Center Lead
The Vote Center Lead (Lead) is responsible for overseeing all activities at the Vote Center,
including opening and closing of Vote Center, addressing questions/issues, and delivering
ballots to the check-in-center daily.
The target goal was to recruit 250 RR/CC staff to serve as Leads at Vote Centers scheduled to
be open for 11 days and 750 employees from other County departments to serve as Leads at
the expanded pool of Vote Centers scheduled the final 4 days of the voting period.
Vote Center Clerk (multiple roles)
Vote Center Clerks (Clerk) are responsible for assisting the Lead with opening and closing
procedures and assisting voters throughout the day. Clerks are assigned the following tasks:


Line Monitor – greets voters, asks general questions, and directs them to the appropriate
station (e.g., check-in station, voting station, etc.)



Check-in-Clerk – checks in voters, provides them with their ballot, and directs them to
the voting area.



Voting Area Monitor – directs voters to available Ballot Marking Device (BMD),
troubleshoots basic BMD questions/issues, and assists Line Monitor, as needed.



Provisional/VBM Clerk – assist Provisional/CVR voters, receives Vote by Mail (VBM)
envelopes from voters, and issues “I Voted” stickers.

The goal was to recruit approximately 12,000 Clerks to cover all Vote Centers over the 11-day
voting period. The Clerk pool consisted of community volunteers, County employees and high
school students.
Based on the roles and targets listed above, a Vote Center Staffing Model was developed. The
staffing levels within the model consisted of three tiers: weekend staffing, weekday staffing, and
Election Day staffing. Staffing numbers were allocated based on Vote Center size and projected
daily voter turnout, with the highest expectancy on Election Day as shown in the table below:
Figure 9.

Vote Center Staffing Model
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Multilingual Election Workers
Multilingual (ML) Election Workers were recruited from all worker pools (e.g., community
volunteers, student volunteers, etc.). ML workers serve in the same roles as English-speaking
Election Workers but are prioritized to assist voters with language needs. For the March 2020
Election, 43% (5,980) of Election Workers recruited were bilingual.
Specialty Roles – Recruitment and Staffing
In addition to the Lead and Clerk positions, there are three specialty positions: Reservist,
Troubleshooter, and Field Support Technician (FST). The roles for each are as follows:


Reservist – Fills emergent Lead or Clerk vacancies.



Troubleshooter – Assigned by geographic areas to a range of 10-15 Vote Centers to
resolve complicated issues, troubleshoot basic BMD issues, and answer questions from
Vote Center staff, voters and members of the community.



Field Support Technician – See IT Staffing section below for more details.

A Staffing Model also was developed for the specialty positions:
Reservists
The goal was to recruit 450 Reservists to be staffed over the 11-day voting period as detailed in
the table below:
Figure 10. Staffing Model for Reservists

# of Reservists
50
200
200

Service Dates

e-11 - Election Day
e-4 - Election Day
Election Day

# of Days
11
4
1

The Reservist pool consisted of experienced Election Workers who had served in past elections
in a similar or higher-level capacity. The goal of the Reservist program was to fill emergent Lead
or Clerk vacancies at Vote Centers where Election Workers did not show up as scheduled. It
was anticipated that Reservists dispatched to locations would fill the vacancy for that day and
would return to the Reservist pool if the Election Worker showed up the following day.
Troubleshooters
The goal was to recruit 100 Troubleshooters to work over the 11-day voting period as detailed in
the table below:
Figure 11. Staffing Model for Troubleshooters

# of Troubleshooters
50
50

Service Dates

e-11 - Election Day
e-4 - Election Day

# of Days
11
4

The Troubleshooter pool consisted of experienced permanent and temporary RR/CC staff and
community volunteers who had served in a similar capacity in past elections.
IT Staffing at Vote Centers
Field Support Technicians
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During the voting period, Field Support Technicians (FST) provide onsite technical support at
Vote Centers for issues related to BMDs, PollPads, and mobile phones assigned to Leads.
FSTs rove in designated coverage areas when there are no active troubleshooting assignments.
FSTs were made up of contractor staff and were part of a pool of resources that also completed
Vote Center setup/breakdown (deployment), staffed the IT Help Desk, and conducted truckyard
activities.
The goal was to recruit 350 and to deploy 100 FSTs (50 teams of 2) to cover 50 coverage areas
over the 11-day voting period. Originally, IT had proposed to have 78 coverage areas with 78
teams of two, to mimic the Regional Distribution Center (RDC) model used in past elections.
The RDCs were used to replenish election supplies. Because of the lack of any historical
experience in replenishing election equipment, the existing model for replenishing via RDCs
was used. The staffing model executed for the March 2020 Election is detailed below:
Figure 12. Staffing Model for IT Staff

It was anticipated that IT would have sufficient staff, based on the following assumptions:


IT would be able to hire the required 1,099 staff from various staffing contractors



Expected attrition rate for contractor staff would not exceed 21% at any given time



Expected Vote Center unavailability or redeployment would not exceed 6% at any given
time



Field Support Technician staff would receive a week of comprehensive training



Scheduled Vote Center deployments would not exceed more than 234 sites a day.

During the voting period, which overlapped with the deployment period, it was discovered that a
large number of staff (up to 30%) did not show up for their scheduled shifts and that the required
staff per day exceeded capacity.
Observations/Issues related to Election Worker Staffing
Minimal number of Vote Centers reported lack of multilingual Election Workers at their
location.
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Overall, recruitment of multilingual Election Workers proved to be a success for the March 2020
Election. According to the issues recorded in the Help Desk system, AskEd, there was a
minimal number of Vote Centers that reported lack of multilingual Election Workers at their
location. Over the course of the early voting period, only .02% (23) locations reported lack of
multilingual Election Workers at their location.
After reviewing the staffing allocations for the 24 Vote Centers that reported lack of multilingual
workers, two main contributing factors were identified. One reason bilingual workers were not
present on some days was caused by assigning workers based on a schedule. For example, a
bilingual worker for a specific language may have been scheduled to serve on the weekend but
not on Election Day. This resulted in not having 100% multilingual coverage throughout the
voting period. The other reason for a lack of bilingual workers at some Vote Centers was
caused by workers failing to show up for their assignment. This may have been the case for
Vote Center locations that did not report lack of multilingual Election Workers.
Lack of an effective data warehouse affected recruitment and tracking of Election
Workers.
The existing Election Management System, DIMSnet (DIMS), is not capable of supporting the
assignment and tracking of workers for multiple days. The inability to track assignments and run
reports in DIMS resulted in manual processes that did not give RR/CC visibility of the
recruitment status for each Vote Center.
Although RR/CC procured PollChief, which is a database that organizes communications and
logistical details for Vote Centers and Election Workers, the system was procured after Election
Worker recruitment had begun. Although productive work was completed, further development
of the system was suspended and PollChief was not implemented because of the amount of
customization work required to adapt to the needs of RR/CC.
Despite the challenges encountered with DIMS, Pollworker Services successfully recruited
approximately 14,000 Election Workers to serve for the March 2020 Election. However, RR/CC
was unable to ensure staffing goals for each individual Vote Center were met. To identify
staffing deficiencies, ad hoc reports were produced outside of DIMS a few days leading up to
the first day of voting. Once the reports were received, staff worked to reallocate staff and fill
vacancies for locations that were significantly understaffed.
Delay in generation and mailing of appointment letters resulted in no-shows at Vote
Centers.
The system limitations with DIMS affected the generation and mailing of appointment letters for
Election Workers. Although RR/CC was able to mail an initial letter to Election Workers, the
letter only provided basic information regarding training requirements and confirmed that
Election Workers were assigned. DIMS was not able to generate appointment letters for
assignments consisting of multiple days since the system only supports a 1-day assignment.
The inability to produce adequate appointment letters through DIMS delayed the issuing of
assignments to Election Workers. To address the issue, a workaround was developed for
extracting Election Worker information from DIMS onto a template outside of the system. Again,
because of system limitations, RR/CC was unable to ensure appointment letters were
generated for all Election Workers, specifically for workers that were re-assigned after the first
batch of letters for that job title was generated. Mailing of appointment letters was delayed;
some were even mailed a couple of days before the assignment began. The timing related to
appointment letters significantly affected Election Worker attendance for the March Election.
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According to preliminary payroll reports, there was a 27% (3,805) no-show rate for the March
2020 Election across the 11-day voting period.
Delay in finalizing the number of Vote Centers and Vote Center sizes resulted in
understaffed/overstaffed Vote Centers.
Recruitment of Election Workers began with a goal of staffing Vote Centers based on size and
Ballot Marking Device (BMD) allocation. The initial plan consisted of the following:


1,000 Vote Centers total
‒

250 11-day Vote Centers with 50 BMDs

‒

750 4-day Vote Centers (500 Vote Centers with 30 BMDs and 250 Vote Centers with
10 BMDs)

Vote center recruitment proved to be challenging, causing the need for compromises to be
made to Vote Center sizes and durations, as well as a delay in attaining final Vote Center
numbers and locations. These changes significantly affected Election Worker recruitment goals,
resulting in understaffing/overstaffing of Vote Centers. For example, a Vote Center that was
previously established as a Small location within the 4-day voting period became an Extra-Large
location for 11 days. This meant that recruitment for this location needed to increase from 7
Election Workers to 27 within a very short window. The converse also was true, with Large Vote
Centers becoming smaller or reducing their duration. Reassignments are difficult and require
manual intervention as County staff are assigned to Vote Centers near their County office
buildings and other Election Workers are assigned to Vote Centers near their residences.
Vote Center Lead recruitment challenges resulted in Lead vacancies close to the
beginning of the voting period.
Recruitment of Vote Center Leads proved to be very challenging because of the time
commitment and requirements of the role. Although RR/CC received a positive response from
volunteers early in the recruitment process, it was difficult to reach 100% recruitment for both
the 11-day and 4-day voting periods.
As a result, there were 64 Lead vacancies approximately two days prior to the beginning of
voting period. Therefore, RR/CC dispatched Reservists to these locations to ensure there was
adequate oversight at all Vote Centers.
Additionally, working in a Lead capacity for 11 consecutive days resulted in worker fatigue which
caused some Leads to call in sick on some days.
Reservist recruitment challenges and Lead vacancies depleted Reservist pool on
Election Day.
Recruitment of Reservists was challenging from the onset because of the knowledge and
experience required for this position, along with the number of service days required. To qualify
for this position, prospects needed experience serving as Reservist, inspector, or coordinator in
past elections. These requirements are essential for this position to ensure there is a flexible
pool of volunteers to fill critical vacancies on short notice. In past elections, the recruitment goal
was 350 Reservists. However, for the March 2020 Election, the goal was increased to 450 to
accommodate going from one day of voting to an 11-day voting period. RR/CC reached 87%
(390 Reservists) of the recruitment goal.
The shortage in recruitment and the high number of no-shows during the first 10 days of the
voting period affected the number of Reservists available for dispatch on Election Day.
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Additionally, the need to fill Lead vacancies in advance of the election depleted the pool for
Election Day. There were a total of 100 Reservists available for dispatch on Election Day.
Observations/Issues with IT Staffing
The shared pool of IT support staff was insufficient to handle the compressed Vote
Center deployment schedule.
IT support for Vote Centers is based on a shared pool of staff who are cross-trained and shared
across key functions:


Vote Center Deployment: Setting up Vote Centers before voting begins and breaking
down Vote Centers after Election Day



Field Support: Responding with on-site support for equipment issues at Vote Centers
during the voting period, including replacing equipment as needed



Help Desk: Answering calls from Vote Center Leads and Election Workers who need
assistance with technology/equipment-related issues, resolving those issues or
escalating them as needed

Based on a deployment period of 10 days to set up Vote Centers, RR/CC planned to use a
shared pool of 350 staff members to fulfill all of the functions listed above. Of the pool of 350
staff, 100 were intended to work as Field Support Technicians and 70 were intended to staff the
Help Desk.
In order to recruit the required number of Vote Centers, the Vote Center deployment schedule
was reduced to 4 days to set up the ~250 Vote Centers prior to February 22, and 4-days to set
up the ~750 Vote Centers prior to February 28. This compressed schedule reduced the amount
of time a facility was dedicated for Vote Center use and encouraged potential sites to agree to
serve as a Vote Center. PODS were also added to the deployment model to allow Vote Center
sites to store supplies and equipment outside their facility prior to set-up, thereby freeing up
their facility for other uses.
To complete Vote Center set-ups within the compressed 4-day schedule, and to accommodate
the use of PODS, which added time to each set-up, the number of staff needed in the shared
pool increased from 350 to 1,099.
Recruitment of the 1,099 staff in a short time frame proved challenging for IT staffing
contractors. RR/CC had to seek staffing from other areas, such as County and city volunteers,
and look to other vendor partners for support. Unfortunately, many of the staff acquired through
the additional venues had driving and weight-lifting restrictions, which were not aligned with the
requirements to complete deployment activities.
Given the staff available in the shared pool and limitations on work that could be assigned,
RR/CC’s deployment teams could set up 234 Vote Centers per day. On some days, however,
272 Vote Centers had to be set up in order to complete all Vote Centers by the start of voting.
The deployment teams could not keep up with demand. In addition, some sites did not make
rooms available for set-up as agreed, which pushed set-ups later in the 4-day period. By the
end of deployment, over 300 sites per day needed to be set up, far outpacing the deployment
teams’ capacity.
Because IT staff was in a shared pool, assigning more staff to catch up with Vote Center
deployment meant reducing Field Support Technicians and Help Desk staff to support Vote
Centers that were already open.
Higher than anticipated attrition rates for Vote Center IT Support Teams
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Based on previous experience from early voting and the Mock Election, attrition rates were
predicted to be 21%. This was included into the staffing model and, each day, backup staff were
to be scheduled at the rate of 21%. However, once deployment activities began, actual attrition
rates were considerably higher, as summarized below:
Figure 13. Estimated vs. Actual Attrition Rates for IT Staff

Root Cause Analysis
Table 15.

Board Motion Item 2 Root Cause Analysis

Issue

Root Cause

There were reports of insufficient
multilingual staffing at some Vote
Centers.

Multilingual Election Workers were assigned to Vote
Center for specific dates only. Some multilingual
workers recruited did not show up for their assignment.

Lack of an effective Election
Worker Management system
affected recruitment and tracking of
Election Workers.

Election Worker Management solution was procured
too late within recruitment cycle. The system was not
implemented because of the customization work
required to adapt to the Department’s needs and lack of
funding.

Delay in generation and mailing of
appointment letters resulted in noshows at Vote Centers.

The system limitations with DIMS affected the
generation and mailing of appointment letters for
Election Workers.

Delay in finalizing number of Vote
Centers and Vote Center sizes
resulted in understaffed/overstaffed
Vote Centers.

Challenges with recruitment of facilities delayed
finalization of number and size. There was no cut-off
date for recruitment of facilities.

Vote Center Lead recruitment
challenges resulted in Lead
vacancies close to the beginning of
the voting period.

Requirements and time commitment for Lead position
discourages employees from following through with
their assignment.

Reservist recruitment challenges
and Lead vacancies depleted
Reservist pool on Election Day.

Requirements and time commitment for Reservist
position discourages volunteers from following through
with their assignment. The 11-day work period proved
to be unsustainable for a number of Election Workers.
Undependable contract staffing, lack of logistical
experience of setup teams and changes to the setup
schedule proved to be ineffective during the setup
period.

Reduction in deployment schedule
and increase in scheduled
deployments caused significant
staffing shortages for IT
operations.
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Issue

Root Cause

Higher than anticipated attrition
rates in IT positions.

The Vote Center setup operations depended on
contract staffing that proved to be ineffective. Also, the
lack of team’s experience in this staffing and logistical
model combined with changes in the setup schedule
resulted in delays.
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Appendix to Item 3. Evaluating the training required of Election Workers to
ensure it is adequate and include feedback from Election Workers
Overview of Training
To prepare Election Workers for the March 2020 Election, RR/CC conducted in-person,
instructor-led training as well as online training for Election Workers throughout Los Angeles
County. Over 9,000 Election Workers were trained which included community volunteers, high
school students and County employees from various departments.
Training was conducted in January and February 2020. Approximately 380 classes were offered
at locations across the County. Classes were typically limited to 50 participants
The in-person Election Worker training curriculum consisted of an 8-hour class covering eight
modules. These modules featured a combination of lecture, videos, demonstrations, hands-on
training, and a Vote Center simulation. Modules covering the new voting system, such as the
PollPad, the BMD, opening and closing the Vote Center, included a hands-on
component/simulation that provided an opportunity to practice the skills and knowledge
participants acquired in the lecture portion of the training. Demonstration practice sessions were
also available after the regular. This allowed Election Workers additional hands-on training on
the PollPads and BMDs and allowed trainers to answer additional questions or provide
additional training.
The Election Worker training curriculum is summarized below:
Table 16.

Election Worker Training Curriculum

#

Module

Description

1

Introduction to VSAP

A brief introduction featuring the components of the new voting
system and changes in how elections are conducted.

2

Setting up the Vote Center/
Chain of Custody

Overview on how to set up a Vote Center along with the
supplies available. Introduction to security procedures at a Vote
Center.

3

Vote Your Ballot

Trainees vote on a ballot on a BMD without any assistance

4

Assisting Voters

Comprehensive overview on how to assist a voter.

5

PollPad

Introduction to the PollPad and extensive hands-on training
which covers all likely voter scenarios.

6

Ballot Marking Device and
Interactive Sample Ballot

Introduction to BMD/ISB including hands-on demonstration.

7

Closing the Vote Center

8

Vote Center Simulation

Details how to close a Vote Center including hands-on
demonstration.
Trainees vote and cast a ballot at a BMD without any assistance

Election Workers were cross-trained, meaning that all Election Workers were trained in all Vote
Center roles. This allowed for maximum flexibility in overall staffing of Vote Centers, and
allowed for an Election Worker to be promoted as a Lead in case of a no-show. Additionally,
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Vote Center Leads made assignments at the Vote Center based on the Election Worker
strengths and abilities.
Training Assessment and Training survey: At the end of each training class, participants were
emailed an assessment (quiz) to test their knowledge. 28% of class participants responded to
the post-training assessment. The overall score of Election Workers on the assessment was
72% out of 100%.
Training Materials: A total of 3 training manuals were provided during the training session.
These manuals are an invaluable tool for Election Workers not only during training, but also as
reference material while working in a Vote Center. Election Workers received the following
Training Manuals:





Election Guide: Covers procedures for opening and closing the Vote Center, and
assisting voters based on Election Worker role.
BMD Guide: Covers procedures for starting, operating and troubleshooting the BMD. It
also includes information about BMD settings and features and touch screen
instructions. This Guide also includes instructions for using the Poll Pass to upload preselected choices generated using the Interactive Sample Ballot.
PollPad Guide: Covers setting up the PollPad assisting voters with the Pollpad and
closing procedures. Also includes information on Vote Center Lead specific scenarios,
and troubleshooting.

In addition to the Training Manuals, a variety of other support materials were developed and
provided during training. Those materials are intended to support Election Workers during the
election period and reinforce their performance of specific tasks or activities. The additional
support materials for the March 2020 Election included:


Additional Fliers
‒ Chain of custody - Procedures for conducting chain of custody at various times
throughout the day
‒

PollPad - Procedures for CVR, cancelling Voter check-in and spoiling a ballot

‒

Important Reminders - Covers various new items not discussed in the Handbooks

‒

Update Registration Instructions - Procedures for updating a voter’s registration
using the Change of Political Party/Change of Address Form

‒

Official Paper Write-In Ballot - Information and procedures for assisting voters who
do not want to use the BMD

‒

BMD “MORE” Button - Directs Election Workers to inform the voters about the
“MORE” button on the BMD

‒

Official Ballot Statement - Instructs Election Workers on completing the Official Ballot
Statement at the end of each night

‒

Scanning Items Going to the CIC - Instructs Election Workers on using a scanner
application on the County-issued phone to scan items going to the CIC each night of
voting
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‒

Getting to Training Materials - Instructs Election Workers on accessing the training
materials on the PollPad for reference

Online Training
RR/CC also used online training to supplement the in-person training for Election Workers. This
online training was mandatory for Vote Center Leads and Reservists, and optional for other
workers. The training was approximately 90 minutes and provided an overview of the Vote
Center processes and procedures. The online training also included videos, interactive lessons,
and mini self-assessments.
Online Training was required for those serving as Leads and Reservists, with a minimum
passing assessment score of 80%. If this score was not reached, they could retake the
assessment until they achieved the minimum passing score. No limits were set as to how many
times they could retake the assessment. 886 Leads and Reservists completed the Vote Center
Lead online training. In addition, 2,119 Clerks completed the entire online training, and 1,740
Clerks viewed some portions of the class.
Election Worker Feedback on Training
RR/CC seeks to continuously improve the Election Worker training program to ensure that
Election Workers are well prepared to serve voters. A key element in improving the training
program is hearing from Election Workers about their experience with training, and how well it
prepared them for the voting period. RR/CC conducted three surveys of Election Workers to
gather Election Worker feedback and identify opportunities for training program improvement.
Election Training Class Survey
The first survey was the Election Training Class Survey which requested feedback about the
training Election Workers received for the March 2020 Election.
The survey was sent via email to 663 Election Workers who attended class at various locations
throughout the County. The survey was administered in mid-March, after the March 2020
Election. A total of 137 responses (21% response rate) have been received to date.
Approximately 80% of respondents worked as Clerks during the voting period, and
approximately 20% of respondents worked as Vote Center Leads. Most respondents were
experienced Election Workers, with 80% of respondents having worked in an election prior to
March.
Respondents provided very positive feedback on the training. When asked to respond to the
statement “This training class helped prepare me for this election,” 96% of respondents
selected Strongly Agree (58%) or Agree (38%).
Election Worker Survey
The second survey was the Election Worker Survey, which collected information about their
experiences working at a Vote Center in addition to feedback on their training. The survey was
sent via email to 6,629 Election Workers and requested feedback about training and their
experience working in a Vote Center. Questions about their Vote Center experience covered the
new voting system, issues they may have experienced, overall satisfaction with serving as an
Election Worker, and likelihood of serving again in a future election. This survey was
administered in April 2020, after the March 2020 Election. A total of 2,809 responses were
received (42% response rate).
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When asked how well training prepared them for working in a Vote Center, approximately 69%
responded very prepared or prepared.
Figure 14. Election Worker Survey Response - Training

Vote Center Leads Survey
The third survey was the Vote Center Leads Survey, which collected information from Leads
about their experiences in training class and working at the Vote Center. The survey was sent
via email to 778 Vote Center Leads. This survey was administered in April 2020, after the March
2020 Election. A total of 438 responses were received (56% response rate).
When asked how well training prepared them for working in a Vote Center, 66% of leads
responded ‘’very prepared or prepared.’’ Leads responded as shown below:
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Figure 15. Vote Center Lead Survey Response - Training

When asked how well training prepared their assigned Election Workers to serve voters at the
BMDs, over 55% of Leads responded very well prepared or well prepared.
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Figure 16. Vote Center Lead Survey Response – Serving Voters at the BMDs

Voter Feedback Regarding Election Workers
Feedback from the RR/CC Voter Experience Survey showed that most respondents found
Election Workers to be very helpful. The survey was sent via email in April 2020
to 285,597 voters. Over 27,000 responses have been received. When asked “How helpful were
the Election Workers at the Vote Center you visited?” 88% of respondents reported a positive
response with 61% indicating “very helpful,” and 28% choosing “helpful.” 7% were neutral, and
only 4% chose “unhelpful” or “very unhelpful.”
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Figure 17. Voter Survey Responses Regarding Election Workers

Observations/Issues
Election Workers resolved BMD errors they were trained to clear.
During training, Election Workers were trained to perform basic troubleshooting on the BMDs.
This included clearing paper jams, cleaning the rollers in the paper handler, and clearing issues
that can be cleared by entering Election Worker credentials. When other errors occurred on the
BMDs that they were not trained to resolve, Election Workers typically called the IT Help Desk
for assistance. The IT Help Desk would walk Election Workers through additional
troubleshooting steps, such as powering the BMD off and on. If these efforts did not resolve the
issue, the IT Help Desk would dispatch a Field Support Technician. In these cases, the BMD
typically remained inoperable until the Field Support Technician arrived to resolve the issue.
Training content changed during the training period.
Some operational procedures were not finalized until after Election Worker training had begun.
This caused variation in the training content provided to Election Workers. For example, if an
Election Worker attended a training class earlier in the cycle, some information they received
was different than the finalized procedures. This occurred with the late passage of Senate Bill
207, which was legislation that allowed Voters to update their party or address on the PollPad
without the need to re-register. Election Workers who attended training earlier in the training
cycle received hands-on training and procedures that did not reflect late developments. This
issue caused the need for several additional handouts to augment the training manuals that
were issued to Election Workers. Election Workers who did not receive finalized details of
training procedures received supplemental or updated training materials and training videos with
specific instructions via email blast.
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The following procedures and forms were modified or finalized after training had begun:
including:









Chain of custody updates put forth by the Conditional System Certification granted by
the California Secretary of State (e.g., Security Seal for the Integrated Ballot Box)
BMD “MORE” button flier and further voter prompts – Received further emphasis in
training after flier was created.
Official Ballot Statement – Changes to form
Official Paper Write-In Ballot – Created and approved
Scanning Items Going to Check-in Centers – New procedures
Getting to Training Materials – New Flier
Images for the PollPad screens – Updates made because of ending legislation
Sonim and Samsung Phones – Phones for Vote Center Leads were not delivered in time
to be included in training.

Training materials were available on the PollPad, but many Election Workers were not
aware of them.
Training manuals and videos were available on the PollPads, but this was not widely known by
Election Workers. The presence of training videos on PollPads was communicated to some
later training classes, and a flier titled “Getting to Training Materials” was included in the
Election Day supplies to help Election Workers navigate to the information.
Rules related to CVR and changing voter information were not well understood by
Election Workers.
Conditional Voter Registration (CVR) presented some challenges for Election Workers. Earlier
in the training cycle, they were trained on then-current CVR procedures, as well as on pending
procedures that would result from Senate Bill 207 if the legislation was approved. Eventually
the legislation was approved, allowing a voter to update an address or party affiliation
electronically at a Vote Center without the need to re-register using the CVR process. Receiving
training on two different procedures simultaneously may have led to confusion for Election
Workers trained earlier in the training cycle. When voters simply wanted to change their address
or party in their voting record, some Election Workers were uncertain about which forms to use
and how to complete those changes.
Root Cause Analysis
Table 17.

Board Motion Item 3 Root Cause Analysis

Issue

Root Cause

Training content changed during
the training period.

Procedures were changing while training was being conducted.

Training materials were available
on the PollPad, but many Election
Workers were not aware of them.

Election Worker training did not reinforce the availability of
electronic training materials on the PollPad.

Rules related to CVR and changing
voter information were not well
understood by Election Workers.

Pending Senate Bill 207 statewide legislation caused Election
Workers to be trained on two different procedures, which
caused confusion among Election Workers.
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Solutions/Remedies
4. Finalize procedures prior to the beginning of training.
Finalizing procedures prior to the start of training will help ensure that Election Workers are
trained on the same content. This should result in less variation in executing tasks in the Vote
Centers, and greater ability for Leads to guide and support Election Workers in completion of
tasks.
5. Include in Election Worker training an orientation to training materials and support
documents on the PollPad.
Reinforce that Election Workers know where to find training materials on the PollPads and
understand the appropriate time to review them during the voting period.
6. Based on survey results and other data, RR/CC will assess the length and duration of
training required for the November election.
RR/CC will carefully examine the feedback from Election Workers and Leads gathered through
the Election Worker Survey and Vote Center Leads Survey, feedback from voters, and other
input as appropriate to understand areas where training is needed in more depth or where
additional topics should be covered in training. Options for improving training include requiring
Election Workers and Leads to complete a computer-based training (CBT) module prior to
attending in-person training, and/or extending in-person training. Modifications to the training
approach will focus on ensuring an adequate understanding roles, procedures and equipment,
and providing ample opportunity for hands-on practice.
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Appendix to Item 4. Determine what led to 17,000 voters not receiving their
Vote by Mail ballots as scheduled
The resignation of Congresswoman Katie Hill in Congressional District 25 (CD25), in October
2019 required the Governor to proclaim a Special Election to fill the vacancy. The Special
Election was scheduled to align the special primary with the March 2020 Election. As described
and shown below, this late addition to the election compressed the timelines to properly prepare
and limited capacity to perform critical quality assurance procedures.
The candidate filing period for this Special Election closed on January 9, 2020 (54 days prior to
Election Day). Approximately 26,000 Vote by Mail (VBM) ballots were required to be processed
and mailed to uniformed and overseas (UOCAVA) voters by January 18, 2020 (45 days prior to
Election Day) and 3.5+ million VBM ballots by February 3, 2020 (29 days prior to Election Day).
The extremely short turnaround period was further complicated because of the March 2020
Election ballot already containing a CD25 contest to fill a new term. This then required redesigning the ballot layout to accommodate both contests in a manner that would prevent voter
confusion.
Figure 18. Mandated Election Timelines

To avoid delays in processing and mailing VBM ballots for the rest of the County, it was
necessary to process VBM ballots separately for CD25 to allow time for the ballot re-design and
the addition of the late candidate filing data for the Special Election. However, RR/CC’s Election
Management System (EMS) was not designed to process this District as a separate data extract
within the mass data extract of all VBM voters in time to meet VBM ballot mailing deadlines,
even with the EMS vendor’s assistance. To overcome this challenge, RR/CC created scripts1,
including a quality control script, to process the district separately. The script had not yet been
fully tested prior to use and inadvertently excluded 17,000 VBM voters from the initial mass data
extract of VBM voters.
To prevent this issue from reoccurring, processes, procedures and scripts have been reviewed
with RR/CC management, the EMS vendor and the VBM vendor to take the following actions:

1

A programmable sequence of instructions to automate tasks that could otherwise be manually done by a
person.
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1.

Collaborate with the EMS vendor to implement an enhancement to the EMS VBM
Module to allow for exclusions of districts and ballot types in an extraction.

2.

Prioritize and develop additional Quality Control (QC) procedures to validate extracted
data.

3.

Validate scripts through a formal change-control process prior to implementation. The
validated scripts will then automate the QA extract validation process instead of it being
completed manually.

4.

Work with the EMS vendor to address and resolve issues with the database
configuration that prevented the EMS from extracting 3+ million voters, as designed by
the system.

5.

Recruit, train and allocate additional resources to respond to critical daily requests within
RR/CC. This includes managing and executing critical tasks between the EMS and the
VoteCal statewide database, such as the process to sync voter registration data, which
is both time and labor intensive.

6.

Complete an analysis and seek legislative review to prevent shortened election
schedules and special vacancy elections from impacting legal deadlines for ballot
delivery.

Description of Issue
The addition of the CD25 Special Vacancy Election with a later candidate filing period than the
Presidential Primary Election made it difficult to effectively execute critical election tasks,
specifically ballot layout and data extractions for mailing of VBM ballots, while meeting
mandated deadlines. To accommodate the difference in the candidate filing period for the
contest, a series of workarounds were implemented that caused issues resulting in 17,000 VBM
voters not receiving their VBM ballot as scheduled. Once the problem was identified, RR/CC
took immediate action and worked with the VBM vendor to resolve the issue. The VBM ballots
were mailed to affected voters on February 26 (6 days prior to Election Day). Voters were
notified of expected delivery by Election Day through automated phone calls and email.
The Election Calendar was compromised because of the late candidate filing period of
the CD25 special vacancy election.
The Election Calendar is used to help coordinate the legally required election deadlines with
production timelines. In order to mail VBM ballots, the VBM vendor requires the following:


Ballot types for every precinct in all the legally recognized languages.



VBM mailing extract of all the voters assigned to their correct ballot type.



Adequate time to process, assemble and mail VBM ballots to over 3.5 million VBM
voters.

Election law requires the mailing of VBM ballots to uniformed and overseas (UOCAVA) voters
45 days prior to Election Day and remaining VBM ballots to be mailed 29 days prior to Election
Day. The processing of VBM ballots Countywide could not be delayed to accommodate CD25’s
later candidate filing timeline. Therefore, the CD25’s 225,000 ballots had to be processed
separately and mailed once its ballot types were finalized. To achieve this task, VBM extracts
for CD25 and the rest of the County had to be treated as if they were two different elections
within the Primary Election cycle.
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Election Management System does not support district exclusions, which was required
to accommodate the processing of CD25 separately.
RR/CC encountered problems in creating the VBM mailing extract used to send voter data to
the VBM vendor. In a typical election, the VBM mailing extract is created through the EMS,
which is capable of extracting lists by election districts. However, the EMS is not designed to
exclude specific district(s) or ballot types, as a separate extract from VBM extraction for the
remaining districts within the County. This functionality was required to extract the VBM voters
for the rest of the County excluding CD25.
This process uncovered an additional constraint within the EMS: it couldn’t extract the more
than 3.5 million VBM voters from the County’s database. The immediate need to work around
the EMS’s functionality gap led RR/CC to create a workaround script to perform the extractions.
RR/CC IT resources were constrained and had competing priorities.
RR/CC has a small team of IT analysts knowledgeable and dedicated to supporting the EMS
and its users. Support for the EMS requires knowledge of a comprehensive higher-level
analysis process in Structured Query Language (SQL), the database language used by the
EMS. These tasks are performed by a single individual within the IT Bureau, who is also
frequently tasked with unexpected and challenging assignments during the election period. This
was the case with the March 2020 Election where the resource was tasked with the following:
Table 18.

RR/CC IT Resource Tasks

Task

Frequency and Requirements

Management of VoteCal sync
activities.

VoteCal (the State’s voter registration database) and the
County’s local database (DIMSnet) should always be
synchronized. However, this is not the case as VoteCal has
inherent limitations that result in RR/CC working with the
SOS to identify the out-of-sync records, to research those
records, and then to manually synchronize the data. This is
true for both the voter records as well as the precincts and
districts. Only the SOS has visibility into the out-of-sync
records. RR/CC must therefore collaborate with the SOS
and the EMS vendor to complete the manual
synchronization activity. This is a time-sensitive task that
puts pressure on the team that is already spread thin, to
manage the voter registration database.
Ongoing sync issues and the required semi-annual precinct
district updates caused high workload impacts and made it
challenging for RR/CC to comply with state’s requirement to
provide a Report of Registration (ROR) 60-days before an
election, which had an original deadline of January 3, 2020.
Task Duration: The full-time management of VoteCal sync
activities took place between December 22, 2019 and
January 22, 2020, prior to the Election and throughout the
initial extraction, as noted above.

Creation of VBM extraction,
disposition and QA scripts.

Task Duration: Occurred throughout the extraction period
from December 29, 2010 (65 days prior to Election Day) to
February 27, 2020 (5 days prior to Election Day).
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Task

Frequency and Requirements

Management of other types of VBM
exclusions.

Exclusion requirements required a high degree of attention
and care throughout the extraction period from December
29, 2010 (65 days prior to Election Day) to February 27,
2020 (5 days prior to Election Day).

Reconciliation of Vote Center EMS
and VoteCal data.

Vote Center data had to be reconciled with the EMS and
VoteCal on a regular basis for worker, PollPad and VoteCal
reporting purposes to function properly.
Task Duration: Initial data extraction period throughout the
Vote Center deployment and implementation periods from
December 29, 2010 (65 days prior to Election Day) to March
3, 2020 (Election Day).

Quality Assurance (QA) of PollPad
data and processes.

Task Duration: Occurred during late extraction period from
February 7, 2010 (25 days prior to Election Day) to February
27, 2020 (5 days prior to Election Day)

QA of Absentee Voter (AV)
extraction data.

Task Duration: Occurred during late extraction period from
December 29, 2010 (65 days prior to Election Day) to
February 27, 2020 (5 days prior to Election Day)

The automated Quality Control process to validate the VBM voters list was not
thoroughly tested before use.
An urgent and pressing timeline to extract data and provide to the VBM vendor as well as
competing high priority tasks resulted in a triage approach using a custom script to meet the
necessity to extract CD25 separately. After a brief consultation with the EMS vendor, RR/CC
modified a 2018 script provided by the EMS vendor to complete the extraction. The EMS vendor
also provided performance suggestions to help enable the script to extract the more than 3.5
million voters.
The script was modified by RR/CC IT staff to:


Address an issue with the EMS’s inability to export a large number of voters in the
extraction



Execute the CD25 exclusion



Log all extracts (to easily accommodate Quality Control (QC) process)

Although the script functioned well, and the extracts passed initial data-validation checks and
manual inspections, there was insufficient time and resources to fully test and validate the
scripts to ensure accurate functionality. This resulted in the failure to detect the exclusion of the
17,000 voter records later identified which led to the late mailing of ballots.
An overly aggressive Quality Control process filtered voters.
Additional filter criteria were added to mitigate potential risk factors to prevent the mass VBM
extraction (not including CD25 voters) from extracting VBM records for:


Cancelled voters – an issue discovered in the EMS in which it prevents suspension of
cancelled voter VBM records.



CD25 voters who had already been processed in the separate CD25 extraction to
prevent duplicate ballots.

It was this QC process that inadvertently excluded voters from the initial extract.
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Since the EMS does not have a QA process to validate extract lists, the IT resource tasked with
creating the extract script also had to create the automated QA process to validate the script.
Although automated QA/QC validation is a simple concept, it requires specialized SQL skills to
write, edit, manage, relate multiple databases, as well as implement QA scripts and processes
to ensure the integrity of the data. The IT team lacks resources to immediately peer review and
create specialized scripts to ensure the validity of the data prior to implementation in Production
because of resource shortages.
Quality Control validation was executed late.
Quality Control processes that involve validation with the VBM vendor are difficult to execute in
an active election with many pending print jobs. Furthermore, the EMS does not have formal
processes to validate the VBM extracts. When an extraction is completed, the EMS only reports
the number of lines in an extraction, which can be any part of a voter’s information or data (e.g.,
name, address, etc.) instead of confirming that the correct voters were extracted. Likewise, the
number of lines in an extract is also the only method of validation with the VBM vendor.
Although the current custom extraction script can perform in-line validation that the correct
voters were extracted, that expanded functionality wasn’t implemented in time for the initial
extraction.
RR/CC IT staff developed informal QC processes to validate, identify and potentially recover
voter records missed from all extracts. However, this QC process is manually intensive as it
requires editing and combining multiple extract files. Because of resource constraints and
competing priorities, the QC processes was not executed early enough in the process to allow
quicker identification and response to this issue.
Root Cause Analysis
Table 19.

Board Motion Item 4 Root Cause Analysis

Issue

Root Cause

The addition of CD25 special election
disrupted the election calendar and
required custom processes and
workarounds.

The late insertion of the CD 25 election into the existing
Primary Election Calendar cascaded events which opened
election processes to failure risks.

The EMS did not provide the necessary
functionality to exclude districts and
ballot types required for this election.

New circumstances arose during the Primary Election that
required excluded districts, ballot types and custom
workarounds in the script to accomplish these tasks.

Lack of quality control validation within
the EMS to control quality control (QC)
processes required custom QC script to
be written by RR/CC for each situation.

Insufficient resources were available to peer review
specialized domain scripts. There was also an urgent and
pressing timeline to extract data to the VBM vendor as
quickly as possible.

Reliance on informal and manually
intensive QC processes increases risk
when workload gets heavy.

Workload issues throughout the election caused lack of
available specialized resources to conduct manually intensive
QC processes earlier in the process.

Competing demands for specialized
resources and resource shortages
required triage processes.

The lack of automatic synchronization between VoteCal and
DIMSnet is a recurring challenge and RR/CC encounters
issues every election. The manual synchronization requires
very specialized skillset and analyst time.
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Appendix to Item 5. Determine how 3 cities and other smaller precincts
were not included for Measure FD
Description of the Issue
The Consolidated Fire Protection District of the County of Los Angeles received approval on
December 3, 2019, to place a measure for an annual parcel tax (Measure FD) on the March 3,
2020 Presidential Primary Election ballot. Fire District administrators contacted RR/CC on
September 30, 2019, requesting a cost estimate for possible consolidation 1. In order to generate
the cost estimate, RR/CC requested geographical information from the Fire District and received
in response a list of cities. RR/CC noted differences between the list provided and the makeup
of the District in the County’s geographic information system (GIS) data. RR/CC communicated
these differences to the Fire District on October 4, 2019, highlighting the cities contemplated in
the cost estimate. Following the December 6, 2019 consolidation deadline, two additional cities
were activated and added to the District in the GIS system. The consolidations for the election
were then regenerated to include all listed cities.
On the afternoon of February 3, 2020, as a result of a City of Pomona voter inquiry, it was
determined that Vote by Mail (VBM) ballots for City of Pomona voters did not include Measure
FD. Over the next several days, it was determined that some voters in the City of Hawthorne,
the City of Calabasas and the City of Signal Hill were also issued voting materials that did not
include the FD measure.
In response, RR/CC took corrective action by:


Contacting the Fire District to review the provisions and boundaries associated with
parameters the tax measure (e.g., district GIS mapping, voter eligibility, etc.)



Working with the County’s VBM vendor to produce and mail a supplemental ballot to
all voters who were missing the tax measure from the original material between
February 7 and February 14, 2020



Loading the corrected ballot style onto all Ballot Marking Devices (BMDs) prior to
deployment to Vote Centers



Executing 20,065 email notifications and 15,581 robocalls to affected voters

Summary totals of voters who should have received Measure FD but did not:


64 election precincts



59,093 VBM voters

A post-election analysis of the response rate for Measure FD compared to a similar contest,
Measure R, found that approximately 8% more voters voted on Measure R than Measure FD.


1

In affected city, Hawthorne, 74% of VBM voters cast a vote Measure FD; in
comparison, 82% of VBM voters cast a vote on Measure R

Consolidation is the holding of multiple contests in multiple jurisdictions at various levels of government
in the same territory on the same date.
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In affected city, Pomona, 76% of VBM voters cast a vote on Measure FD; in
comparison, 84% of VBM voters cast a vote on Measure R

Table 20.

Comparison of Measure FD and Measure R Votes Cast in Affected Cities

FD Votes Cast

R Votes Cast

VBM Ballots
Returned

Hawthorne

4,805

5,310

6,456

Pomona

7,438

8,238

9,799

City

Current boundaries of the Los Angeles County Fire District were not validated.
The last time the Fire District had an election was in June 1997. Since then, the District has
added more cities, but RR/CC was not aware of these additions.
When the District was authorized to have a measure on the ballot for the March 2020 Election, it
provided a list of the incorporated cities that would have the right to vote on their contest.
RR/CC queried the DIMSvoter database for a list of cities that were part of the Fire District. The
list included the cities of Pomona and Hawthorne because portions of each are in the Fire
District. However, the list did not indicate whether all or part of a city belonged to the District and
a visual verification of the Fire District’s existing boundary in the GIS system was not completed.
Visual verification would have shown that only small parts of the cities of Pomona and
Hawthorne were activated and corrective action was needed.
RR/CC’s standard Quality Control (QC) process to review ordinances was deficient.
The deadline for jurisdictions to request placement of a measure on the March 3, 2020
Presidential Primary Election ballot was December 6, 2019 (e-88). Generally, jurisdictions
contact RR/CC many months prior to the date of the election to coordinate and ensure all
standard and/or necessary steps are taken. This includes submitting requests for a specific
letter designation for the ballot measure or a joint review of resolutions, ordinances, enclosures,
and other documents.
With Measure FD, the process began later than usual. A list of cities provided by the Fire District
was used to prepare for the election. The list was initially considered sufficient for GIS and ballot
layout purposes. However, it was later determined that the list was different from the
subsequent ordinance, which affected voter participation. Although RR/CC reviewed the
ordinance as part of its QC process, the review was deficient.
Root Cause Analysis
Table 21.

Board Motion Item 5 Root Cause Analysis

Issue
Current boundaries of the Los
Angeles County Fire District were
not validated.

Root Cause
DIMS query for Fire District cities incorrectly identified inclusion
of the entire City of Pomona and City of Hawthorne when only
portions were activated. The query did not indicate whether all
or only parts of the cities were included in the District.
A visual verification of the existing boundary of the Fire District
was not done with the GIS system.
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Issue
RR/CC’s standard QC process to
review ordinances was deficient.

Root Cause
While a QC process was completed, it was subpar given a
critical resource gap.
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Appendix to Item 6. Discrepancies between official publications of Vote
Center locations and actual/final Vote Center locations
Description of the Issue
Vote Center recruitment continued, and some locations provided verbal agreements to
be a Vote Center, but then declined after published materials were mailed.
RR/CC provided three main sources of information to the public about Vote Centers for the
March 2020 Election. These sources are described below:


Vote Center Locator Tool: The online Vote Center Locator Tool was activated on
LAVote.net on January 24, 2020. At the time of publishing, the Locator Tool included
902 confirmed Vote Centers.



Vote Center Booklet: During the week of February 7-14, 2020, RR/CC mailed to every
Postal Patron in Los Angeles County (3,583,796 addresses) a Vote Center Booklet that
included a list of 902 confirmed Vote Centers. The front cover of this publication included
this prominent message: “Vote Centers are subject to change. Please visit LAVote.net
for the most up-to-date list of Vote Centers in L.A. County.”



Vote Center Post Card: During the period of February 14-17, 2020, RR/CC mailed to
every registered voter in Los Angeles County a personalized Post Card listing the six
Vote Centers closest to their residence. Just below the list of the six closest Vote
Centers, this publication contained this message: “Vote Centers are subject to change.
Please visit LAVote.net for the most up-to-date list of Vote Centers in L.A.
County.”

Recruitment of Vote Center locations continued until the beginning of the voting period, resulting
in a total of 978 fixed Vote Centers operating during the voting period. Five Vote Centers were
included in the Extended Hour Vote Center program, which provided five Vote Centers
throughout the County that were open continuously for a the 24-hour period prior to Election
Day. In addition to the 978 fixed Vote Centers, RR/CC deployed 13 Mobile and Flex Vote
Centers throughout the County that targeted specific voting audiences and large-scale events,
respectively.
After mailing the Vote Center Booklet and Vote Center Post Card:


78 additional Vote Centers were recruited



Two previously confirmed Vote Centers declined to participate



Four previously confirmed 11-day Vote Centers reduced their duration to 4 days

These changes resulted in a net increase of 76 actual Vote Centers, and a reduced duration for
four Vote Centers when compared to the information in printed materials.
The Vote Center Locator Tool was updated daily to reflect additional Vote Center locations as
they were confirmed, and to reflect changes to previously confirmed locations. The Vote Center
Locator Tool also was updated with minor corrections (e.g., minor updates to location name,
street abbreviation). The Vote Center Booklet and Post Card encouraged voters to check the
Vote Center Locator Tool for the most updated information.
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Some Vote Centers did not open as scheduled.
Of the 232 Vote Centers scheduled to open on February 22, 2020, 199 (86%) opened as
scheduled. The remaining 33 locations were all open for voting by Monday, February 24.
On February 28, 2020, RR/CC determined that 165 (22%) of the 744 Vote Centers scheduled to
open on February 29, the first day of voting for 4-day Vote Centers, would not be able to be
open by 8:00 am. To help ensure voters would not go to a location that was not ready to serve
voters, RR/CC immediately removed those locations from the Vote Center Locator Tool. Those
locations remained unviewable on the Vote Center Locator Tool until it was confirmed that they
were open and ready for voters. All locations were open for voting and viewable on the Vote
Center Locator Tool by March 2.
Posters redirecting voters to alternate locations were erroneously mailed to some Vote
Centers.
On February 26, RR/CC mailed a poster to every polling place from the 2018 General Election
that was not participating as a Vote Center in the March 2020 Election. The objective was to
provide messaging and direction to voters who may go to their “traditional polling place” and find
that it was no longer a polling place. A total of 2,018 posters were issued to those former polling
places with a letter asking that location to place the poster near the entrance of their location.
Of the 2,018 posters issued, 15 posters were mistakenly issued to locations that were, in fact,
serving as a Vote Center for the March 2020 Election. One location understood the poster to
mean that they were no longer to serve as a Vote Center. This location did not open as
scheduled. Once this issue was known, RR/CC communicated with the location and it was
ultimately opened.

Root Cause Analysis
Table 22.

Board Motion Item 6 Root Cause Analysis

Issue

Root Cause

Vote Center recruitment continued,
and some locations declined, after
published materials were mailed.

Challenges recruiting Vote Center locations resulted in a
recruitment period that was longer than planned.
As with Polling Places in previous elections, Vote Centers may
become unavailable for a variety of reasons that are outside
the control of RR/CC and, in some cases, the facility itself.
The movement of the California Presidential Primary Election
from June to March provided additional challenges. A truncated
timeframe to complete the required Vote Center
assessments/recruitment and going through the property
approval process affected operations.

Some Vote Centers did not open as
scheduled.

Vote Centers may not open on time for a variety of reasons
(e.g., facility staff do not unlock site on time,
equipment/materials are delayed, Election Workers are
delayed).
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Issue

Root Cause

Posters redirecting voters to
alternate locations were erroneously
mailed to some Vote Centers.

The confirmed Vote Center list is maintained in a spreadsheet
outside of the Election Management System (EMS). The prior
polling places list is maintained in the EMS database. The
information captured about Vote Centers in these two systems
is slightly different. Identifying locations that should receive
posters requires matching current Vote Centers in the
spreadsheet against previous polling locations stored in the
EMS. Fifteen locations with information that was slightly
different in the two systems were mistakenly issued a poster
stating they were not serving as Vote Centers during the March
Election.
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Appendix to Item 7. Problems with the ‘hotline’ used for voters and
Election Workers to report problems to ensure adequate staffing, including
callers being disconnected because of high call volumes
Description of the Issue
RR/CC maintains several work groups that take calls from voters and Election Workers during
the voting period. These groups are:


IT Help Desk: Takes calls from Election Workers and Field Support Technicians about
technical issues. IT Help Desk is also responsible for dispatching Field Support
Technicians and SWAP trucks to Vote Centers. Field Support Technicians are the
roaming teams positioned around the County that are meant to go physically to a Vote
Center if a technical issue arises. In case a replacement is determined, SWAP trucks
with BMDs are dispatched.



Pollworker Services Help Desk: Takes calls from Election Workers about nontechnical issues (e.g., procedures, Election Workers, Vote Center issues).



Voter Help Desk: Takes calls from voters about a variety of Election-related issues
(e.g., where is my polling place, how do I register). Also takes calls from Election
Workers needing accurate precinct numbers when processing CVR voters.

IT Help Desk Observations/Issues
Actual Election Day call volume for the IT Help Desk was close to estimates. Actual call
durations were as expected. Actual call abandonment rates were higher than estimates.
Prior to the March 2020 Election, RR/CC analyzed similar election call data to determine the
expected call volume over the 11-day voting period in February and March 2020. Based on this
analysis, estimated calls per day was approximately 1,802 incoming calls for the IT Help Desk.
The 1,802 expected call volume was based on the following assumptions/estimates:


The average call duration: 11 minutes



The Call Center agent would require 3 minutes for incident documentation



The Call Center has a 75% utilization rate



Targeted 8% or less abandonment rate



BMD and PollPad troubleshooting would be between 3% to 6%

Actual call volumes for the March 2020 Election were:


An average of 1,077 incoming calls per day between February 22 - March 2



62.8% of calls handled between February 22 – March 2



1,578 incoming calls on Election Day



80.5% of calls handled on Election Day

Actual data for other IT Help Desk measures are shown below:


The average call duration: 10.46 minutes



The Call Center utilization rate cannot be determined by current data



Abandonment rate: 9.18%



Actual BMD failure rate: As of 4/17/2020 - 8.8%
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Figure 19. IT Help Desk Call Handling Estimates vs Actuals

The chart above depicts the estimated versus actual metrics as they relate to the Tier 0, Tier 1,
and Tier 2 skill groups of the IT Help Desk. Tier 0 Call Center was responsible for the intake and
initial troubleshooting of every call received for Tech Support option 6. If Tier 0 was unable to
resolve the issue over the phone, the incident was escalated to Tier 1 (Dispatch), which was
responsible for either dispatching Field Support Technicians or SWAP trucks to the Vote Center
or escalating the incident to Tier 2. Tier 1 did not take direct calls from the Vote Centers but
followed up on escalated incidents. Tier 2 was comprised of monitoring staff from AT&T in the
RR/CC’s Network Operations Center (NOC) and Security Operations Center (SOC), PollPads
(KNOWiNK), and Smartmatic expert support.
The estimation for anticipated peak call volume and call handling time were close to the initial
estimates, as shown below. There was less than optimal response to the callers because of the
staffing shortages.
Figure 20. Calls Received vs Calls Handled by Level 0 Help Desk

VSAP Call Center (Option 6) took in 1,578 calls from Vote Center workers on Election Day. The
longest wait times for those calls occurred between 6:00 am and 9:00 am. There were a large
number of callers placed in the general queue for up to an hour. Numerous callers hung up
before being routed to the Technical Support queue. The RR/CC’s Call Center phones connect
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to a legacy phone network using physical lines, which limits the number of simultaneous calls
allowed into the call centers.
In the future, the capacity of the phone system needs to be assessed by a third-party and
considerable progress should be made on cloud-based systems (such as AWS Connect) and
also by directing a percentage of calls to other call centers.
IT Help Desk had an insufficient number of call takers to adequately handle incoming
calls.
Based on estimated call volumes and associated assumptions, it was determined the IT Help
Desk would require the following during the voting period:


70 Call Center agents,



6 Call Center supervisors,



6 quality assurance agents



2 managers

Actual staffing during the voting period, was:


26 Call Center agents,



3 Call Center supervisors,



0 quality assurance agents



1 manager

IT Help Desk staff were part of a pool of resources used for Help Desk, Vote Center deployment
and field support. Initial Help Desk staffing levels, prior to beginning of Vote Center deployment,
were approximately 37% of what was required. In late January 2020, the Vote Center
deployment schedule was reduced from 10 days to 4 days. Although some additional contract
staff were acquired to undertake deployment, the compression of the deployment period
resulted in IT Help Desk staff being reassigned to deployment/setup.
The expected attrition rate for the pool of resources used for Help Desk, Vote Center
deployment and field support was projected to be less than 20%. Actual attrition rate, primarily
because of the changes and pressure involved with the compressed deployment schedule, was
29.23%. This further reduced the number of qualified staff available to support the IT Help Desk
throughout the voting period.

Technical calls taken in other groups were not always entered into the IT Help Desk
system.
Because of disparate systems being used (AskEd system used by Non-IT Help Desk and
Cherwell system used by IT Help Desk), the information being routed between these two
systems did not go through seamlessly. These issues are attributed to different systems being
used and lack of training.
As an example, the graph below highlights the number of incidents assigned to inactive skill
groups. Out of 5,818 incidents, 1,672 or 28.7% of tickets were assigned to incorrect or unstaffed
skill groups.
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Figure 21. Incident Assignments

Calls from Election Workers were dropped after a specified time because of caps on
queue times.
RR/CC’s telephone system is built on legacy platforms. The phone system lacks tracking of hold
times as well as tracking the queues. These need to be reviewed by a third-party for scalability
and usage tracking. RR/CC is also exploring the use of cloud-based systems (AWS Connect)
for scalability.

Pollworker Services Help Desk Observations/Issues
Pollworker Services Help Desk had a significantly high volume of calls with long wait
times and a high percentage of abandoned calls.
Actual call volumes for the Election were:


An average of 1,678 calls were received per day between February 22 – March 2



31% of calls were handled between February 22 – March 2



3,476 calls were received on Election Day (March 3)



35% of calls were handled on Election Day (March 3)

Actual data for other help desk measures are shown below:


Average call duration: 6 minutes



Average wait time: 1:44 minutes



Abandonment rate: 49%

The Pollworker Services Help Desk had a limited number of operators to adequately
handle the call volume because of an insufficient number of agent IDs/licenses issued to
the Section.
Pollworker Services consists of eight skills groups that receive calls during the election cycle.
Each group has a unique phone number and is used for specific recruitment efforts.
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Additionally, a skill group has a limited number of agent IDs to log in to the phone system.
Group 7 receives incoming calls from the 800 number, which is the number that was provided to
Election Workers to report issues for the March 2020 Election.
Because of an insufficient number of agent IDs for the 800 number (Group 7), the Pollworker
Services Help Desk was limited in the number of operators it could assign to the call line. This
resulted in callers experiencing long wait times and/or being disconnected because of high call
volumes.
In previous elections, Election Workers were provided a unique phone number to call based on
the Supervisorial District their polling place was assigned in. This allowed calls to be distributed
throughout the entire Pollworker Services Call Center via five skill groups with 40 operators to
answer calls. However, because of the new voting system and new equipment implemented for
the March 2020 Election, a change to the call number was required to allow Election Workers to
call a single number to report issues (procedural vs. technical). Workers were directed to call
the 800 number (Group 7) and press option 6 for technical assistance or option 7 for procedural
questions.
Group 7 only had 26 agent IDs issued to that group; therefore, Pollworker Services assigned 18
operators and 8 supervisors to that skill group to answer incoming calls from the 800 number for
the March Election. The remaining 33 staff in Pollworker Services answered calls received in
the other skill groups where the call volume was significantly lower. Although Pollworker
Services had additional staff that could be assigned to answer incoming calls from the 800
number, there were no additional agent IDs available to log in to that number. Optimization of
the system needs to be explored by a third party-assessment and through cloud-based systems
going forward.

Voter Help Desk Observations/Issues
There were some reports of long wait times with the Voter Help Desk.
Actual calls answered for the March 2020 Election were:


938 calls were answered over the 10-day period before Election Day (Feb 22-Mar 2).
The daily breakdown was:
‒



2/22 – 45; 2/23 – 82; 2/24 – 26; 2/25 – 37; 2/26 – 42; 2/27 – 43; 2/28 – 53; 2/29 –
156; 3/1 – 157; 3/2 – 297

1,225 calls were answered on Election Day.

Note: The Department’s legacy phone system cannot provide verifiable data for wait times and
call abandonment for the Voter Help Desk call center.
Callers experienced longer-than-expected wait times because of extraordinary
operational and technical issues. Issues included:


Because of system issues and detailed researching of voter problems



Non-responsive or very slow Election Management System



Addressing non-election related inquiries



Delayed hiring of staff which resulted in inadequate training period



Use of multiple systems to provide voter information (AskEd Help Desk/DIMS)
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Assisted voters to navigate the new Interactive Sample Ballot (ISB) on the website



Assisted Military and overseas voters to locate and print ballot pages online



Vote Centers were not opened as listed on some outreach material



Inquiries about long lines



Voters information could not be located on the PollPad and voters were upset that they
had to vote provisionally



Insufficient service at curbside for voters with disabilities



Paper jams and inoperable equipment



Vote Center staff could not get through to IT Support

Root Cause Analysis
Table 23.

Board Motion Item 7 Root Cause Analysis

Issue

Root Cause

IT Help Desk
IT Help Desk had insufficient
number of call takers to adequately
handle incoming calls.

Shared pool of resources supporting Help Desk, and
field support was shifted to deployment because of
compressed schedule, and experienced higher than
expected attrition, further reducing available staff for
Help Desk.

Technical calls taken in other
groups were not entered into the IT
Help Desk system.

Call takers in other call centers were not properly
trained on call transfers/ticket-taking for technical calls.
Inconsistent and disparate procedures across call
centers.

Calls from Election Workers were
dropped frequently

The legacy system lacks tracking of queue time and
wait times. This needs third party assessment.

Pollworker Services Help Desk
Pollworker Services Help Desk had
a significantly high volume of calls
with long wait times and a high
percentage of abandoned calls

No analysis or projection of call volume was conducted
prior to the beginning of the voting period.

The Pollworker Services Help Desk
had a limited number of operators to
adequately handle call volume.

Insufficient number of agent IDs for the 800 number
(Group 7), limited the number of operators could be
assigned to the call line.

Voter Help Desk
There were some reports of long
wait times with the Voter Help Desk.

The Department’s legacy phone system does not
provide verifiable data for wait times and call
abandonment for the Voter Help Desk.
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Issue

Root Cause
Callers experienced longer than expected wait times
because of extraordinary operational and technical
issues.
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Appendix to Item 8. An assessment of the set-up at Vote Centers,
deployment of resources and availability of staff at the Vote Centers
Overview of Vote Center Recruitment, Placement and Deployment
Vote Center Recruitment and Placement
The process to identify potential Vote Centers included an engagement in 2018 with
Placeworks, a contractor that specializes in geospatial analysis. This engagement produced a
database of 2,000 potentially suitable locations compiled from grassroots community meetings,
public suggestions through an online portal, and ground truthing activities conducted by
Placeworks. Sites deemed potentially suitable reported they were large enough to house the
minimum number of voting units and had the infrastructure capable of running the voting
equipment during a short interview with Placeworks staff.
Potentially viable sites fell into two main groups – private facilities and public facilities. The
private facilities category consisted of places of worship, shopping centers, entertainment
venues, museums, etc. The public facilities categories consisted of recreation centers, parks,
schools, colleges/universities, senior centers and other government facilities. They may be
State, County, city, school/college district or special district facilities.
RR/CC and its vendor partner AT&T conducted detailed assessments of each potential location
to ensure requirements were met for accessibility, electrical power capacity and network
connectivity.
To ensure equitable distribution of Vote Centers across the County, geographical boundaries
called service areas were created. A target number of Vote Centers at a target size and duration
(4-day, 11-day) was established for each service area (SA).
When identifying potential Vote Centers, RR/CC considered the requirements of the Voter’s
Choice Act, including:


Geographic distribution of registered voters



Proximity to public transportation



Communities with historically low Vote by Mail usage



Population centers



Language minority communities



Voters with disabilities



Communities with low rates of household vehicle ownership



Low-income communities



Communities of eligible voters who are not registered to vote and may need access to
same day voter registration



Geographically isolated populations, including Native American reservations



Access to accessible and free parking



The distance and time a voter must travel by car or public transportation



The need for alternate methods for voters with disabilities for whom Vote by Mail ballots
are not accessible to cast a ballot



Traffic patterns near Vote Centers and ballot drop-off locations
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The need for mobile Vote Centers in addition to the number of Vote Centers established.



Vote center location on a public or private university or college campus.

Initial Vote Center recruitment was delayed because of a number of factors including the
delayed implementation of a tracking system, the late establishment of recruitment boundaries,
lack of an official facility use agreement, uncertainty of site criteria prioritizations, and a lack of
fully assessed sites. Once recruitment could be delayed no longer, initial recruitment efforts
proved too slow to meet required targets. Organizational changes were made to support the
efforts and speed up successful recruitments.
Vote Center recruitment was undertaken by a variety of RR/CC staff taken from other roles and
assigned as Account Managers to supplement the staff already selected for the efforts. The
revamped recruitment entailed “cold calling” facilities, gaining consent to participate, preparing
facility agreements, scheduling a series of appointments, providing ongoing communication, and
resolving issues with facility contacts. This team, too, struggled to meet targets, requiring
substantial assistance from the RR/CC executive management team to assist in garnering
assistance from other public agencies and locate sites in difficult to recruit areas. The team was
also hampered by the holiday season, making it very difficult to reach decision makers at the
facilities who could sign the required facility agreements.
Vote Center Formula
The minimum required number of Vote Centers is prescribed by Election Code Section 4007.
For the March 2020 Election, the legally required minimum number of Vote Centers was as
follows:


912 Vote Centers total



182 11-day Vote Centers (20%)



730 4-day Vote Centers (80%)

Understanding the unique needs of the voters of the County, RR/CC felt that meeting the legal
minimum would not adequately serve the population and set the following goals:


1,000 Vote Centers total



250 11-day Vote Centers (25%)



750 4-day Vote Centers (75%)

RR/CC provided the following actual Vote Centers during the March 2020 Election:


978 Vote Centers total



233 11-day Vote Centers (24%)



744 4-day Vote Centers (76%)



3 Mobile Vote Centers



10 Flex and Pop-Up Vote Centers



5 Extended Hour Program (24-hour) Vote Centers
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The number of actual Vote Centers by size (in terms of the number of BMDs at each site) along
with duration (11-day or 4-day) are shown below:
Figure 22. Vote Centers by Size and Voting Period Duration
Total Vote
Centers*

11 Day Vote
Centers

4 Day Vote
Centers

Extra Large (55 BMDs - 100 BMDs)
Large (35 BMDs - 50 BMDs)
Medium (20 BMDs - 30 BMDs)
Small (10 BMDs -15 BMDs)
Petite (5 BMDs)

67
110

142

27
32
51
46
77

40
78
313
249
65

Grand Total ***

978

233

745

Vote Center Size
(# of BMD’s Per Vote Center)

364
295

*Note: This table includes fixed Vote Centers and does not include Mobile, Flex or Pop-up Vote
Centers.
Vote Center Deployment
Vote Center deployment happened in eight stages. Those stages were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

POD deliveries
Equipment deliveries to PODS or rooms
Equipment set up
Network establishment
Actual voting at Vote Centers
Equipment break down
Equipment pick up from PODS or rooms
POD pick ups

POD containers were used to reduce the window of time that a Vote Center would need to
provide their valuable rooms. By placing the containers on the property, the interior space was
not needed until closer to opening of the site. Equipment could be securely stored in the
container instead of in their facilities, allowing more facilities to agree to participate.
RR/CC employed a transportation vendor to deliver equipment and supplies to Vote Centers. In
some locations, equipment and supplies were stored in the facility. In others, equipment and
supplies were stored in POD storage units either in the parking lot of the building or elsewhere
on the property. Approximately 507 unique Vote Center locations used 646 PODS to store
equipment and supplies.
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Figure 23. POD Assignment and Vote Center POD Usage
# of PODS Assigned
0 PODS Used

Vote Center POD Usage by Vote
Center
471 VCs Didn’t Use PODS

1 PODS Used
2 PODS Used
3 PODS Used
4 PODS Used

393 VCs Used 1 POD
91 VCs Used 2 PODS
21 VCs Used 3 PODS
2 VCs Used 4 PODS

% of Vote
Centers
48.2%
40.2%
09.3%
02.1%
00.2%

978 Vote Centers Total

PODS began arriving at Vote Centers on February 4, 2020. The transportation vendor began
placing equipment into those PODS on February 10, 2020.
Vote Center set-up for 978 sites started on February 19, 2020 and was completed on March 2,
2020.
The deployment process, meaning Vote Center set-up and support, required approximately
1,099 staff obtained from within RR/CC, through staffing contracts, through our partners (AT&T,
Smartmatic), and from other County departments. The process utilized 317 trucks/vehicles. The
operation also required the use of three warehouses, two truckyards, and a deployment center
to prepare and deploy the required materials.
Post-election, all the materials and equipment were disassembled, packed and returned to the
PODS or placed back in the designated location for the transportation vendor to access and
retrieve the supplies. At that time POD collection process began.
Observations/Issues
Deployment of some Vote Centers was not completed as scheduled, resulting in sites not
being open to serve voters as communicated.
Of the 232 Vote Centers scheduled to open on February 22, 2020, 199 (86%) opened as
scheduled. The remaining 33 locations were all open for voting by Monday, February 24.
On February 28, 2020, RR/CC determined that 165 (22%) of the 744 Vote Centers scheduled to
open on February 29, the first day of voting for 4-day Vote Centers, would not be open by
8:00am on that day. To help ensure voters would not go to a location that was not ready to
serve voters, RR/CC immediately removed those locations from the Vote Center Locator Tool.
Those locations remained unviewable on the Locator Tool until it was confirmed that they were
open and ready for voters. All 165 locations were open for voting and viewable on the Locator
Tool by March 2.
The factors contributing to Vote Centers not being open as scheduled are discussed in the Root
Cause section below.
RR/CC has inadequate staffing, experience and resources for deployment at this scale.
The combination of the shorter deployment timeframe, variability in the size of Vote Centers,
last-minute confirmation of Vote Centers, the use of PODS to store equipment and supplies,
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and the number of qualified staff makes the current Vote Center deployment model
unsustainable. RR/CC does not have the capacity, expertise or tools to conduct a deployment of
this magnitude effectively.
Staff working back-to-back shifts without enough rest periods leads to safety concerns. Vote
Centers not being open as communicated results in voter complaints. Visibility into completion
of Vote Center set-up, which was expected to happen through self-reporting by deployment
teams, was limited as teams were under significant time pressure to complete set-ups.
Operating SWAP trucks for 11-day Vote Centers needing to replace inoperable equipment or
provide missing supplies put further pressure on Field Support Technicians who were still
setting up 4-day Vote Centers.
The overall lack of experience and requested resources in this kind of deployment resulted in
inefficiencies in many operations, causing staff and managers to resort to sustained efforts to
complete deployment while still unable to ensure quality and effectiveness. The reduced time
frames also placed a strain on the equipment delivery vendor to meet the demand of delivering
equipment to 978 Vote Centers in just a few weeks.
On set-up day, some sites were not able to accommodate the planned number of BMDs.
Sometimes during the set-up process, staff would identify that only a portion of the equipment
on site could be set up. For example, some portion of rooms were discovered to be unusable
(e.g., contained an immovable piece of furniture or other obstacle), and therefore the
deployment team would set up only the number of BMDs possible, not the number intended.
While not frequent, in some cases, this reduced the number of BMDs from 10 down to 2 or 3,
depending on the size and shape of the room.
There are insufficient tools in place to manage Vote Center recruitment, placement and
deployment.
The existing Election Management System, DIMS, is not capable of handling the complexities of
the tasks involved in recruiting, placing and tracking 1,000 Vote Centers that are open for 4 and
11 days.
Recognizing the limits of DIMS, RR/CC attempted to use other tools for this effort. After hitting a
data limit on SharePoint for live spreadsheets, there was no tool other than 20 disparate Excel
spreadsheets that needed to be reconciled at the end of each day and cleaned. The Lead
Account Manager also needed to consolidate the data upon request, supervise the recruitment
process, change strategies as issues arose, help ensure achievement of targets, and report out
on a regular basis. Using a complex series of spreadsheets was inadequate for completing and
tracking tasks. Providing visibility into which Vote Centers had been successfully recruited in
each service area was a manual process. Accurate reports were not readily available for
management decision-making or for communication of fundamental Vote Center information
within RR/CC or with partners.
Without a unified and dedicated Vote Center management tool, it was difficult to ensure that all
needed assessments (e.g., accessibility, power, data connectivity) had been completed on the
specific room in a facility slated to serve as a Vote Center. This resulted in power and data
connectivity assessments being conducted very close to deployment and, for a small number of
sites, assessments not completed.
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Using multiple systems during the Vote Center deployment process resulted in continuous
manual updates to locations, addresses, and room names coming from the Vote Centers, and
systems were out of sync. In the case of systems where a vendor hand-off was needed, the
information in those systems could be 48 hours behind. With each system at a different state of
lag, ensuring that deployment teams went to the right location according to schedule was
challenging.
While RR/CC did work to implement PollChief, a database that organizes communications and
logistical details for Vote Centers and Election Workers, the system was procured after Vote
Center recruitment was well underway. Ultimately the effort did not have sufficient funds to
cover the customization work required to make the tool effective. While productive work was
completed, further development on Poll Chief was suspended during the March 2020 Vote
Center recruitment cycle.
Account Manager team was created through short-term assignments of staff without
relevant experience.
The Account Manager role was envisioned to be the one point of contact responsible for
building a strong relationship with Vote Center facilities and communicating important
information related to Vote Center operations – equipment delivery, Vote Center set-up, voting
period, breakdown and equipment pick-up.
The group of Account Managers was a combination of hired staff and short-term commitment
staff borrowed from various sections in the Department. The staff had varying levels of skills and
some had no prior elections or customer-service experience. There was no formal training for
this team, and policies and directions changed frequently to adapt to new information and
priorities/challenges.
Many public facilities initially declined to participate even though the Elections Code
mandates their participation as a Vote Center. Some minimized room size or duration.
Despite citing specific authorization outlined in the California Elections Code, there were public
facilities that declined requests for use. Many of them required approvals from top management
that caused delays and significant pushback. Public facilities asked for a reduction in the voting
period from 11 days to 4 days to lessen the impact on their programming. RR/CC received
tremendous resistance from school principals and superintendents, citing student safety and
conflict with activities as primary reasons. Other city-owned facilities such as recreation centers
and senior centers had scheduled programming, some were federally mandated programs,
which minimized availability.
In many cases, to reach a compromise and secure an agreement, the Account Manager settled
for a smaller room within the same facility, or an alternate facility close to the requested site.
There were public buildings that accommodated the request, however, they granted limited
access for set-up in many cases late afternoon or evening access. There was a peak in set-up
appointments on the two days leading up to the start of the voting period that had a direct
impact on capacity to complete the set-up operations.
Only 42% of private sites contacted to be a Vote Center agreed to serve as one.
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A total of 644 private sites were contacted to host the March election. Of this number, RR/CC
secured agreements with 271. The other 373 sites declined, never responded or did not accept
the terms of the agreement. The primary reason for decline was pre-scheduled events. Private
facilities earn revenue through rentals for events such as, parties and conferences. These
events are normally booked several months, even more than a year, in advance. Another
reason for the inability to use these sites was that RR/CC could not pay the rental fee. Private
sites ask for high rental fees above RR/CC’s maximum budget allocation for facility use. Some
sites declined participation because they did not agree to the terms of the agreement, such as
providing free parking for voters, or the liability clause that would make them accountable for
any damage to the voting equipment.
The timeframe for Vote Center deployment was compressed to reach agreements with
Vote Centers but caused significant operational challenges.
Vote Center set-up was planned to occur up to 10 days prior to the beginning of the voting
period for each location. Breakdown of Vote Centers and removal of equipment was also
planned for approximately 10 days after Election Day. This meant that the room designated as
the Vote Center could be occupied by the County for up to 31 consecutive days. Many potential
Vote Center sites declined to serve as Vote Centers because of this long duration. In order to
increase the number of sites agreeing to participate, the period for deployment was reduced to 3
days prior to the beginning of voting, and 4 days after Election Day for a total of 18 days.
Because of the amount of work required for setup of the equipment, the deployment period we
increased from 3 days to 4 days.
A significant and sudden increase in staffing for deployment was required to execute this
schedule. Staff was obtained through contracts and through vendor partners.
Root Cause Analysis
Table 24.

Board Motion Item 8 Root Cause Analysis

Issue
Deployment of some Vote
Centers was not completed as
scheduled, resulting in sites not
being open to serve voters as
communicated.

Root Cause
Vote Centers did not open as planned for a variety of
reasons, some of which were outside the control of
RR/CC. These include:
 Site declined after publication of communications
to the public about Vote Center locations.
 Site reduced number of days to serve as a Vote
Center after publication of communications to the
public about Vote Center locations.
 Poster sent to the site in error indicating that the
site was not a Vote Center
 Site did not unlock facility on time for equipment
delivery and/or set-up
 Election Worker/Lead staffing shortages
Some causes were within RR/CC’s control. These
include:
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Issue

Root Cause


RR/CC has inadequate staffing,
experience and resources for
deployment at this scale.

Equipment not delivered to site on time by
deployment team
 Equipment not set up on time by deployment
team
 Equipment malfunctions
 No network connectivity
 Supplies missing (either not provided or locked in
PODS)
 Lack of Regional Distribution Centers
 Inadequate numbers of Troubleshooters to
provide additional supplies as needed.
 Access to equipment prevented or delayed
because POD location (i.e., POD far from site,
physical obstacles between POD and site)
RR/CC has not undertaken a deployment of this kind and
additional expertise and resources are required to do this
effectively. There were two deployments:
 11-day Vote Centers – February 19, 2020 through
February 23, 2020
 4-day Vote Centers (including 24-hour Vote Centers) –
February 26, 2020 through March 2, 2020
The deployment of voting equipment, supplies, and staff
to 978 Vote Centers had never been done by any County
prior to March 2020. RR/CC did not have the experience
in logistics operations at this scale. RR/CC requested
additional staffing based on their staffing analysis, which
included time and motion studies, historical Call Center
data, historical attrition rates, site unavailability rates, and
industry standards. However, because of a budgetary
cap on the staffing contract, which was in place prior to
the implementation of the compressed deployment
schedule, there were insufficient resources to staff to the
scale required. Therefore, RR/CC utilized other means,
such as other County departments and city agencies to
obtain staff.

Placement of Vote Centers
resulted in some geographical
areas being more densely
populated with Vote Centers,
while others were more sparsely
populated.

Challenges in recruiting Vote Center sites at the needed
size and in the needed geographical location resulted in
areas with fewer sites than planned, and in areas with
more sites than planned.

On set-up day, some sites were
not able to accommodate the
planned number of BMDs.

Incomplete information from Vote Center sites about
room details, or changes to the actual room, sometimes
resulted in less space for BMD set up than originally
planned.
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Issue

Root Cause

There are insufficient tools in
place to manage Vote Center
recruitment, placement and
deployment.

PollChief was procured, but too late in the recruitment
cycle for March 2020. Lack of budget and time resulted in
work to customize PollChief being discontinued.

Account Manager team was
created through short-term
assignments of staff without
relevant experience.

The workload and required skills of Account Managers
were not well known at the time the team was
assembled. There is a much better understanding now of
the need for continuity in staff and well-developed sales
and account management skills.

Many public facilities initially
declined to participate even
though the Election Code
mandates their participation as a
Vote Center. Some minimized
room size or duration.

Recruiting started late in 2019, and many public sites
already had events/programming in place for potential
Vote Center facilities. Cancelling events/programming is
problematic for the public entity and its customers.
expecting sites to comply.

Only 42% of private sites
contacted to be a Vote Center
agreed to serve as one.

Private sites declined primarily because of having events
already scheduled. Some sites did not agree to the terms
of the Vote Center Agreement.

The timeframe for Vote Center
deployment was compressed to
gain agreements with Vote
Centers but caused significant
operational challenges.

As noted above, recruiting started late in 2019, and many
public sites already had events/programming in place for
potential Vote Center facilities. Compromises were
reached to reduce the amount of time needed in the room
to gain site agreement to participate.
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Appendix to Item 9. Identify all of the technical issues, including IT/internet
connectivity and inoperable voting machines
Overview of Voting System
Ballot Marking Devices
RR/CC deployed 23,104 Ballot Marking Devices (BMDs) across the County at 978 Vote Centers
for the March 2020 Election.
The BMDs are not connected to the Internet in any way. (Technical issues and IT/Internet
issues related to PollPads are discussed in Section 1. Excessive wait times that may have been
a result of technical issues from the check-in process.)
BMDs were deployed in Vote Centers in the configurations shown below:
Figure 24. Vote Centers, BMDs, and ePollbook Counts
# of ePollbooks
# of Vote
per Vote
Centers
Center

Vote Center Size

# of BMDs per
Vote Center

Petite

5

2

10
15

3
4

20
25
30

5
6/7
8

35
40
45
50

9
10
12
13

55
60
65
70
75
80
85
100

14
15
16 / 17
18
19
20
22
17 / 25

Total Petite:

Small
Total Small:

Medium
Total Medium:

Large
Total Large:

Extra Large

Total Extra Large:

Grand Total

142
142
235
60
295
132
113
98
343
37
67
8
19
131
11
14
15
2
11
5
7
2
67
978

% of Total
Vote
Centers
15%
15%
24%
6%
30%
13%
12%
10%
35%
4%
7%
0.8%
2%
13%
1.1%
1.4%
2%
0.2%
1.1%
0.5%
0.7%
0.2%
7%
100%

BMDs served nearly one million voters during the voting period (995,553 total check-ins at Vote
Centers), with 73% of those occurring on Election Day.
On average, voting sessions took 6 minutes and 17 seconds on Election Day, with the following
distribution:
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Figure 25. Vote Session Duration

During the voting period, 1,584 incident tickets were logged with the Level 2 Help Desk. This
Help Desk was responsible for troubleshooting BMD issues that could not be resolved by the IT
Help Desk (Level 1). Callers to the Level 2 Help Desk were typically Field Support Technicians,
Troubleshooters and Vote Center Leads.
Of the 1,584 incident tickets logged, 169 were resolved and 1,415 resulted in a BMD being
taken out of service because it could not be repaired in the field. 91% of the BMDs taken out of
service were the result of a faulty printer gear. The remaining BMDs removed from service were
for a small number of other reasons (e.g., a bar code reader issue or touchscreen malfunction).
In some cases, a BMD may have been taken out of service because the caller was not able to
successfully work with the Level 2 Help Desk to resolve the issue. In cases where the caller had
insufficient time or technical proficiency to clear BMD issues during the call to the Level 2 Help
Desk, issues remained unresolved and the BMD was taken out of service.
When a BMD was taken out of service, the BMD was scheduled for replacement.
Replacements (called “swaps”) were made once a certain threshold of required replacements
was reached at a Vote Center. The threshold for dispatching replacement BMDs was on a
sliding scale depending on Vote Center size.
The replacement threshold for BMDs was established to be 25%. As long 75% of the BMDs
originally allocated to a Vote Center were working, the threshold was not reached, and a swap
was not initialized. This is a setting in the incident management system and the system prompts
the IT Help Desk to initiate the BMD swap as soon as the threshold is reached. In the absence
of any historical data (as March 2020 was the first time BMDs were used), this threshold was
based on lessons learned in the Mock Election and Pilot Elections conducted in 2019.
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736 BMDs were replaced in the field during the voting period. This number reflects the swap
records obtained from the system (incident management) and does not account for ad-hoc
impromptu swaps that were necessary at locations that didn’t meet the threshold.
Certification
On January 24, 2020, the California Secretary of State (SOS) approved Los Angeles County’s
VSAP 2.0 Voting System. The approval allowed the County to move forward with its
implementation plan for the March 3, 2020 Presidential Primary Election.
California’s voting system certification process is among the most rigorous in the country and
California Voting System Standards exceed the federal voting system guidelines. Operating
within the conditions set forth by the SOS, the VSAP 2.0 system was found to be compliant with
all applicable California and federal laws.
As part of the testing and approval process, the system went through rigorous functional and
security testing conducted by the California Secretary of State’s testing consultants.
Additionally, the County subjected the system to independent, third-party security and
penetration testing that exceeded state requirements.
As a part of its approval for use, the SOS also required conditions on VSAP, which is common
in all voting system certifications/approvals in California. The following are some of the
programming changes and reporting requirements that were added as conditions for VSAP use:
Programming changes that need to be submitted to the SOS for testing and review:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Improve BMD jamming rate.
Remedy low severity findings in the Source Code Report.
Audit Log descriptions must match on-screen event.
Restrict USB Access on the workstations and servers.

Reporting requirements that need to be submitted to the SOS for review:
1. Any occurrence of the “white screen” event, related logs, including the chain of custody
documentation.
2. Information regarding Election Worker Training, and the number of workers trained;
Copy of notice provided to voters; Total number of ballots cast on BMDs; Summary of
errors, jams, misfeeds; Inventory of BMDs with issues, all logs, including chain of
custody, etc.
3. A review of the “MORE” button.
4. Plan to encrypt components of VSAP.
Tally System and VSAP Ballot Layout
RR/CC will continue with development of VSAP Ballot Layout (VBL) Application and Tally
systems in order to:


Enhance capacity and functionality to align with the potential requirement to send Vote
by Mail (VBM) ballots to all County registered voters.



Meet the VSAP conditions of use defined by the SOS (including a resubmission of both
VBL and Tally components in July 2020).



Conduct operations for elections.
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Implement necessary enhancements to address lessons learned from the March 2020
Election.



Conduct knowledge transfer to RR/CC development team for future enhancements/fixes
and support.

Observations/Issues
BMDs accommodated voters who completed the check-in process.
Based on an analysis of voter check-ins and the start of voter sessions, there was no evidence
of lines forming between the check-in table and BMDs, after voters checked in and were ready
to vote. The following graph is a sample from a Vote Center with a substantial wait time after
8:00 pm, illustrating the correlation between check-ins and the start of voter sessions per hour:
Figure 26. Voter Check-ins and Start of Voter Sessions

Reported issues with BMDs were primarily caused by a faulty printer gear.
During quality-assurance testing conducted prior to the election as BMDs were being received
from the manufacturer, it was discovered that some BMD units had a faulty printer gear. This
printer gear issue caused paper jams or the inability for the BMD to accept a ballot.
Pre-election QA testing determined that this printer gear issue occurred in approximately 10% of
BMDs manufactured during a specific 2-week period. Before the election, all BMDs
manufactured during those production weeks were identified, segregated, and the entire printer
assembly, including the gear, was replaced on those BMDs. Those modified devices were QA
tested again before being deployed to Vote Centers.
During the voting period, it became clear that the manufacturing issue resulting in the faulty
printer gear affected an additional 2 weeks of production. Evidence of the faulty printer gear was
detected in 1,297 BMDs out of 23,104 BMDs deployed.
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While Election Workers were trained to clear paper jams, and generally did that when needed,
jams caused by the printer gear issue could not be cleared by Election Workers. This issue
could not be cleared and instead required taking affected devices out of service.
Work has already begun to replace the printer assemblies of all BMDs that showed evidence of
this issue during the voting period.
Ballot Activation QR Code errors were appropriately detected and flagged by the BMDs.
During the check-in process, the PollPad prints Ballot Activation QR code on the voter’s ballot
which is then read by the BMD to bring up the correct ballot for the voter on the BMD interface.
The BMD is designed to detect any issues with the Ballot Activation QR code that prevent
identifying the correct ballot for the voter. These QR code issues include:


QR code incorrectly positioned on the ballot (e.g., QR code partially printed off the
page, printed on top of other printing already on the ballot)



QR code faded or unclear



Voter’s party affiliation is blank, preventing the correct ballot from being identified

When QR code issues are detected by the BMD, Election Worker intervention is required to
assist the voter in returning to the check-in table where the issue is resolved on the PollPad.
When the BMD detects misprinted or invalid Ballot Activation QR codes, the BMD is operating
as designed to ensure that each voter receives the correct ballot.
Some BMD issues were left unresolved by Election Workers because there was ample
BMD capacity for voters.
If the voter check-in process did not fill all available BMDs, Election Workers would often not
take action to clear BMDs and ready them for use (e.g., clear a paper jam, or use credentials to
unlock a screen). When Vote Centers became very busy, all available Election Workers were
focused on voter check-in, supporting voters at BMDs and line management. If there were
ample open BMDs, some BMDs remained out of service in need of Election Worker attention.
While some BMDs had issues that could only be resolved by replacing them, others were not
resolved by Election Workers because they were not needed to meet the voter demand.
In larger Vote Centers, some BMDs were not turned on every day of the voting period.
During the first 10 days of the voting period, voter turnout was such that many BMDs went
unused. In larger Vote Centers, Election Workers did not turn on BMDs that were not needed to
handle the flow of voters. On Election Day, while most Vote Centers did turn on all BMDs, some
larger Vote Centers left BMDs turned off if the voter demand did not require the use of all BMDs.
This may have given voters, observers and the media the impression that BMDs were “down” or
inoperable, when in fact, they were never turned on.
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Root Cause Analysis
Table 25.

Board Motion Item 9 Root Cause Analysis

Issue
The majority of BMD issues
were caused by a faulty
printer gear which occurred
during the manufacturing
process.
Ballot Activation QR Code
errors were appropriately
detected and flagged by the
BMDs.
Some BMD issues were left
unresolved by Election
Workers because there was
ample BMD capacity for
voters.
In larger Vote Centers, some
BMDs were not turned on
every day of the voting
period.

Root Cause
Faulty printer gear in some BMDs was detected pre-election
and those units were isolated. Manufacturing defect affected
more units than identified pre-election.

The BMD is designed to detect any issues with the Ballot
Activation QR code that prevent identifying the correct ballot
for the voter. Detection of QR code issues require Election
Worker intervention in order to assist the voter in resolving the
issue at the PollPad.
Low turnout during the first 10 days of voting and slow
throughput at check-in on Election Day resulted in ample BMD
capacity, which allowed Election Workers to not attend to
BMDs requiring clearing.
Low turnout during the first 10 days of voting and slow
throughput at check-in on Election Day resulted in ample BMD
capacity, which allowed Election Workers to not turn some
BMDs on in larger Vote Centers.
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Appendiux to Item 10. Assess whether ballot boxes should be separate
from the Ballot Marking Devices
Overview of the Integrated Ballot Box (IBB)
A key goal of the VSAP program has been to make voting as easy as possible for all voters,
regardless of their background or abilities. That is a hallmark of the BMD design. It allows each
voter to have a private, independent, and secure experience on the same device as they
complete the voting process.
The Integrated Ballot Box (IBB) is a key part of the BMD – it allows every voter to cast their
ballot at the BMD independently, without needing to traverse the room with a visibly marked
ballot to reach a communal ballot box. It also allows a voter to cast a ballot at the BMD without
needing to handle their printed ballot, which makes it possible for voters who are blind or have
dexterity or limited mobility challenges to complete voting independently.
The IBB vs. central ballot box approach was explicitly tested in a holistic voting experience
study during the design phase in 2015 with a diverse group of voters. The testing found that a
majority of voters who used the IBB found it to be more usable, private and accessible.
Specifically, 72% of the voters who used the IBB during the study characterized their experience
as private, as opposed to 63% of the voters who used the central ballot box. When asked how
easy or difficult it was to protect their votes from being seen by others during the entire process
of voting, 88% of the IBB users said it was “pretty easy” as opposed to 54% of the central ballot
box users responding with “pretty easy”. Several voters who used the central ballot box noted
that the printed ballot might be easy to read from a distance and they were interested in ways to
keep it private as they walked across the room. This could lead to voters folding ballots, which
would complicate tally.
To help educate voters, instructional materials were developed about how to vote on the BMD,
including how to cast the ballot. These materials included:


Line Cards available in each Vote Center and proactively distributed to voters in line or
at the check-in table.



Informational kiosk in each Vote Center showing graphically how to use the BMD and
cast a ballot.

During the voting period, RR/CC sent frequent “pop-up” messages to every PollPad and
County-issued cellphone reminding Leads and Check-in Clerks to advise voters at check-in
about how to cast their ballot at the BMD.
Observations/Issues
Casting a ballot at the BMD is new for Los Angeles County voters.
The experience of using the BMDs to make selections, print, and cast a ballot was very new for
voters in the County. During the March 2020 Election, some voters did not understand that the
printed ballot was their official ballot, that they needed to cast their ballot at the BMD, or how to
complete casting their ballot. While we fully expect that voters will become used to the new
system over time, new voters will need support. To support all voters – Line Cards and Sample
Ballots for the upcoming May and June elections were modified to add clarity on how to cast a
ballot back into the BMD.
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Figure 27. Line Card Including Messaging About How to Cast Ballots at the BMDs

Clarity of on-screen language and prompts could be improved.
While voting at the BMD, voters make their selections, print the ballot and then can visually
verify the selections on their ballot. Then, the voter has the option to “Cast my ballot now” or
“Read back my printed ballot.” After selecting either option, the voter then must press the “Next”
button to proceed. This pattern of making a selection and then pressing the “Next” button is
consistently used throughout the BMD voting experience. This extra step also prevents a voter
from unintentionally casting their ballot, which is irrecoverable (i.e., a voter cannot ask to spoil
their ballot if they unintentionally cast it).
While there is solid rationale for the process as designed, the instances of voters moving away
from the BMD while holding a ballot indicates that the on-screen language and visual prompts
were not direct enough for some voters to ensure compliance.
Voting Area Monitors instructed voters on how to cast their ballot, but that became more
difficult when Vote Centers became very busy.
To instruct voters on how to use the new voting system, the County prepared informational Line
Cards distributed to each voter in line or at the check-in table, produced a “how to vote” video
available on LAVote.net, and assigned Voting Area Monitors to assist voters with the new
process. The primary role of the Voting Area Monitor is to instruct voters on how to use the BMD
and provide any assistance voters may need, including assistance on how to cast a ballot.
Election Workers were trained to watch for voters who leave the BMD holding a ballot, and to
quickly intercept them, redirect them to any BMD and guide them in casting their ballot. When
Vote Centers became very busy, however, Voting Area Monitors were stretched to assist many
voters at once, and may not have been able to quickly help every voter who needed instruction
on casting their ballot.
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Root Cause Analysis
Table 26.

Board Motion Item 10 Root Cause Analysis

Issue

Root Cause

Casting a ballot at the BMD was new
for Los Angeles County voters.

Voters are accustomed to the process of casting a ballot in a
central box based on their experience with the InkaVote
system.

On-screen language and prompts
were not sufficient for some voters.

As using the BMD to cast a ballot is new, voters require very
clear and simple instructions about the new way of voting.

Voting Area Monitors instructed
voters on how to cast their ballot, but
that became more difficult in very
busy Vote Centers.

Voting Area Monitors did not have consistent, efficient ways to
proactively instruct voters about how to cast their ballot. This
resulted in Voting Area Monitors having to intercept voters
moving away from BMDs with their ballots at the end of the
voting session. It is more efficient to instruct voters at the
beginning of their voting session than to intercept them at the
end of the session.
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Item 11. Develop a plan to receive feedback from voters regarding their
experience
RR/CC Voter Experience Survey
Survey Objectives and Methodology
RR/CC has initiated its effort to receive feedback from voters regarding their experience. This
effort consists of a voter survey. The objective of the voter survey was to gather feedback from
voters who cast a ballot at a Vote Center during the voting period for the March 2020 Election.
Specifically, the survey asked for input in the following areas:


Before Voting: Were voters informed about the new way to vote before arriving at a
Vote Center? How did voters select a Vote Center?



Voting Experience: How satisfied were voters with their experience in the Vote
Center? Topics included wait times, experience with check-in, Ballot Marking Devices,
Interactive Sample Ballot, Election Workers, and other areas.



Future Behavior: Will voters choose to vote at Vote Centers in the future? Topics
included likelihood of voting during the early voting period, and recommendations for
improving the voting experience.

The target audience for the survey was voters who cast a ballot at a Vote Center during the
voting period for the March 2020 Election. The survey was sent in April 2020 to any voter
meeting that criteria who also had an email on file with RR/CC. The survey was sent to more
than 285,000 recipients, with more than 27,000 responding.
RR/CC Key Findings and Survey Results
Below are key findings from the survey.


69% of respondents reported having a positive overall voting experience at the Vote
Centers while 21% reported having a negative overall voting experience.



68% of voters surveyed reported waiting 30 minutes or less during the voting period.
17% of voters surveyed reported waiting over 2 hours.



80% of respondents reported being satisfied with their experience using the new Ballot
Marking Devices (BMDs) while 10% reported being dissatisfied with their experience
using the new BMDs.



33% of respondents reported using the Interactive Sample Ballot (ISB). Of those who
used the ISB, 87% reported being satisfied with their experience while 5% reported
being dissatisfied with their experience using the ISB.



Of the respondents who are unlikely to vote at a Vote Center in the future, 65% said
this was because they experienced a long wait at the Vote Center during the March
Election. Another 32% reported “Other” while 29% prefer to Vote by Mail.

Figures for these key findings as well as other responses are shown below.
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Figure 28. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Overall Experience Response

Figure 29. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Check-in Experience Response
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Figure 30. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Check-in Issues Response

Figure 31. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Overall Wait Time Response
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Figure 32. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Election Day Wait Time Response

Figure 33. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – 10 Days Prior to Election Day Wait Time Response
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Figure 34. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – BMD Experience Response

Figure 35. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – IBS Utilization Response
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Figure 36. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – ISB Experience Response

Figure 37. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Helpfulness of Election Workers Response
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Figure 38. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Unlikely to Vote at Vote Center Response

Figure 39. RR/CC Voter Experience Survey – Likelihood of Early Voting Response
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Loyola Marymount University (LMU) Exit Poll
Survey Objectives and Methodology
In addition to the voter survey conducted by RR/CC, an exit poll was conducted during the
March 3, 2020 Presidential Primary Election by students at Loyola Marymount University (LMU)
which provides valuable voter experience feedback. 1
The objective of the LMU 2020 Presidential Primary Election Exit Poll was to ask Los Angeles
County voters for whom and for what they voted as well as to gather feedback on their overall
voting experience at their respective Vote Centers.
Key elements of the approach and methodology include:


Over 250 LMU students served as field researchers, distributing surveys in both
English and Spanish.



3,596 voters were surveyed, with field researchers surveying every other voter who
exited the Vote Center.



Surveys were conducted on March 3, 2020, from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. at 50 randomly
selected Vote Centers throughout the County.



Because the survey was an exit poll, only voters who completed their voting session
by 8 p.m. were included in the survey.

Key Findings and Survey Results
Below are key findings from the LMU survey.

1



87.1% of respondents reported having a positive overall voting experience at the Vote
Centers while 12.9% reported having a fair or poor overall voting experience.



77.8% reported waiting in line for 20 minutes or less. 22.2% reported waiting in line for
more than 20 minutes.



92.9% described their experience registering or checking in to receive a ballot as very
easy or somewhat easy, 7.1% described it as somewhat difficult or very difficult.



95.4% described their experience using the BMD as very easy or somewhat easy. 3.8%
described it as somewhat difficult or very difficult.



95.4% described their experience printing and casting their ballot as very easy or
somewhat easy. 4.6% described it as somewhat difficult or very difficult.

Survey Citation: Guerra, Fernando J.; Gilbert, Brianne; Vizireanu, Mariya; Dunsker, Max; & Akella,
Vishnu (2020). Vote Center Experience Data Brief: 2020 LA Votes Presidential Primary Exit Poll. Thomas
and Dorothy Leavey Center for the Study of Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles,
California.
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Figure 40. LMU Exit Poll Survey Responses
SURVEY FINDINGS
How would you rate your overall experience at the Vote Center today?
Excellent

59.0%

Good

28.1%

Fair

8.8%

Poor

4.1%

How many minutes did you spend in line at the Vote Center?
5 minutes or less

43.2%

6-10 minutes

17.8%

11-15 minutes

7.6%

16-20 minutes

9.2%

More than 20 minutes

22.2%

This year, LA County implemented new voting technology. Compared to voting in previous elections,
technology made voting in this primary:
Much easier

57.5%

A bit easier

17.6%

The same

13.2%

A bit more difficult

7.4%

Much more difficult

4.3%

Did you know that all Vote Centers in LA County were open either 3 or 10 days before Election Day to allow
you to vote early?
Yes

71.9%

No

28.1%
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This year, voting in LA County changed from traditional polling places to Vote Centers. How much did you
know about the switch to Vote Centers?
A lot - I had been following the news about the switch

30.4%

Some - I had heard about it but did not know the
details

39.8%

I did not know about the switch

29.8%

When did you learn about the switch to Vote Centers?
Today

31.4%

Within the last week

18.2%

Within the last month

27.1%

Longer than a month ago

23.3%

How did you find out about the switch to Vote Centers? (Select all that apply)
Online

20.9%

Newspapers

4.7%

Television

14.3%

Bus advertisements

0.5%

Billboards

2.0%

Word of mouth

14.9%

Mail/flyers

18.4%

Social media

7.2%

Other

15.1%

Describe your voting experience in this election: Finding your Vote Center
Very easy

84.9%

Somewhat easy

11.7%

Somewhat difficult

2.6%

Very difficult

0.8%
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Describe your voting experience in this election: Registering or checking in to receive your ballot (e-pollbook)
Very easy

76.4%

Somewhat easy

16.5%

Somewhat difficult

4.5%

Very difficult

2.6%

Describe your voting experience in this election: Using the new voting machines to mark your ballot
Very easy

79.2%

Somewhat easy

17.0%

Somewhat difficult

2.4%

Very difficult

1.4%

Describe your voting experience in this election: Using the new voting machines to print and cast your ballot
Very easy

80.1%

Somewhat easy

15.3%

Somewhat difficult

3.1%

Very difficult

1.5%
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Item 12. Develop an implementation plan, including a cost analysis, for providing Vote by
Mail ballots to all voters for the 2020 General Election

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Item #12 in the Board Motion passed by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors on
March 10, 2020, directs the Department to develop an implementation plan, including a cost
analysis, for providing Vote by Mail (VBM) ballots to all registered voters for the November 2020
General Election.
Based on the Department’s analysis, it is projected to cost $21.6 million to provide a VBM ballot
to all registered voters for the November 2020 Election – an election where the County’s voter
registration rolls are expected to soar to more than 5.7 million voters. This represents an
increase in cost of 174% ($13.7 million) from the $7.9 million currently budgeted for VBM for the
election. It is expected that approximately $4.9 million of these costs will be offset by
reimbursement received from managed voting jurisdictions. Further funding may be made
available through the Coronavirus Relief Fund (CARES Act) and/or related state funding, but the
certainty of these funds and any estimates of those amounts are unknown at this time.
Compared to the March 2020 Election, the number of VBM ballots to be mailed represents an
increase of 59% (2.1 million ballots). Additionally, an increase in voter turnout for the November
2020 Election is expected based on historical trends. For this analysis, the assumption is that
the County will continue to provide an in-person voting option at Vote Centers; therefore, any
potential cost impacts associated with Vote Center facilities and respective operations are not
considered here.
Many key areas have been factored into the costs and the implementation plan to mail a VBM
ballot to every registered voter including:
1.

Securing space sufficient to support increased capacity for inbound VBM operations;

2.

Executing contract amendments and strengthening relationships with County vendors
who are vital to VBM operations;

3.

Forecasting staff and resource needs to accommodate the increased volume of
individual VBM ballots returned via mail, at drop-off box locations and at Vote Centers;

4.

Confirming voters’ language preference well in advance of VBM ballot production,
therefore reducing the number of second ballot requests subsequent to initial mailing
and demonstrating linguistic sensitivity;

5.

Raising awareness that all registered voters, not just Permanent VBM (PVBM) or onetime request voters, will receive a VBM ballot through a multicultural and multilingual
media campaign; and,

6.

Mitigating against the increased volume of undeliverable VBM packets because of
incorrect or incomplete mailing addresses.

The implementation plan confirms the Department should have enough time to achieve the goal
of mailing a VBM ballot to all registered voters based on an aggressive schedule and associated
dependencies identified. To be successful, the Department must receive direction from the
Board by May 15, 2020.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN SUMMARY
This report provides a plan to mail a ballot to every registered voter in addition to offering inperson voting services at Vote Centers for the November 2020 Presidential General Election.
This is an acceleration of the requirement in the Voter’s Choice Act (VCA), for Los Angeles
County to expand to mailing ballots to all registered voters by 2024 (four years after initial VCA
implementation). This report includes external factors likely to influence the implementation
approach, the key implementation activities and timely decisions required, estimated costs to
support the increased volume, and key considerations to be addressed in order to mail a ballot
to every registered voter for the November 2020 election.
Implementing the proposed model provides some key benefits such as:


Acts as a “fail safe” voting opportunity if voters cannot vote at a Vote Center.



Expands the voting period for all registered voters as mail ballots go out 29 days prior to
the election.



Encourages physical distancing and protects voter safety at a time of COVID-19.



Provides full flexibility for voters to either vote by mail from their home, drop off their
ballot at a convenient location or vote in person at a Vote Center.



Results in proactive early achievement of the 2024 VCA requirement.

The number of VBM voters — both Permanent VBM (PVBM) and one-time VBM requests — is
increasing incrementally year over year and from election to election. Recent incremental
increases alone are greater than the total VBM volume in many other jurisdictions. Statistically,
Los Angeles County issues and processes more mail ballots than any jurisdiction in the country
by a significant margin even before the expansion assumed in this report.
For context, the County of Sacramento (implemented VCA in 2018) has 818,656 total registered
voters, and the County of San Mateo (implemented VCA in 2018) has 417,299 total registered
voters as of February 18, 2020. The County of Orange (implemented VCA in 2020) has
1,634,407 total registered voters as of February 18, 2020.
For the March 2020 Presidential Primary Election, 65% of registered voters (nearly 3.6 million)
requested or were legally required to receive a VBM ballot. This is an increase of more than
880,000 VBM ballots, since the November 2018 General Election, in which 52% of registered
voters (approx. 2.7 million) requested a VBM ballot.
At today’s VBM volumes, the Department is stretching its capacity and requires additional
resources (funding, staff, facility, storage) to support the projected increase. Mailing a ballot to
every registered voter, in addition to offering in-person voting services at Vote Centers, will
present even greater challenges to existing capacity constraints. Securing the required level of
resources must be an immediate priority for the County.
Mailing a ballot to every registered voter would result in the following projected increases over
current volumes and capacity. It is important to note that this analysis assumes the County will
continue to provide Vote Centers for voters for the November 2020 Election. The impact of who
chooses to cast their vote at a Vote Center and the subsequent increase/decrease on Vote
Center operating costs are not considered in this analysis, as we have no historical comparison
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to work with and in recognition of strong community advocacy for maintaining proportionate and
accessibile in-person voting options.

Area

March 2020
Election

November 2020
Election
(Projected)*

Delta

Registered Voters

5,513,057

5,723,104

210,047

3.8% 

# of VBM Ballots
Mailed

3,582,930

5,723,104

2,140,174

59.7% 

(2016 Presidential
General)

74.0%

4.6%

6.6% 

# of VBM Drop
Box Facilities

206

382

176

85.2% 

% of Voter
Turnout who
Voted via VBM
Ballot

53.8%

65.0%

11.2%

20.9% 

Number of Voters
mailed a VBM
Ballot who Chose
to Vote in Person

404,852

1,482,284

1,077,432

266.2% 

Space for Inbound
VBM Operations
(Sq. Ft)

19,488

28,084

8,596

44.1% 

% Change

69.4%
% Voter Turnout

*Projections are derived from historical County trends and data from other California jurisdictions.

The Department developed the implementation plan included here, which reflects the key tasks,
milestones and respective due dates to provide a VBM ballot to all registered voters for the
November 2020 Election. This implementation plan has activities starting immediately, including
negotiations with needed vendors.
To be successful, the Board must provide direction by May 15, 2020. Should the Board decide
to proceed with mailing a ballot to every registered voter, timely decisions on the following items
will be required:


Approval of identified funding to support increased volumes.



Directing CEO Real Estate to work with RR/CC to identify, secure and modify facility
space sufficient to meet projected incoming VBM processing volume.



Approval of lease agreement(s) for additional space, as deemed necessary.



Expedited approval of contract amendments or new contracts with critical vendors.

The following factors, further explored in this document, could influence the Board’s decision to
mail a ballot to every registered voter, alter legislation and/or guide the County’s approach.
Similarly, each scenario will influence the minimum number of Vote Centers required for the
November 2020 Election.
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Scenario 1: Board of Supervisors can elect to enact full adoption of the VCA in advance
of 2024 directive.


Minimum number of Vote Centers open 10 days prior to Election Day: 114



Minimum number of Vote Centers open 3 days prior to and on Election Day: 572

Scenario 2: Senate Bill 968 or other related legislation could mandate that “Every
registered voter receives a VBM ballot” while maintaining the same ration of Vote
Centers to registered voters used in the March 2020 election.


Minimum number of Vote Centers open 10 days prior to Election Day: 191



Minimum number of Vote Centers open 3 days prior to and on Election Day: 763

Scenario 3: An Executive Order by the Governor to provide all voters a VBM ballot is
under consideration for November 2020


Projected minimum number of Vote Centers open 3 days prior to Election Day:
572

The Department is proactively planning and engaging with its critical partners now in the event
the Board decides to mail a ballot to every registered voter for the November 2020 Election.
Discussions with critical partners, such as its VBM print and mailing vendor and the United
States Postal Service (USPS), are ongoing to finalize the key tasks, milestones and associated
costs (where applicable). Information presented in this analysis is based on preliminary
discussions that have occurred since March 10, 2020, and represents the Department’s most
recent analysis.

METHODOLOGY AND KEY EXTERNAL FACTORS
Methodology
In response to the Board Motion, the Department conducted due diligence to develop a plan
and estimated cost to provide a VBM ballot to all registered voters in the County for the
November 2020 Election.
Data was gathered from the following stakeholders and sources to inform this analysis:
1.

Statistics and trends from previous General Elections administered by the County.

2.

County’s VBM print and mailing vendor

3.

County’s VBM Ballot Drop-off Box manufacturer

4.

Voter’s Choice Act: Vote Centers and Mail Ballot Elections

5.

Federal and Non-Profit organizations

6.

RR/CC subject matter experts

Key External Factors
At least three external factors will influence the Board’s decision, as well as RR/CC’s approach
and potential cost to provide a VBM ballot to all registered voters in the County.
1.

Adoption as authorized in the Voter’s Choice Act (VCA): In 2020, RR/CC
implemented the VCA model under provisions of Elections Code 4007 specific to Los
Angeles County, under which mailing a ballot to every registered voter would not be
required until four years after initial adoption. The Board of Supervisors has the authority
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to adopt the VCA model applicable to all other counties in California where every
registered voter is mailed a ballot for the November 2020 Election. Adoption would
increase the minimum number of VBM ballot drop-off boxes required and would reduce
the minimum number of Vote Centers per the requirements set forth in the VCA. This
option afford the County the greatest local control and flexibility.
2.

Legislative Mandate: Senate Bill 968 has been introduced to amend Section 4007 of
the Elections Code to read “Every registered voter receives a vote by mail ballot.” This
would compel the County to mail a ballot to every registered voter while maintaining the
minimum number of VBM ballot drop-off boxes and Vote Centers per the same
requirements from the March 2020 Election as set forth in the VCA specific to Los
Angeles County. Similar legislation (AB 860) responsive to COVID-19 and the November
2020 election has been introduced in the Assembly.

3.

Executive Order: Governor Newsom recently signed Executive Orders responsive to
the COVID-19 pandemic requiring counties to mail every voter a ballot for special
elections in Congressional District 25 and Senate District 28 on May 12, 2020, and for
special elections scheduled in local jurisdictions on June 2, 2020. The Secretary of State
has convened a working group to propose similar conditions for an Executive Order that
would apply to the November 2020 Election. The minimum number of VBM ballot dropoff boxes and Vote Centers as well as a shorter voting period (e.g., open 3 days prior to
and on Election Day) are among the items under consideration.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Implementation Tasks and Schedule
The Implementation Tasks and Schedule below reflect the key tasks, milestones and respective
due dates to provide a VBM ballot to all registered voters for the November 2020 Election. They
are based on initial discussions with vendors and assume the Department can, in a timely
manner, amend existing contracts to support increased volume, obtain necessary funding, and
recruit staff at the estimated quantities. It is important to note that the Department will be
competing with other jurisdictions for supplies and services from VBM vendors – anecdotally,
the County’s VBM vendor has informed us that it is receiving increased demand from clients
across the State for VBM materials amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
Implementation tasks are organized within the following work streams:
1. Legislative, Policy and/or Executive Order
Decisions and direction provided by regulatory bodies (i.e., Legislature, Governor, BOS) on
whether the County is to proceed with mailing a ballot to all registered voters for the
November 2020 Election. These decisions and direction need to be provided by May 15,
2020, if the Department is to successfully execute this implementation plan.
2. Contract Negotiations
Discussions with key VBM partners. These discussions are actively underway and will
continue to determine implications to current capacity and contract terms in the event the
County decides to mail a ballot to every registered voter for the November 2020 Election.
Amendments to the following contracts are expected, contingent on the Board’s direction:


Contract to reflect the projected increase in volume for printing, assembly, pre-sorting
and mailing of VBM packets. This contract amendment needs to be executed by May 29,
2020 (158 days prior to Election Day; e-158).
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Contract to procure additional automatic signature verification machines to support the
expected increase of returned VBM ballots needs to be executed by June 12, 2020 (144
days prior to Election Day; e-144).

3. Outbound Vote by Mail Logistics
The key steps to print, assemble and mail the VBM packets by the County’s VBM vendor.
Based on the increase in volume, there are key deadlines for RR/CC to provide data and
approval to the VBM vendor so that production timelines are not jeopardized, and there are
milestones by when VBM ballots are required to be mailed. This includes:


Ordering VBM envelopes with the County’s VBM vendor no later than May 15, 2020
(172 days prior to Election Day; e-172)
–



The County’s VBM vendor has informed us that the envelope industry also is being
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Ordering of envelopes may need to be even
earlier as many jurisdictions are seeking to mail a VBM ballot to all registered
voters. 1

Providing all ballot styles to the County’s VBM vendor no later than September 9, 2020
(55 days prior to Election Day; e-55)
–

The County’s VBM vendor stands firm that production deadlines must be met to
support mailing a ballot to all registered voters. The County is therefore responsible
to maintain fidelity to these milestones and quickly resolve issues which may cause
delays (i.e., approval of measure(s) to be placed on the ballot, etc.).



Sending ballots to Uniformed and Overseas Citizens on September 19, 2020 (45 days
prior to Election Day; e-45)



Mailing ballots to all registered voters on October 5, 2020 (29 days prior to Election Day;
e-29)

4. Ballot Drop-off Locations
The tasks required to identify VBM ballot drop-off locations and enter into agreements,
procure and install drop-off boxes. For the March 2020 Election, 206 drop-off locations were
available. As of April 2020, there have been 36 24-hour VBM ballot drop-off boxes installed
in the County and an additional 74 boxes remain in inventory to be installed. The
Department will need to secure additional VBM ballot drop-off locations given the minimum
threshold required by the VCA. Based on the projected voter registration, a minimum of an
additional 346 VBM ballot drop-off locations will be required.
The Department intends to install as many 24-hour ballot drop-off boxes as possible and will
continue to supplement the permanent boxes with staffed ballot drop-off locations. As the
County is conducting multiple elections leading up to the November 2020 Election,
recruitment of locations and installations of 24-hour VBM ballot drop-off boxes are actively
underway.
The VBM ballot drop-off box manufacturer requires a 16- to 18-week production lead time.
This will require the County to confirm its anticipated order by early May. The COVID-19
pandemic is expected to drive an increased demand for drop-off boxes nationwide, which

1 The Department evaluated the viability of employing peel and stick return envelopes, but determined
that they are non compatible with mail ballot processing equipment and cost prohibitive.
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may impact the capacity and lead time of the County’s VBM ballot drop-off box
manufacturer. All drop boxes must be installed and in place by October 5, 2020 (29 days
prior to Election Day; e-29).
5. Facility and Storage Build-Out
The current space to process returned VBM ballots and to store VBM ballots after they have
been tallied are at capacity. Additional operational space and secure ballot storage space is
required for increased volume of returned VBM ballots. A preliminary analysis has been
completed, but the Department must work quickly with CEO Real Estate to engage a thirdparty space planner to conduct a comprehensive space analysis to support November and
all future elections. The facility must be operational by September 18, 2020 (46 days prior to
Election Day; e-46).
6. Inbound Ballot Process
The projected increase in returned VBM ballots will require an increase in
temporary/seasonal staff to ensure RR/CC can prepare and tally returned VBM ballots
timely. VBM ballots may be returned beginning October 5, 2020, (29 days prior to Election
Day; e-29) and the process will continue through and beyond Election Day.
7. Voter Education
Provide frequent communication to voters that all registered voters will receive a VBM ballot
and highlight the multiple, available methods to cast their ballot. Create outreach campaigns
to educate voters who have historically not cast their vote via a VBM ballot, to capture
preferred language choice and to potentially confirm residency. Educate voters on the
availability of tools to track the status of their VBM ballot.
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Figure 1.

Implementation Tasks and Schedule for November 2020 Election
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Implementation Costs
It is estimated to cost $21.6 million to provide a VBM ballot to every registered voter for the
November 2020 Election. This is an increase of 174% ($13.7 million) from the $7.9 million
currently budgeted for VBM costs for the election. It is expected that approximately $4.9 million
of these costs will be offset by reimbursement received from managed voting jurisdictions. This
is a revenue increase of $3.1 million, or 172%, over the expected $1.8 million currently in the
budget.
Further funding may be made available through the Coronavirus Relief Fund (CARES Act)
established by the Federal Government or other funding provided by the State of California in
conjunction with COVID-19 related legislation. But the certainty of these funds and any
estimates of those amounts are unknown at this time.
Table 1.

Cost Analysis Summary
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Implementation Considerations and Decisions Required
The following key considerations must be addressed to ensure successful implementation.
1.

Additional Space to Support Inbound Vote by Mail Operations
While the foundational infrastructure is in place to print, assemble, mail, collect and tally
VBM ballots, the volume of returned VBM ballots during the March 2020 Election
stretched and exceeded current operational capacity in certain areas of the VBM
operation.
Returned VBM ballots are currently processed on the third floor at RR/CC headquarters.
Operations have exceeded space capacity to process any increase in the number of
returned VBM ballots over the 2020 March Election. Based on the projected number of
returned VBM ballots in November 2020, in which a ballot is mailed to all registered
voters, inbound VBM operations estimates a minimum need for 28,084 square feet of
processing space.
*Note: The future state estimate of space required and associated costs do not include
any additional space needed for staff to maintain physical distancing associated with any
future COVID-19 protocols.
Area
Returned VBM Ballots
Square Footage of
Inbound VBM Operations

Current State Volume
& Space

Future State
(Estimate)*

1,141,594

1,778,905

55.8% 

19,488

28,084

44.1% 

% Change

Resolution Plan: Identify and confirm availability of space that supports effective and
efficient inbound operations. Identify areas within the process that can be automated
(i.e., extractions) to help alleviate the density of people in an area.
2.

Contract Amendments and Strengthened Vendor Relationships
The County relies on key vendors for the most critical VBM operations, as summarized
in the table below. Mailing a ballot to all registered voters will require increased capacity
for each vendor. Resources will need to be recruited and onboarded. Additional
equipment must be procured to meet volume. As such, RR/CC may require exemptions
from the current County hiring and purchasing freeze as well as expedited approval of
new or amended vendor contracts.
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Table 2.

County’s Key Vendors for VBM Operations 1
Partner

K&H

United States
Postal Service

1

Scope

Key Considerations

Resolution Plan

Conducts VBM outbound
operations, including:
 Prints VBM packet material
 Validates mailing address data
 Assembles VBM packets
 Pre-sorts VBM packets
 Drops off VBM packets to
USPS

 Contract must be amended to
support increased volume of
VBM packets
 An increase in materials will be
required and orders must be
placed on-time to ensure
fulfillment
 K&H supports many CA
jurisdictions with VBM-related
operations and is experiencing
an increase in requests across
the State

 Receive exemption from the
current County purchasing
freeze
 Finalize contract amendment
and confirm orders by stated
deadline in the implementation
plan

Mails VBM packets, including:
 Delivers VBM packet to voter
 Returns undelivered VBM
packets to RR/CC
 Delivers returned VBM ballots
to RR/CC

 The USPS may not have the
capacity to receive and
process over 5.7M VBM
packets on one day
 All other voting jurisdictions are
looking at all Vote by Mail
options
 Unlike in a Primary Election
environment where dates vary
by state, the November 2020
Election is the same day for the
entire nation.

 USPS is conducting an
analysis regarding its capacity
to process the increased
volume of VBM packets timely
 K&H and USPS are in ongoing
discussions on potential
strategies to mitigate the risk

To adjust to an all vote by mail ballot system, the RR/CC will need to update most of its contracts. While the RR/CC believes this can be
accomplished within the proposed timeline, some contractual negotiations may take longer than anticipated due to factors out of the RR/CC's
control. If that occurs, the RR/CC's timeline may be impacted.
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Partner

Scope

Key Considerations

Resolution Plan

Maintains and supports the
County’s Election Management
System, which maintains the
County’s voter records and synchs
with the SOS’s VoteCal for voter
registrations

 Changes to a voter’s mailing
address are not automatically
translated to the VBM module
in the Election Management
System, which is where the
data is maintained, extracted
and sent to K&H
 RR/CC must manually maintain
the addresses, which is both
time and resource intensive
 Additional IT resources are
required to support critical
responsibilities in support of
VBM data needs
 RR/CC must be exempt from
the County’s hiring freeze

 Improve the quality control
(QC) process between RR/CC
and K&H to ensure that all
voter records are accounted for
in the data file sent to K&H,
and that K&H mails the VBM
packets to all expected voters
 Develop and thoroughly test
scripts, including a review and
validation by Runbeck, before
use in a live election

Provides and maintains the
Automated Signature Verification
(ASR) machines

 Contract may need to be
amended to procure additional
ASR machines to prevent
delays in preparing the
returned VBM ballots for
tallying

 Receive exemption from the
current County purchasing
freeze
 Finalize contract amendment
and confirm procurement by
stated deadline in the
implementation plan

Maintains the State’s voter
registration database (VoteCal)

 Voters who elect to receive a
VBM ballot and choose to vote
in-person must have their VBM
ballot suspended
 The suspension must be
reconciled with VoteCal, which
is operated by the SOS
 If there is an increase of
suspended VBM ballots,
VoteCal must have sufficient
capacity to support the
increased reconciliation
requirements

 Identify opportunities to
improve the process to
suspend VBM ballots
 In collaboration with the SOS
and the County’s PollPad
vendor, conduct volume testing
to ensure the additional volume
can be supported

Runbeck

ES&S

California
Secretary of State
(SOS)
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3.

Volume of Individual VBM Ballots Returned at Vote Centers Expected to Increase
Consideration: 26% (303,821) of returned VBM ballots were received at Vote Centers
during the March 2020 Election. This was the second preferred method to return VBM
ballots; 69% (805,740) were mailed through the USPS. It is anticipated this voter
behavior will continue with increasing numbers of VBM ballots returned at Vote Centers.
Resolution Plan: Install standalone VBM ballot drop-off boxes at Vote Center locations
and expand the size and capacity of the VBM ballot drop-off box collection team.

4.

Number of Requests for Preferred Languages Expected to Increase
Consideration: Voters who previously did not receive VBM ballots will not receive one
in their preferred language if RR/CC is not aware in advance of their language
preference. Given the language diversity in the County, the Department expects to
receive an influx of requests for VBM ballots in a different language once the VBM ballot
has been mailed and delivered.
Resolution Plan: Use a voter’s preferred language to receive the Sample Ballot as a
reference point. Increase communication to voters on the process to notify the
Department of its preferred language well in advance of VBM ballot production.

5.

Voter Education will be Critical
Consideration: As previously highlighted, 65% of registered voters (nearly 3.6 million)
requested or were legally required to receive a VBM ballot for the March 2020 Election.
Therefore, the remaining 35% of registered voters may not be familiar with, or have not
previously voted using a mail ballot. Voter education will be of paramount importance to
ensure there is awareness and understanding that all registered voters are to receive a
VBM ballot, as well as to inform them of their options to request a language-specific
ballot and the full set of options available to them for returning their ballot or voting in
person.
Resolution Plan: Effective and frequent communication to the entire voter population
including eligible, but not registered and registered voters, specifically targeting those
who are not PVBM voters. A large-scale multicultural awareness campaign is critical to
educating the public about changes in the voting experience and how voters will be
impacted. In addition to a large-scale multicultural and multilingual media campaign, the
Department is working with mailing vendors to prepare direct mailings to all registered
voters in the County. The direct mailing will give voters specific instructions on how to
return the mailing – at no cost to the voter. The messaging, artwork, target strategy and
timing of all mailings is still being developed.
The direct mailings have three objectives:


Raise general awareness that all registered voters will receive a VBM ballot



Confirm voter residency



Provide voters an option to request multilingual materials

It is a high priority to send such mailings as soon as possible so that the Department has
sufficient time to receive responses and update records prior to the first VBM extract,
which is due to the County’s VBM vendor by August 20, 2020.
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6.

Number of Undeliverable VBM Packets is Expected to Increase
Consideration: Prior to mailing VBM ballots to voters, the Department checks the
National Change of Address (NCOA) database, which maintains change-of-address
form requests, to determine whether a voter’s address has changed. Where changes are
required, the Election Management System is updated. The VBM vendor conducts
another validation after receiving the list of voter records from RR/CC to further ensure
voters receive their VBM ballot as scheduled and to reduce the influx of undeliverable
mail. However, there remains a portion of VBM ballots returned as undeliverable
because of incorrect or incomplete mailing addresses. The amount of undeliverable mail
is expected to grow, which will require an increase in resources and capacity to update
the voters’ mailing addresses, remake the VBM ballot, and mail new ballots in advance
of Election Day.
Resolution Plan: Considering the timeline and implications of mailing a ballot to every
registered voter, explore the feasibility of sending residency confirmation
communications to voters in advance of VBM ballot production to ensure up-to-date
mailing addresses. Determine additional capacity and resource requirements (both
RR/CC and vendors) to efficiently address the remaking and mailing of undeliverable
VBM packets well in advance of election calendar deadlines. Procure additional capacity
and recruit resources based on projections.
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Cost Summary

VBM Implementation Cost Summary
April 24, 2020
Version 7.1
Cost Category
1. VBM Outbound Total:

$

Estimate
8,572,346

VBM Vendor (K&H) $

7,658,653

Postage (USPS) $

821,826

County Staff (Temp) $

91,867

$

1,379,536

Supplies and Equipment $

749,590

2. Ballot Drop‐Off Boxes Total:

County Staff (Temp) $

629,947

$

5,075,779

3. VBM Inbound Total:

Automated Signature Verification Vendor (ES&S) $

202,364

Postage (USPS) $

1,154,077

Supplies and Equipment $

87,485

Space and Storage $

1,055,197

County Staff (Temp & Contract) $

2,576,656

4. Outreach Total:

$

6,529,256

(A) Estimated Costs to Mail Ballot to All Registered Voters for November
$
2020 Election:

21,556,917

(B) Budgeted VBM Costs for November 2020 Election From
Recommended 20/21 Budget:

$

% Change Relative to Budgeted VBM Costs ((A ‐ B) / B):

7,868,622
174.0%

(C) Expected Revenue from Mailing Ballot to All Registered Voters for
November 2020 Election:

$

4,937,970

(D) Expected VBM Revenue for November 2020 Election From
Recommended 20/21 Budget:

$

1,809,783

(E) Projected Net County Cost Increase to Mail Ballot to All Registered
Voters for November 2020 Election (A ‐ B ‐ C + D):

$

10,560,108

Key Facts & Statistics

Historical

Projected / Used

Delta

% Change

Registered Voters

5,513,057

5,723,104

210,047

3.8% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary

Permanent Vote by Mail (PVBM) Voters

3,170,355

4,190,575

1,020,220

32.2% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary

# of VBM Ballots Mailed

3,582,930

5,723,104

2,140,174

59.7% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary

69.4%

74.0%

4.6%

206

382

176

% of Voter Turnout (Presidential)
# of VBM Drop Box Facilities
% of Voter Turnout who Voted via VBM Ballot (Presidential)
Number of VBM Ballots Returned
Number of Voters who Requested a VBM Ballot who Chose to Vote in
Person
Inbound VBM Operations Square Footage

© 2020 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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6.6% Historical = 2016 Presidential General
85.2% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary

53.8%

65.0%

11.2%

20.8% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary

1,141,594

2,752,813

1,611,219

141.1% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary

404,852

1,482,284

1,077,432

266.1% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary

19,488

28,084

8,596

44.1% Historical = March 2020 Presidential Primary
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0. Global Assumptions
April 24, 2020
Version 7.1
Parameters
Projected Number of Registered Voters

5,723,104

Number of Registered Voters for March 2020 Presidential Primary Election

5,513,057

% Contingency for Anticipated, New Registered Voters
Projected Number of Registered Voters + Contingency

0%

4,190,575

Number of PVBM Voters for March 2020 Presidential Primary Election

3,170,355
0.52%

Number of UOCAVA Voters

29,610

Number of First Time Voters Who Were Not Validated through VoteCal

26,700

% Voter Turnout
Voter Turnout
% of Voter Turnout who Voted via VBM Ballot
Number of Ballot Cards
Min. Number of Ballot Drop‐off Boxes
Scenario 1 (Full Adoption of VCA): Min. Number of Vote Centers E‐10
Scenario 1 (Full Adoption of VCA): Min. Number of Vote Centers E‐3
Scenario 2 (No Change in Vote Center Ratio from March 2020): Min.
Number of Vote Centers E‐10
Scenario 2 (No Change in Vote Center Ratio from March 2020): Min.
Number of Vote Centers E‐3

© 2020 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Number of registered voters as of the March 2020 Presidential Primary Election
Data point ‐ County of Sacramento ‐ expect E‐88 numbers to grow an additional 25k (to 865,000 RV; 2.98%
increase) by the time it sends over the initial voter file to its ballot printer around E‐54, and by an
additional 10,000 (to 875,000 RV; 1.16% increase) around E‐40 when it sends its supplemental voter file
over.

5,723,104

Projected Number of PVBM Voters

% of Registered Voters who are UOCAVA Voters

Notes
Average 3.81% increase in registered voters from the Presidential Primary to the General Election for the
last 3 elections (2008 = 2.08% increase in registered voters from the Primary to General; 2012 = 3.23%
increase in registered voters from the Primary to General; 2016 = 6.11% increase in registered voters from
the Primary to General)

74.0%
4,235,097
65.0%

Average 32.18% increase in PVBM voters from the Presidential Primary to the General Election for the last
2 elections (2012 = 40.22% increase in PVBM voters from the Primary to General; 2016 = 24.14% increase
in PVBM voters from the Primary to General)

Assume 0.52% ratio of UOCAVA Voters to Registered Voters based on the average of the last 3 Presidential
General elections (2008 = 0.54%; 2012= 0.49%; 2016 = 0.53%).
Number of UOCAVA Voters based on the ratio of UOCAVA Voters to Registered Voters in Cell C10
multiplied by the Projected Number of Registered Voters in Cell C7.
Estimate provided by RR/CC IT. HAVA count for March 2020 = 23,242, and assume a ~3500 increase based
on trend.
Average % Voter Turnout based on the last 3 Presidential General elections (2008 = 81.92%; 2012= 70.46%;
2016 = 69.45%). Additional data points: (1) County of Sacramento ‐ projecting a 74% turnout based on the
last Presidential General. (2) Orange County ‐ estimating turnout between 72% to 74%.
Voter turnout based on projected number of Registered Voters in Cell C7
An increase of 21.87% from the 2020 Presidential Primary based on the average increase from the 2016
Presidential General (36.22%) 2018 General (44.66%) 2020 Presidential Primary (53.79%). As an
additional data point, the County of Sacramento had 93% of voter turnout who voted by VBM ballot for the
2020 Presidential Primary.

3
382
114
572

Per SB450, minimum of 1 ballot drop‐off location per 15,000 Registered Voter.
Per SB 450, at least one Vote Center is provided for every 50,000 registered voter.
Per SB 450, at least one Vote Center is provided for every 10,000 registered voter.

191

Per SB 450, at least one Vote Center is provided for every 30,000 registered voter.

763

Per SB 450, at least one Vote Center is provided for every 7,500 registered voter.
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0. Global Assumptions

Parameters

Notes

Scenario 3 (Executive Order ‐ Reduced # of Vote Centers & Reduced Voting
Period): Min. Number of Vote Centers E‐3

572

Cost per Vote Center Facility and Rentals

$

2,556.00

County Staff (Temp and Contractors)
Clerk, NC
Election Assistant III, NC
Election Assistant II, NC
Election Assistant I, NC
Contract Staff

$
$
$
$
$

27.56
44.01
34.32
28.89
22.60

K&H: Outgoing VBM Election Mailing Services
% Spoilage
% Tax
Ballot Size
Outer Envelope
Return Envelope (Standard)
"I Voted" Sticker
Ballot Insert Wrap
Military Insert (Full Sheet ‐ 8 1/2" x 11" ‐ 1 sided)
HAVA Insert (All languages 1pprox. 4.25x8.25 full color ‐ 2 sided)
Sample Ballot Books (Provided to K&H)
Insertion of Book into VBM Packet
Per Booklet Version Provided
Ballot Cards (price per ballot card)
Machine Mail Assembly (assemble single VBM packet)
Subsequents (fee for each package after E‐29 drop)
Hand Assembly (as needed, used in place of machine assembly fee)
Roundtrip Tracking (variable IMB, data collection, and upload)
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11%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9.5%
8.5 x 14
0.07
0.066
0.05
0.14
0.077
0.088
0.08
100.00
0.183
0.31
0.10
0.50
0.03

Assume voting period shortened to 4 days (E‐3 to Election Day). Further assume the number of Vote
Centers determined per SB 450 (at least one Vote Center is provided for every 10,000 registered voter).
Provided by RR/CC for informational purposes only; no costs are derived from this figure in this Cost Model.
Note: The estimate is based on an approx. cost paid for Vote Center facilities and rentals. It does not
include operational cost such as staffing, deployment, supplies, etc.
S&EB rate based on CEO's FY 20/21 S&EB Cost Analysis.
S&EB rate based on CEO's FY 20/21 S&EB Cost Analysis.
S&EB rate based on CEO's FY 20/21 S&EB Cost Analysis.
S&EB rate based on CEO's FY 20/21 S&EB Cost Analysis.
Based on the average hourly rate from 3 contract agencies previously used in March 2020.
K&H pricing ($) is on a per unit basis and includes shipping, handling and all applicable taxes unless
otherwise stated in the SOW. Pricing applies to all material orders.
Applicable to Outer Envelopes, Return Envelopes, "I Voted" Stickers. Spoilage examples = ink issues, paper
jams, audit samples, etc.
Taxable products: ballot printing, ballot wrap, inserts, envelopes, stickers
Dropdown. K&H per unit cost based on Ballot Size selection: 8.5" x 14" or 10.5" x 17"
Value will change based on Ballot Size in Cell C36
Unit cost dependent on Ballot Size in Cell C36
Cost for ballot wrap is tiered pricing. Value will change based on the number of Ballot Cards in Cell 19
Pricing is not dependent on ballot size
Pricing is not dependent on ballot size

Unit cost dependent on Ballot Size (cell C36)
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1. VBM Outbound
April 24, 2020
Version 7.1
Cost Category
1. VBM Outbound
Vendor
Outer Envelope
Number of Outer Envelopes
Number of Additional Outer Envelopes (Spoilage)
Cost per Outer Envelope

Estimate

Return Envelope (Standard)
Number of Return Envelopes
Number of Additional Return Envelopes (Spoilage)
Cost per Return Envelope
"I Voted" Sticker
Number of "I Voted" Stickers
Number of Additional "I Voted" Stickers (Spoilage)
Cost per "I Voted" Sticker
Ballot Insert Wrap
Number of Ballot Insert Wraps
Cost per Ballot Insert Wrap
Military Insert
Number of Military Inserts
Cost per Military Insert

$
Outer Envelope Total: $

5,723,104
629,541
0.07
444,685.22

One Outer Envelope per Registered Voter + Contingency.
Additional 11% towards spoiled Outer Envelopes.
8 1/2" x 14" ballot size

$
Return Envelope Total: $

5,723,104
629,541
0.066
419,274.63

One Return Envelope per Registered Voter + Contingency.
Additional 11% towards spoiled Return Envelopes.
8 1/2" x 14" ballot size

$
"I Voted" Sticker Total: $

5,723,104
629,541
0.05
317,632.30

One "I Voted" Sticker per Registered Voter + Contingency.
Additional 11% towards spoiled "I Voted" Stickers.
Cost per "I Voted" Sticker is $0.05 regardless of ballot size

$
Ballot Insert Wrap Total: $

5,723,104
0.14
801,234.63

One Ballot Insert Wrap per Registered Voter + Contingency.
3 cards per VBM ballot; 8 1/2" x 14" ballot size

$
Military Insert Total: $

29,610
0.077
2,279.99

One full sheet per UOCAVA voter.
Pricing is not dependent on ballot size

26,700
0.088
2,349.60

HAVA insert provided to voters who need to provide ID for a Federal Election

HAVA Insert
Number of First Time Voters Who Were Not Validated through VoteCal
Cost per HAVA Insert
$
HAVA Insert Total: $
Sample Ballot Books (Provided to K&H)
Number of Sample Ballot Books to be Inserted in VBM Packet
Cost per Insertion of Sample Ballot Book in VBM Packet

0
$

Number of Booklet Versions
Cost per Booklet Version
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Assumption

0.08
0

$
Sample Ballot Books Total: $

Assume Sample Ballot Books will be mailed separately for the Nov 2020 General Election

Assume Sample Ballot Books will be mailed separately for the Nov 2020 General Election

100.00
‐
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1. VBM Outbound

Cost Category
Ballot Cards
Number of Registered Voters

Estimate
5,723,104

Number of Cards per VBM Ballot
Cost per Ballot Card
Machine Mail Assembly
Number of VBM Packets to be Assembled
Cost to Assemble each VBM Packet

Assumption

3
$
Ballot Card Total: $

$
Machine Mail Assembly Total: $

Number of Registered Voters + Contingency.
Between 2 to 3 ballot cards based on the March 2020 Primary and 2018 General Elections

0.183
3,141,984.35
5,723,104
0.31
1,774,162.39

One VBM Packet per Registered Voter + Contingency.

Subsequents

Number of VBM Packets After E‐29 Drop

147,084

Cost per VBM Packet After E‐29 Drop
Subsequents Total: $

Assume 2.57% of VBM Packets issued will receive a 2nd ballot request. 90k 2nd ballot requests
in March (unrelated to NPP crossover requests; balance of removing party‐based 2nd ballot
requests with the expected increase in bad address data for all non‐PVBM voter files), which is
2.57% of VBM Packets issued (~3.5M). 2nd ballot issuance originates from either: (1) Voter calls
in / emails; (2) RR/CC receives the original returned VBM packet with a new LA County address;
(3) Voter re‐registers through online registration (an address/language/party change) after the
original packet has been printed. As an additional point of reference, 2018 General = ~36k out
of 2.7M (1.33%) and 2016 General = ~41k out of 2.4M (1.71%). Per K&H, other States that are
currently 100% VBM ran an average of approx. 2% thus ~3% for Los Angeles County is a good
number. Data point: (1) Orange County ‐ 68,476 supplemental packets after initial mailing. Total
registration approaching 1.7M, thus supplemental volume was approx. 4% of total registered
voters.

0.10
14,708.38

Hand Assembly
Number of Second Ballots Issued in a Multi‐Language

4,000

Number of VBM Packets to be Hand Assembled

151,084

Cost to Hand Assemble each VBM Packet

0.50
Hand Assembly Total: $

Roundtrip Tracking
Number of VBM Packets
Cost per VBM Packet
K&H Tax

Roundtrip Tracking Total: $
$

Vendor Subtotal: $
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Between 1k ‐ 2k second ballots issued in November 2016 and 2018 elections; assume double.
Number of Subsequents plus estimated number of second ballots issued in a multi‐language
As needed; used in place of Machine Assembly Fee. For subsequent or for mass (additional
language needs)

75,541.89
5,870,188
0.03
176,105.65
488,694.16

One VBM packet per Registered Voter (info given to Ballot Trax) + Contingency.

Taxable products: ballot printing, ballot wrap, inserts, envelopes, stickers

7,658,653.18
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1. VBM Outbound

Cost Category
Supplies and Equipment
Outgoing VBM Postage

Estimate

Number of VBM Packets Mailed

Assumption

5,870,188

Postage Cost per VBM Packet

$0.14

Outgoing VBM Postage Total:

Supplies and Equipment Subtotal: $

Based on the number of VBM Packets Assembles (reference cell B54) and Number of
Subsequents (reference cell B58)
Average of $0.14 assuming mass mailing volume at a rate of $0.112 per packet and subsequent
mailing volume at a rate of $1.00 per packet.
Per K&H: Main mail drop will be at a rate of $0.112 per packet. The rate will then be higher on
the supplemental drops, with some being as high as a dollar or more as approach E‐7.

821,826

821,826.36

County Staff (Includes Temp Staff)
Manual VBM Applications
Number of Manual VBM Applications

100,000

Due to new voters, change of address, suspend & reissue (due to undeliverable with a change
of address within LA County), etc.
~20k+ suspend & reissue in March 2020 and ~28k change of address at the Polls.

Rate / Hour
Number of Hours Needed
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff

1. VBM Outbound Total:
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$
Manual VBM Applications Total: $

County Staff Subtotal: $
$

30
3,333
26
7
18
27.56
91,866.67

E‐29 through E‐6. Mon‐Fri.
Clerk, NCs

91,866.67
8,572,346.21
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2. Ballot Drop‐off Boxes
April 24, 2020
Version 7.1
Cost Category
2. Ballot Drop‐Off Boxes
Supplies and Equipment
Drills
Drills (Installation)
Cost per Drill

Estimate

Drill Bits
Drill Bits (Installation)
Cost per Drill Bits

Assumption

4
245.88
983.52

Total drills required

$
Drills Total: $

50
18.50
925.00

Total drill bits required

$
Drill Bits Total: $

VBM Van Rental
Number of VBM Vans
Weekly Rate per VBM Van Rental
Number of Weeks VBM Vans Needed

$
VBM Van Rental Total: $

15
400.00
5
30,000.00

Ballot Drop‐off Boxes
Number of Ballot Drop‐off Boxes Est. for Nov 2020

382

Number of Ballot Drop‐off Boxes Previously Procured

110

Number of Additional Ballot Drop‐off Boxes (Medium Size)

272

Cost per Ballot Drop‐off Box

$
Ballot Drop‐off Box Total: $

717,681.01

Supplies and Equipment Subtotal: $

749,589.53

County Staff (Includes Temp Staff)
Location Recruitment
Number of Location Recruitment Staff
Number of Days (VBM Account Managers)
Number of Hours per Day
Hourly Rate
VBM Account Managers Subtotal:
Number of VBM 24‐Hour Box Field Assessment Workers
Number of Days (VBM 24‐Hour Box Field Assessment Workers)
Number of Hours per Day
Hourly Rate
VBM Account Managers Subtotal:
Location Recruitment Total:
Installation
Number of Ballot Drop‐off Boxes Est. for Nov 2020
Number of Ballot Drop‐off Boxes Previously Installed
© 2020 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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2,643.00

$
$

$
$
$

7
90
8
34.32
172,972.80
8
45
8
34.32
98,841.60
271,814.40
382
36

Average 7 stops / route; approx. 25 routes

10 Large and 100 Medium Ballot Drop‐off Boxes previously procured for March 2020
Election
Includes cost per M910 Stainless Ballot and freight cost. Source: ascabr (ballot drop‐off
box vendor)

EA II Classification

EA II Classification

1 Large and 35 Medium Ballot Drop‐off Boxes already installed
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2. Ballot Drop‐off Boxes

Cost Category
Number of Net New Ballot Drop‐off Boxes to be Installed
Number of Hours per Installation
Hourly Rate per Installation Team (2 People)
County Staff (Installation) Total:
Assessment
Number of Ballot Drop‐off Boxes Est. for Nov 2020
Number of Field Reps (Accessibility Surveyor) per Assessment
Number of Hours per Assessment
Hourly Rate per Field Rep
County Staff (Assessment) Total:
Ballot Collection ‐ Truck Drivers
Number of Truck Drivers per Day
Number of Hours per Truck Driver per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Truck Driver
County Truck Drivers (Ballot Collection) Total:
Election Day ‐ Truck Drivers (Additional)
Number of Truck Drivers
Number of Hours per Truck Driver
Hourly Rate per Truck Driver
County Election Day Truck Drivers Total:
Election Day ‐ Loading Assistants
Number of Loading Assistants
Stipend per Loading Assistant
Loading Assistants (Contract Staff) Total:

2. Ballot Drop‐Off Boxes Total:
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Estimate

$
$

346
4
55.86
77,207.52

$
$

382
2
4
25.40
77,528.99

$
$

2
8
32
34.32
17,571.84

$
$

400
8
34.32
109,824.00

$
$

190
400.00
76,000.00

County Staff Subtotal: $
$

Assumption
Assume all VBM Ballot Drop‐off Boxes will be 24‐hour, external.

Timeline accounts for vans being picked up, labeled, refueled, returned, etc.
EA II Classification

Teams of 2
EA II Classification

629,946.75
1,379,536.28
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3. VBM Inbound
April 24, 2020
Version 7.1
Cost Category
3. VBM Inbound
Supplies and Equipment
Ballot Security Envelopes
Number of Vote Centers (E‐10)
Number of Vote Centers (E‐3)
Number of Ballot Security Envelopes (BSEs) per VC per Day
Cost per BSE
Ballot Security Envelopes Total:
Replacement Envelopes
Number of Replacement Envelopes per Vote Center
Number of Vote Centers (E‐3)
Cost per Replacement Envelope
Replacement Envelopes Total:
Envelopes for Surrendered VBM Ballots (Scenario 1)
Number of Vote Centers (E‐10)
Number of Vote Centers (E‐3)
Number of Envelopes per VC per Day
Cost per Envelope for Surrendered VBM Ballots
Envelopes for Surrendered VBM Ballots Total:
Business Reply Mail (USPS Postage)
Estimated Voter Turnout
% of Voter Turnout who Voted via VBM Ballot
Number of Returned VBM Ballots

Estimate

Assumption

$
$

191
763
6
1.19
36,776.67

4 sets of 10 envelopes
Assumes the greatest number of Vote Centers across the multiple scenarios.

$
$

40
763
0.15
4,578.48

Assumes the greatest number of Vote Centers across the multiple scenarios.
Assumes the greatest number of Vote Centers across the multiple scenarios.

$
$

191
763
1
1.19
6,129.44
4,235,097
65%
2,752,813

% of Returned VBM Ballots via USPS

69.2%

Approx. 70% of VBM Ballots were returned via USPS for the March 2020 Presidential
Primary (See Historical Data tab)
Based on the average BRM postage cost from the March 2020 Presidential Primary Election

USPS Postage per Returned VBM Ballot (Business Reply Mail)

$

0.606

BRM Cost Total:
Signature Verification
Estimated Voter Turnout
% of Voter Turnout who Voted via VBM Ballot
Number of Returned VBM Ballots
Cost per VBM Ballot for Signature Verification (50,000‐200,000 ballots)
Cost per VBM Ballot for Signature Verification (200,001‐500,000 ballots)
Cost per VBM Ballot for Signature Verification (500,001‐1M ballots)
Cost per VBM Ballot for Signature Verification (1,000,001 ‐ 1.5M ballots)
Cost per VBM Ballot for Signature Verification (1,500,001 ‐ 2M ballots)
Cost per VBM Ballot for Signature Verification (2M+ ballots)
Signature Verification (ASR Machine) Volume Cost (50,000‐200,000 ballots)
Signature Verification (ASR Machine) Volume Cost (200,001‐500,000 ballots)
Signature Verification (ASR Machine) Volume Cost (500,001‐1M ballots)
Signature Verification (ASR Machine) Volume Cost (1,000,001 ‐ 1.5M ballots)
Signature Verification (ASR Machine) Volume Cost (1,500,001 ‐ 2M ballots)

$

1,154,076.77
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Assumes the greatest number of Vote Centers across the multiple scenarios.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,235,097
65%
2,752,813
0.173
0.127
0.092
0.081
0.046
0.023
25,950.00
38,099.87
45,999.91
40,499.92
22,999.95

ES&S's per unit cost based on volume band 50,000‐200,000
ES&S's per unit cost based on volume band 200,001‐500,000
ES&S's per unit cost based on volume band 500,001‐1,000,000
ES&S's per unit cost based on volume band 1,000,001 ‐ 1,500,000
ES&S's per unit cost based on volume band 1,500,001 ‐ 2,000,000
ES&S's per unit cost based on volume band 2,000,001+
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3. VBM Inbound

Cost Category
Signature Verification (ASR Machine) Volume Cost (2M+ ballots)

$

Estimate
17,314.70

Signature Verification (ASR Machine) ‐ Upfront Fee

$

11,500.00

Signature Verification (Volume + Upfront Fee) Total: $

202,364.36

Assumption
Assumes use of current 4 ASR machines. The RR/CC is considering increasing by 2
additional machines, however not yet finalized.

Machine Envelope Opener
Number of Machine Openers

1

Cost per Machine Opener

$
Machine Envelope Opener Total: $

40,000.00
40,000.00

Supplies and Equipment Subtotal: $

1,443,925.72

Space and Storage
VBM Inbound Facility
Square Footage

28,084

Cost per Square Foot

$

1.505

VBM Inbound Facility Total: $

12
507,197.04

Duration (in Months)
TOC Storage Shelves ‐ VBM Ballot Cards
Max. Number of VBM Ballot Boxes (Current Capacity)
Max. Number of Ballot Cards per VBM Ballot Box (Current Capacity)
Total Ballot Cards Stored (Current Capacity)
Estimated Voter Turnout
% of Returned VBM Ballots
Max. Ballot Cards Anticipated for November 2020
Additional Capacity Needs
Cost for Additional Capacity
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7,492
1,000
7,492,000
4,235,097
65%
8,258,440
766,440
$

135,000.00

Additional TOC Shelves Total: $

135,000.00

Assume an additional machine opener is needed. Staff manually extract the ballots.
Current operations use 10 OPEX machines to open and 1 machine opener. Machine
letter opener opens 100 envelopes/2min; OPEX machine opens 100
envelopes/4.3minutes

Increase of 44.11% from current space (3rd Floor at RR/CC HQ= 19,488 sq ft).
Estimate provided by CEO research, assuming the average cost psf and average cost
of taxes & operation expenses. Research parameters were a 10 mile radius of RRCC
headquarters in Norwalk. The estimated rental costs are between $.80 and $1.20 psf
on a triple net basis with the average currently being $1.13 psf. Warehouse space is
typically quoted on a triple net basis. Triple net means that this does not include the
cost of taxes and operating expenses, which can add another $.25 to $.50 psf. Costs
are based on the age of the building, condition, size, features, location and amount
of maintenance required.
Assume space will be needed for a full year

3 ballot cards per returned VBM Ballot
Additional capacity would require removal of existing shelves and installation of new
shelves on raised foundation with sub‐floor wiring and resolving asbestos issues
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3. VBM Inbound

Cost Category
EOC Storage Area ‐ Pallets

Estimate

Max. Number of Pallets (Current Capacity)

Assumption
1,260

Max. Number of Boxes per Pallet (Current Capacity)
Max. Number of Ballot Cards per VBM Ballot Box (Current Capacity)
Total Ballot Cards Stored (Current Capacity)
Buildout of Additional Shelves at EOC for VBM Ballot Pallet Storage

54
1,000
68,040,000
$

295,000.00

Additional EOC Shelves Total: $

40%
413,000.00

Mark‐up

Space and Storage Subtotal: $

15
8

Number of Days

44

Drivers
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff
VBM Drop Box Processing
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff
Mail / BSE Sorting
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff
ASR Machine Processing
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff
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Source of estimate from vendor as part of mezzanine plans ‐ for cage area and non‐
cage area. Each pallet weighs 1500 lbs. Each shelf rack can hold up to 2,000 lbs. per
pallet position.
Assumes markup for Smartmatic to secure subcontractor.

1,055,197.04

County Staff (Includes Temp Staff)
Counter (RR/CC HQ)
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

Hourly Rate per Staff

Post tally, and should include the 60 pallets for other election waste from inbound
VBM operations.

$
Counter (RR/CC HQ) Total: $

27.56
145,516.80

$
Drivers Total: $

6
8
52
34.32
85,662.72

$
VBM Drop Box Processing Total: $

4
6
25
27.56
16,536.00

$
Mail / BSE Sorting Total: $

20
7
36
27.56
138,902.40

$
ASR Machine Processing Total: $

22
7
41
27.56
174,013.84

E‐29 through E+24. Mon‐Fri plus E‐10 (10/24), E‐9 (10/25), E‐3 (10/31), and E‐2 (11/1)
Clerk, NCs

E‐36 through E+24. Mon‐Fri plus E‐10 (10/24) and E‐3 (10/31).
EA II Classification

E‐29 through E+3. Mon‐Fri.
Clerk, NCs

E‐29 through E‐11 = Mon‐Fri. E‐10 through E+10 = Every Day
Clerk, NCs

Assumes 6 ASR machines. 2 people / machine, plus a catcher and report writers.
E‐29 through E‐11 = Mon‐Fri. E‐10 through E+15 = Every Day
Clerk, NCs
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Cost Category
Cure Letter Processing
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

Estimate
8
8

Number of Days

49

Hourly Rate per Staff
Prepping Ballots for Tally Transport
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff

$
Cure Letter Processing Total: $

27.56
86,428.16

$
Prepping Ballots for Tally Transport Total: $

6
8
25
27.56
33,072.00

Extractions
Estimated Voter Turnout
% of Returned VBM Ballots
Number of Returned VBM Ballots
Rate / Hour
Number of Hours Needed
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

Had 6 in march.
E‐29 through E‐11 = Mon‐Fri. E‐10 through E+15 = Every Day. E+16 through E+27 =
Mon‐Fri.
Clerk, NCs

Starting at E‐15 through E+17. Mon‐Fri.
Clerk, NCs

4,235,097
65%
2,752,813
70
39,326
159
8

Number of Days

Hourly Rate per Staff

Assumption

31

$
Prepping Ballots for Tally Transport Total: $

Exception Reports
Estimated Voter Turnout
% of Returned VBM Ballots
Number of Returned VBM Ballots
Number of Exception Reports per Returned VBM Ballot
Number of Exception Reports
Rate / Hour
Number of Hours Needed
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff
$
Prepping Ballots for Tally Transport Total: $
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27.56
1,083,821.90
4,235,097
65%
2,752,813
200
13,764
8
1,721
6
8
35
27.56
47,417.21

E‐14 through E+16. Every day. Assumes shifts are staggered and no overtime needed.
Data point: (1) Orange County ‐ Cleared all mail for Tally on Monday before Election
by working 24‐hour shifts.
Clerk, NCs

Assumes 1 Exception Report per 200 Returned VBM Ballot

Number of staff dependent on duration and volume.
E‐29 through E+17 (Nov 20). Mon‐Fri.
Clerk, NCs
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3. VBM Inbound

Cost Category
Manual Signature Verification (Challenges)
Estimated Voter Turnout
% of Returned VBM Ballots
Number of Returned VBM Ballots
% of Returned VBM Ballots Requiring Manual Signature Verification
Number of VBM Ballots Requiring Manual Signature Verification
Rate / Hour
Number of Hours Needed
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days
Hourly Rate per Staff
$
Manual Signature Verification (Challenges) Total: $
Tally Operations ‐ IT Operation Lead
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per IT Operation Lead per Day
Number of Days (Plus Overtime)

Assumption

4,235,097
65%
2,752,813
45%
1,238,766
1,000
1,239
5
7
35
27.56
34,140.39

$
IT Operation Lead Total: $

Tally Operations ‐ Operation Lead
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Operation Lead per Day

44.01
23,765.40

67.5
$
Operation Lead Total: $

Tally Operations ‐ Scanner Operators
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Scanner Operator per Day
Number of Days (Plus Overtime)

34.32
18,532.80

9/1 ‐ 11/27. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
EA III, NCs

Hourly Rate per Staff

$
Scanner Operators Total: $
Tally Operations ‐ Election Prep, Ballot Removal/Relocation, L&A
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day
Number of Days (Plus Overtime)

34.32
187,799.04

10/22 ‐ 11/20. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
EA II, NCs

14
8
67.5

$
Election Prep, Ballot Removal/Relocation, L&A Total: $

9/1 ‐ 11/27. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
EA II, NCs

24
8
28.5
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E‐29 through E+17 (Nov 20). Mon‐Fri.
Clerk, NCs

1
8

Number of Days (Plus Overtime)
Hourly Rate per Staff

Number of staff dependent on duration and volume.

1
8
67.5

Hourly Rate per Staff

Hourly Rate per Staff

Estimate

28.89
218,408.40

9/1 ‐ 11/27. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
EA I, NCs
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Cost Category
Tally Operations ‐ Tally Output Staff
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

Estimate
24
8

Number of Days (Plus Overtime)
Hourly Rate per Staff

26.5
$
Tally Output Staff Total: $

Tally Operations ‐ Ballot Input Handlers
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

26.5
$
Ballot Input Handlers Total: $

Tally Operations ‐ Snag Clerks
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

26.5
$
Snag Clerks Total: $

Tally Operations ‐ Box Tracking
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

26.5
$
Box Tracking Total: $

Tally Operations ‐ Box Transporter
Number of Staff
Number of Hours per Staff per Day

3. VBM Inbound Total:
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22.60
4,790.49

10/23 ‐ 11/19. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
Contract

4
8

Number of Days (Plus Overtime)
Hourly Rate per Staff

22.60
86,228.88

10/23 ‐ 11/19. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
Contract

1
8

Number of Days (Plus Overtime)
Hourly Rate per Staff

22.60
57,485.92

10/23 ‐ 11/19. Need 1 weekend before and 1 weekend after Election Day = Overtime.
Plus 8 hours Election Night (OT)
Contract

18
8

Number of Days (Plus Overtime)
Hourly Rate per Staff

22.60
114,971.84

10/23 ‐ 11/19. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
Contract

12
8

Number of Days (Plus Overtime)
Hourly Rate per Staff

Assumption

27
$
Box Transporter Total: $

22.60
19,161.97

County Staff Subtotal: $
$

2,576,656.17
5,075,778.93

10/23 ‐ 11/19. Mon‐Friday, plus 1 weekend before E (OT) plus 1 weekend after E (OT)
plus an additional 8 hours Election Night (OT).
Contract
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4. Outreach
April 24, 2020
Version 7.1
Cost Category
4. Outreach
Postage
Number of Mailings
Outgoing Postage
Return Postage

Estimate

$
$
Postage Total: $

Mailings
Number of Mailings
Mailings

4. Outreach Total:
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Assumption

2
621,600.00
1,960,000.00
5,163,200.00
2

$

683,027.99

Mailings Total: $

1,366,055.98

$

6,529,255.98

Assumes 8.5 x 14" size mailing. If the RR/CC decides to pursue 8.5 x 11", the cost
would be reduced by $167,699.25.
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5. Historical Data
April 24, 2020
Version 7.1
Requested VBM Ballot, Then Surrendered to Vote at
Polls (VAP)
election_date

name

AV request

AV returned

3/3/2020

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
ELECTION

3,582,930

1,141,594

11/6/2018

GENERAL ELECTION

2,704,810

1,358,879

6/5/2018

STATEWIDE DIRECT PRIMARY
ELECTION

2,321,276

670,965

11/8/2016

GENERAL ELECTION

2,420,613

1,306,928

6/7/2016

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
ELECTION

1,925,246

732,955

11/4/2014

GENERAL ELECTION

1,616,818

585,317

% AV Returned
(relative to
Requested)
32%
50%
29%
54%
38%
36%

AV VAP

% Surrendered
to VAP

Voted

404,852

11%

2,122,469

353,265

13%

3,011,818

143,899

6%

1,499,972

463,588

19%

3,567,857

253,959

13%

2,087,591

107,867

7%

1,541,878

March 2020 Presidential Primary: VBM Returns
Distribution
Return Source
Drop Box
Drop Off Location

Description
Permanent Boxes
Drop Boxes that are
supervised

Vote Center Drop Off

VBM Ballots returned via BSEs

Fax
Mail

Returned via Fax
Returned via USPS

Ballots
4,038
50,027
303,821
1,062
805,740
1,164,688

% of Total
0.35%
4.30%
26.09%
0.09%
69.18%

HISTORICAL DATA (Provided by RR/CC in Apr 2020)

Year
1998
1998
2000
2000
2002
2002
2004
2004
2006
2006
2008
2008
2008
2010
2010
2012
2012
2014
2014
February 11, 2016
2016
July 11, 2016
2016
July 17, 2017
February 6, 2018
April 14, 2018
2018
2018
March 1, 2019
April 18, 2019

Election
Gubernatorial Primary
Gubernatorial General
Presidential Primary
Presidential General
Gubernatorial Primary
Gubernatorial General
Presidential Primary
Presidential General
Gubernatorial Primary
Gubernatorial General
Presidential Primary
June Primary
Presidential General
Gubernatorial Primary
Gubernatorial General
Presidential Primary
Presidential General
Gubernatorial Primary
Gubernatorial General
POINT IN TIME
Presidential Primary
POINT IN TIME
Presidential General
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
Statewide Direct Primary
Election
General Election
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
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Reg
3,772,593
3,854,826
3,808,488
4,075,037
4,142,514
3,962,831
3,670,157
3,901,106
3,826,979
3,899,397
3,951,957
4,027,819
4,111,642
4,355,447
4,421,019
4,450,035
4,593,621
4,823,407
4,544,455
4,848,454
4,809,383
4,949,805
5,103,353
5,412,696
5,341,818
5,136,711
5,140,129
5,200,514
5,369,536
5,380,594

% Change from
Primary to
General

PVBM

Total # of Voters
who Received a
VBM Ballot
% Change in
% of Reg Voters One‐Time VBM (PVBM + One‐ One‐Time VBM
who are PVBM
Request
Time)
Requests

32.44%
‐70.36%
237.29%
‐83.42%
50.61%

Ballots Cast
1,450,126
2,058,862
1,836,153
2,769,927
1,070,651
1,784,320
1,379,747
3,085,582
1,050,076
2,033,119
2,183,998
812,308
3,368,057
1,021,448
2,377,105
973,274
3,236,704
824,070
1,518,835

Poll
1,164,594
1,651,086
1,519,271
2,226,784
851,675
1,424,638
1,049,394
2,383,889
735,252
1,501,736
1,701,077
496,172
2,557,835
651,949
1,698,454
541,463
2,260,876
423,376
941,812

2.08%

3.23%

6.11%

811,674
1,080,400
1,154,027
1,618,226
1,552,321
1,629,216

18.64%
24.44%
25.93%
35.23%
32.18%
35.85%

1,975,909
2,452,857

2,285,763
2,600,128

VBM
% VBM Ballots
285,532
19.69%
407,776
19.81%
316,882
17.26%
543,143
19.61%
218,976
20.45%
359,682
20.16%
330,353
23.94%
701,693
22.74%
314,824
29.98%
531,383
26.14%
482,921
22.11%
38.92%
316,136
810,222
24.06%
369,499
36.17%
678,651
28.55%
431,811
44.37%
975,828
30.15%
400,694
48.62%
577,023
37.99%

Total Turnout
38.44%
53.41%
48.21%
67.97%
25.85%
45.03%
37.59%
79.10%
27.44%
52.14%
55.26%
20.17%
81.92%
23.45%
53.77%
21.87%
70.46%
17.08%
33.42%

Voters Never
Voted
61.56%
46.59%
51.79%
32.03%
74.15%
54.97%
62.41%
20.90%
72.56%
47.86%
44.74%
79.83%
18.08%
76.55%
46.23%
78.13%
29.54%
82.92%
66.58%

UOCAVA
Registration

UOCAVA as a %
of Total
Registered

972
3,651
729
1,514
1,990
14,572
12,671
13,472
13,570
13,733
22,111
20,307
20,658
16,938
22,410
20,922
19,919

0.03%
0.09%
0.02%
0.04%
0.05%
0.37%
0.33%
0.35%
0.34%
0.34%
0.54%
0.47%
0.47%
0.38%
0.49%
0.43%
0.44%

135,296
179,185
53,119
179,166
29,710
44,746

946,970
1,259,585
1,207,146
1,797,392
1,582,031
1,673,962

41.08%

72,927

2,048,836

62.98%

2,006,976

1,284,949

722,027

35.98%

41.73%

58.27%

20,501

0.43%

48.06%

160,227

2,613,084

119.71%

3,544,115

2,260,467

1,283,648

36.22%

69.45%

30.55%

26,871

0.53%

44.47%
50.00%

36,862
106,203

2,322,625
2,706,331

‐76.99%
188.11%

1,490,502
3,023,417

825,427
1,673,104

665,075
1,350,313

44.62%
44.66%

29.00%
58.14%

71.00%
41.86%

24,271
25,263

0.47%
0.49%
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May 28, 2019
August 7, 2019
October 9, 2019
October 16, 2019
October 21, 2019
October 31, 2019
January 13, 2020
January 20, 2020
February 20, 2020
2020

5. Historical Data

POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
POINT IN TIME
Presidential Primary

Registered Voters
(yellow cells are
projections)
5,546,785
5,580,416
5,592,466
5,600,575
5,608,696
5,616,829
5,624,973
5,633,129
5,641,297
5,649,477
5,657,669
5,665,872
5,674,088
5,682,315
5,690,555
5,698,806
5,707,069
5,715,345
5,723,632

5,411,802
5,424,197
5,461,945
5,462,159
5,461,224
5,466,037
5,483,014
5,488,620
5,534,513
5,513,057

As of:
18‐Feb‐20
25‐Mar‐20
3‐Apr‐20
12‐Apr‐20
21‐Apr‐20
30‐Apr‐20
9‐May‐20
18‐May‐20
27‐May‐20
5‐Jun‐20
14‐Jun‐20
23‐Jun‐20
2‐Jul‐20
11‐Jul‐20
20‐Jul‐20
29‐Jul‐20
7‐Aug‐20
16‐Aug‐20
25‐Aug‐20

3,170,355

57.51%
412,575
3,582,930
average % change in One‐Time VBM requests:
64.99%

288.48%
74.88%

2,122,469

980,875

1,141,594

53.79%

38.50%

61.50%

25,518

0.46%

Avg % Change
Week‐Over‐Week

# of Weeks
5
1

0.12%
0.17%
0.145%

avg WOW estimate

E‐70

Sample Ballot (Jan 15, 2020)

Input Qty
5,190,557

NCOA Matches

NonUSPS
90,731

45

Sent in mail
5,099,781

Total Bad
Addresses
269,137

Returned
Undeliverable
159,900

Returned
Change of
Total
Address
Undeliverables
18,461
178,361
3.50%
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